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 1 P R O C E E D I N G 

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  We are back for

 3 continuation of the hearing in DE 10-188, which i s the

 4 CORE Electric and Natural Gas Efficiency Programs .  We

 5 were not able to finish on the first scheduled da y, so we

 6 noticed that we would continue today, starting at  9:00.

 7 And, thank you, everyone, for coming and being re ady to

 8 start a little earlier than usual.

 9 We'll take appearances.  And, then, I

10 think -- think about any procedural issues.  As f ar as I

11 can recall, we were ready to begin with Mr. Stelt zer as a

12 witness, then Mr. Eckberg, and then the Staff wit nesses.

13 Is that correct?  

14 (Atty. Eaton and Atty. Thunberg nodding 

15 in the affirmative.) 

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, in addition, we

17 have a public member who asked on Friday if he co uld make

18 a public comment, not intervene in the case, but make a

19 comment.  And, I understand he's here today.  So,  perhaps

20 we'll do that before we begin evidence.  But, bef ore we

21 begin, why don't we take appearances please.

22 MR. EATON:  For Public Service Company

23 of New Hampshire, my name is Gerald M. Eaton.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Good morning.
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 1 MR. EATON:  Good morning.

 2 MS. GOLDWASSER:  On behalf of Unitil

 3 Energy Systems, from the law firm of Orr & Reno, my name

 4 is Rachel Goldwasser.

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Good morning.

 6 MS. HOLAHAN:  Carol Holahan, from the

 7 McLane law firm, on behalf of National Grid.

 8 MR. LINDER:  Good morning.  Alan Linder,

 9 from New Hampshire Legal Assistance, representing  The Way

10 Home.  And, I'd like to take the opportunity to a lso enter

11 the appearance of my co-counsel, Dan Feltes, who is not

12 here yet, but will be here a little later this mo rning,

13 because I have to leave for a little while, but I 'll be

14 back in the afternoon.  Thank you.

15 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's fine.  Thank

16 you.  

17 MR. NUTE:  Good morning.  Dana Nute, on

18 behalf of the New Hampshire Community Action Asso ciation.

19 MR. STELTZER:  Good morning.  Eric

20 Steltzer, representing Office of Energy & Plannin g.

21 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Good morning.  Rorie

22 Hollenberg and Stephen Eckberg, here for the Offi ce of

23 Consumer Advocate.  

24 MS. THUNBERG:  Good morning.  Marcia
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 1 Thunberg, on behalf of Staff.  And, with me today  is Jim

 2 Cunningham and Iqbal Al-Azad.

 3 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Good morning.  And,

 4 then, we have, is it "Mr. Brooks", did I get that  right?

 5 "Mr. Bates"?  

 6 MR. BATES:  Mr. Baits, yes.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I don't know if the

 8 parties are aware of this, but he had approached the

 9 Commission, I think, on either Thursday or Friday  last

10 week, saying he had a comment he wanted to make, and we

11 said "that would be."  We often take them at the beginning

12 or the end of the proceedings.  And, so, Mr. Bate s, if you

13 would like to speak now.

14 MR. BATES:  Sure.

15 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, then, you're

16 welcome to stay for the day or not.  What we'd as k is, why

17 don't you come to a microphone, just so that we c an be

18 sure everyone's hearing you.  You can have a seat .  If you

19 can give us your name, address, --

20 MR. BATES:  Sure.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  -- and then just

22 speak.  And, you won't be cross-examined.  This i s just to

23 speak to make your comments known.  We appreciate  it.  

24 MR. BATES:  Thank you, madam Chairman.
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 1 My name is Joseph Bates.  I currently work for Cr oss

 2 Construction.  I'm here today just to voice my su pport in

 3 the current utility program as it is.  I have act ually

 4 been involved in the program as the fuel neutral program,

 5 Home Performance with ENERGY STAR, since we pilot ed it

 6 just about three years ago.  I have also worked i n the

 7 State of Maine, I forget the name of the program,  but

 8 their residential program, and Massachusetts Util ity

 9 Program, MassSave.

10 I've been in approximately 200 homes

11 here in New Hampshire.  And, I've been able to ta lk with

12 the homeowners, get their sense of how happy they  are with

13 the program, and the measures that we were able t o do.

14 I'd like to just point out what I think

15 is some of the advantages of the program.  Number  one,

16 being that the way it's funded, I support that, t hat

17 ratepayer contribution, how they pay for it.  Eve ryone

18 equally pays into it, everyone has equal access t o it,

19 provided they can, of course, show their home has

20 opportunity.  The program has been very efficient ly

21 managed, very professionally done, and the QA, Qu ality

22 Assurance, has been very well done.  And, the lev els and

23 standards are held very high.

24 The environmental impact has been very
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 1 good in this program.  Being that we're really ad dressing

 2 the dependency New Hampshire has on foreign fuels .  The

 3 incentives that the program offers, I'll break th em down,

 4 are, to my opinion, contribute it to being an

 5 award-winning program.  The application process r equired

 6 for a homeowner, being that they have to pay a $1 00

 7 co-pay, and they also have to go to a website, pr int out

 8 an application, mail in two years' worth of utili ty bills.

 9 That has some footwork to it, and has that homeow ner being

10 invested in the process.  What's good about that process

11 is, that by the time we go out there and do an en ergy

12 assessment, we have a very high conversion rate, i.e., we

13 hit as high as 85 percent conversion rate.  Peopl e

14 converting into doing the deeper work and the rec ommended

15 work.  And, they usually always do all the recomm ended

16 work.

17 This is very good, because the costs of

18 implementing these energy assessments, those doll ars,

19 aren't going towards energy-reducing measures.  S o, a

20 program wants to minimize those dollars as much a s it can.

21 Unlike Massachusetts, they offer that free home

22 assessment, and we have to keep going back to the  house in

23 order to properly weatherize that home.

24 The driving force for this, of course,
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 1 is the rebate offered.  New Hampshire has -- offe rs a

 2 50 percent up to $4,000 rebate.  What's great abo ut this

 3 is that price point, i.e., to maximize the rebate , you're

 4 going to spend up to $8,000.  That amount of mone y will

 5 fix most all houses, and completely fix the house , as far

 6 as the shell improvements are concerned.  These

 7 improvements will lead to a 20 to 40 percent ener gy

 8 savings.  So, again, a big bang for the buck.  

 9 Down in Massachusetts, they only offer

10 $2,000.  It's not enough to fully complete the wo rk on

11 that home.  And, you go out and you partially com plete the

12 work.  They have to re-apply, have another audit the

13 following year, and we go out and do some more me asures.

14 And, a large enough home, we'll go out three time s.  So,

15 that's three energy assessments, three visits, ov er three

16 years; not very efficient.

17 The other good thing about the rebate

18 here in New Hampshire is that it is an instant re bate.

19 Maine offered a rebate in their program, but the homeowner

20 had to shell out the full cost, and, at times, wo uld take

21 up to six months before finally receiving a rebat e check.

22 The other really neat feature of this

23 program, which basically makes it into a perfect program,

24 is offering the on-bill financing.  This opens th e program
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 1 up to just about everyone, whether they have cash  on hand

 2 or not.  It also gives them the incentive to go d eeper in

 3 the work that they do.  They actually often ask m e "is

 4 there any more that you can do?"  And, it makes i t, at the

 5 end of the day, if you do a case study, they will  actually

 6 -- these savings will come close to or if not exc eed the

 7 payments on that loan.  So, combining with the re bate, and

 8 the on-bill, financially speaking, it becomes a

 9 no-brainer, and thus has a great incentive for pe ople to

10 act.  

11 That's about it, madam Chairman.

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  I

13 appreciate your comments.  That was very well-org anized

14 and thoughtful.  So, thank you.  And, the experie nce from

15 other states is interesting to hear.

16 MR. BATES:  Thank you.

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  You're free to stay.

18 Or, if you've got other business to get to, that' s okay,

19 too.

20 MR. BATES:  Yeah, I have an appointment

21 to get to.  Thank you.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  With that, are we

23 ready to move to Mr. Steltzer or is there any oth er

24 procedural matters to take up?
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 1 (No verbal response) 

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Seeing none, Mr.

 3 Steltzer, is it correct that Mr. Linder is going to assist

 4 in your presentation?  

 5 MR. STELTZER:  No, it isn't.  Mr. Eaton

 6 will be entering me in as a witness.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  I knew

 8 somebody had made that offer, and forgot who it w as.

 9 (Whereupon Eric Steltzer was duly sworn 

10 by the Court Reporter.) 

11 ERIC STELTZER, SWORN 

12  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

13 BY MR. EATON: 

14 Q. Mr. Steltzer, would you please state your name for the

15 record.

16 A. My name is Eric Steltzer.

17 Q. For whom are you employed?  

18 A. I'm employed by the Office of Energy & Planning .

19 Q. And, what is your position and what are your du ties for

20 the Office of Energy & Planning?

21 A. My position is Energy Policy Analyst.  And, in this

22 role, I help to advise the state on energy effici ency

23 policies and renewable energy efforts.  I've also  been

24 involved with the oversight of a significant amou nt of
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 1 funding that has come through the American Recove ry and

 2 Reinvestment Act to institute energy efficiency

 3 programs in the State of New Hampshire.

 4 Q. Have you participated in Public Utilities Commi ssion

 5 proceedings involving conservation and load energ y --

 6 and energy efficiency programs?

 7 A. Yes, I have.

 8 Q. And, have you represented the Office of Energy &

 9 Planning in this proceeding?

10 A. Yes, I am.

11 Q. Do you have in front of you a document that has  a cover

12 letter from you, addressed to the Executive Direc tor,

13 dated "March 28th, 2012"?

14 A. I don't have the cover letter, but I do have th e

15 testimony that is dated "March 23rd, 2012".

16 Q. Thank you.  Was that testimony prepared by you or under

17 your supervision?

18 A. Yes, it is.

19 Q. Is it true and accurate to the best of your kno wledge

20 and belief?

21 A. Yes, it is.

22 Q. Do you need to make any corrections to that tes timony?

23 A. I do not.

24 Q. And, if I asked you those questions today, you would
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 1 answer in the same way?

 2 A. I would.

 3 MR. EATON:  Madam Chairman, would like

 4 this marked as the next exhibit number, 30 --

 5 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Number 40.

 6 MR. EATON:  Number 40.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  So

 8 marked for identification.

 9 (The document, as described, was 

10 herewith marked as Exhibit 40 for 

11 identification.) 

12 BY MR. EATON: 

13 Q. Mr. Steltzer, do you have a brief summary of yo ur

14 testimony that you'd like to give to the Commissi on

15 this morning?

16 A. Yes, I do.  Just briefly, I'd like to mention t hat the

17 testimony summarizes OEP's support for the Home

18 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program.  Not only t hat it

19 should continue forward, recognizing that program s do

20 need a change from time to time, but it is certai nly an

21 integral program to be a part of the CORE Program s.  We

22 also provided some testimony as far the fairness of how

23 and why System Benefits Charge funds should be us ed to

24 support a fuel neutral Home Performance with ENER GY
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 1 STAR Program.  We base that fairness that it is

 2 currently legal to use System Benefits Charge fun ds for

 3 fuel neutral programs underneath CORE.  There's a

 4 precedent for it.  It helps to support a number o f

 5 state policies, including the New Hampshire Clima te

 6 Action Plan, as well as the 25x'25 Plan.  And, th at it

 7 -- one of the laws regarding the Home -- or, the CORE

 8 Programs states the importance of having these pr ograms

 9 be market transformational.  And, we believe that  the

10 previous reports that have been issued by the sta te,

11 both in the GDS Report, the SB 323 Study, as well  as

12 the Cadmus Report, all state support for this typ e of

13 program going forward in New Hampshire, and speak  to

14 the measures of it being a market transformationa l

15 program.

16 MR. EATON:  Thank you.  That's all the

17 questions I have.

18 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Mr.

19 Eaton, I appreciate your helping out Mr. Steltzer .  You

20 also have an opportunity for cross-examination.  So, while

21 that's a little odd to shift from direct to cross , are

22 there other questions that you wanted to bring ou t?

23 MR. EATON:  No.  I can't summon up the

24 meanness of cross-examination after doing such a nice
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 1 direct examination.

 2 (Laughter.) 

 3 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Then,

 4 Ms. Goldwasser, questions?

 5 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

 6 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 7 Q. Mr. Steltzer, you indicate in your testimony th at your

 8 responsibilities at OEP include coordination and

 9 implementation of energy efficiency programs, and  that

10 you collaborate with other states regarding those

11 programs, is that correct?

12 A. Yes, it is.

13 Q. Do your responsibilities include the provision of

14 energy efficiency services to the residential sec tor?

15 A. While OEP doesn't directly oversee those progra ms, we

16 are funding a number of programs, in particular, the

17 BetterBuildings Program, through Community Develo pment

18 Finance Authority, that is focusing on the reside ntial

19 sector, as well as some renewable energy programs  for

20 the residential sector, too.

21 Q. And, does your work responsibilities include ov ersight

22 of residential energy efficiency programs?

23 A. Yes, it does.

24 Q. Do your responsibilities include working with e nergy
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 1 efficiency professionals, including auditors and

 2 contractors?

 3 A. Yes, it does.

 4 Q. And, do your responsibilities require you to ha ve an

 5 understanding of the market for residential secto r

 6 energy efficiency?

 7 A. Yes, it does.

 8 Q. Mr. Steltzer, are you familiar with the GDS Stu dy?

 9 A. I am familiar with it.  Certainly, if we get in to

10 technical details of numbers, I'm less so.  But I  do

11 have an overall understanding of the report.

12 Q. Can you provide just a two-sentence summary of what

13 that report is?

14 A. What the report does is identify the energy eff iciency

15 opportunities that are here in New Hampshire, pro vided

16 in a number of different scenarios.  To look at n ot

17 only what was available within the marketplace, b ut

18 what is technically available.  And, was an impor tant

19 study that was issued out through the Core Progra m

20 funds in 2009.

21 Q. And, it was, as you said, it was provided to th e

22 Commission via the CORE Programs?

23 A. Yes, it was.

24 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I have here your Data
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 1 Request 5-6 from Staff.

 2 (Atty. Goldwasser distributing 

 3 documents.) 

 4 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I ask that it be marked

 5 as "Exhibit 41".

 6 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Is this something

 7 that other participants have had a chance to see?

 8 MS. GOLDWASSER:  This is a data response

 9 to Staff in the procedure for the HPwES Program.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  So,

11 presumably, people have received it during the di scovery

12 process?

13 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Yes.

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Then,

15 we'll mark it for identification as "Exhibit 41".

16 (The document, as described, was 

17 herewith marked as Exhibit 41 for 

18 identification.) 

19 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

20 Q. Mr. Steltzer, in this data response, Staff asks  you

21 whether there are -- whether the "residential pro grams

22 are achieving Potentially Achievable residential

23 electric savings as identified in the GDS Report. "

24 And, you conclude that -- that the GDS Study supp orts a
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 1 fuel neutral HPwES Program, is that correct?

 2 A. That is correct.

 3 Q. And, that the GDS Study concludes that only a s mall

 4 number of customers would benefit from an electri c-only

 5 Home Energy Efficiency Program, is that correct?

 6 A. That is correct.

 7 Q. In your data response, you reply on Pages 20 to  21 of

 8 the GDS Study.  And, your response includes a quo tation

 9 which references Footnote 16.  Do you see that?  It's

10 on -- if you look in the italics, there's a Footn ote 16

11 at the end of the first paragraph.

12 A. I don't see the footnote. 

13 Q. Right.

14 A. But I do see the text.

15 Q. So, you reference the footnote, but the footnot e wasn't

16 included in your data response, correct?

17 A. I believe that is the case, yes.

18 Q. Okay.  I have here the GDS report which you cit e and

19 quote, which includes that Footnote 16.  And, I'l l give

20 that to you for you to take a look at.

21 (Atty. Goldwasser distributing 

22 documents.)  

23 WITNESS STELTZER:  And, I should note I

24 see the Footnote 16 there.
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I notice that one

 2 page of the report has already been marked as "Ex hibit

 3 38", Page 8.  But the report itself has not been entered.

 4 So, is it your intention only to introduce these pages as

 5 an exhibit?

 6 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Yes, madam Chair.  It's

 7 a pretty lengthy report.  So, I didn't want to co py the

 8 entire thing for the Commission.  But I did copy the first

 9 page, and then, if you ignore the second page the re, Pages

10 21 and 22 are what I provided as part of what I'd  like to

11 mark as "Exhibit 42".

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  We'll mark that for

13 identification.  

14 (The document, as described, was 

15 herewith marked as Exhibit 42 for 

16 identification.) 

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, also note, for

18 anyone who's not aware, that the full report is o n our

19 Commission website, I believe.  I see nods.  That 's good.

20 Thank you.

21 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

22 Q. So, Mr. Steltzer, referencing the pages of the GDS

23 Study, which you quote in your data response, can  you

24 please take a look at the text of Footnote 16, an d read
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 1 that text into the record.

 2 A. Glad to.  "The 4 percent presents total number of

 3 customers with electric heat as their primary sou rce

 4 for heating.  A smaller percentage than 4 percent  would

 5 qualify for participation in the Home Energy Solu tions

 6 program, since 65 percent or more of their space

 7 heating needs to be met with electric heat."

 8 Q. So, in other words, the GDS Study, which was pe rformed

 9 in 2009, concluded that less than 4 percent of Ne w

10 Hampshire ratepayers are eligible for an electric -only

11 HES Program, is that correct?

12 A. That's how I understand it as well.

13 Q. And, that's before anyone would be qualified un der the

14 Home Heating Index, is that correct?

15 A. I believe that is the case, yes.

16 Q. And, that's using statewide data, not utility-b ased

17 data, is that correct?

18 A. I don't know the source of data that GDS has us ed to

19 arrive at that number.

20 Q. If you look at the sentence that is at the -- t he

21 sentence that directly precedes Footnote 14, does  it

22 read "Customers with electric heat as their prima ry

23 heating source represent approximately 4 percent of the

24 total population based on phone surveys"?
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 1 MR. LINDER:  You meant "16"?

 2 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Yeah, the text that

 3 precedes Footnote 16.

 4 WITNESS STELTZER:  Sorry, I had heard

 5 "14".  

 6 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Oh, I apologize.

 7 WITNESS STELTZER:  So, I was looking for

 8 14.

 9 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

10 Q. Footnote 16.  I'll try that again.  "Customers with

11 electric heat as their primary heating source rep resent

12 approximately 4 percent of the total population b ased

13 on the phone surveys"?

14 A. Yes.  That is what it says there.

15 Q. And, that's the phone surveys that GDS conducte d as

16 part of its study, is that correct?

17 A. I would imagine so.

18 Q. And, the GDS Study was a statewide study?

19 A. Yes, it was.

20 Q. And, if that data is based on phone studies, th at data

21 is based on self-reporting, correct?

22 A. It is.

23 Q. Not based on an actual usage to contrast the da ta with

24 the data that the utilities used to come up with their
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 1 electric heat numbers?

 2 A. No.  This data here is primary data that was co llected

 3 by GDS Associates.

 4 Q. Mr. Steltzer, I have here your response to Staf f Data

 5 Request 5-7.

 6 (Atty. Goldwasser distributing 

 7 documents.) 

 8 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 9 Q. Mr. Steltzer, do you recognize this data reques t?

10 A. Yes, I do.

11 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Madam Chair, this data

12 request was propounded in response to Staff reque st in

13 this hearing.  I'd like to mark it for identifica tion as

14 "Exhibit 43".

15 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So marked for

16 identification.

17 (The document, as described, was 

18 herewith marked as Exhibit 43 for 

19 identification.) 

20 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

21 Q. Mr. Steltzer, in this data request, Staff asks you

22 several questions regarding the New Hampshire Cli mate

23 Action Plan.  As part of your professional work, are

24 you familiar with the Action Plan?
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 1 A. I am.

 2 Q. Please read Staff's Question b., and your respo nse.

 3 A. Staff's question was:  "Would you agree that th e Plan

 4 ranks "Buildings" as a factor, lower than "Electr icity

 5 Generation"?"  My response was:  "No.  In the Exe cutive

 6 Summary of the New Hampshire Climate Action Plan on

 7 Page 2, it states "The greatest reductions would come

 8 from improvements in the building sector, followe d by

 9 transportation and electric generation sectors."  The

10 plan ranks, in terms of priority, the building se ctor

11 above the election generation sector in terms of

12 opportunity to achieve greenhouse gas emissions

13 reductions.  The ranking of the sectors by their

14 opportunity to reduce greenhouse gas emissions is

15 further discussed on Page 26 and in Figure 2.2.  It is

16 included below.  The program" -- excuse me, "Prog rams

17 should" -- let's try it again.  "Programs such as  the

18 fuel neutral Home Performance with ENERGY STAR pr ogram

19 will better achieve the recommendations of the Ne w

20 Hampshire Climate Action Plan than an electric-on ly HES

21 Program."

22 Q. Thank you.  Can you also please explain the fig ure

23 that's on the second page of your data response?

24 A. Yes.  I might note just where Staff was recomme nding to
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 1 take a look at was beginning on Page 15 of the Cl imate

 2 Action Plan, and I don't have that page in front of me.

 3 But, from my recollection, that that chart that t hey're

 4 referring to is an area chart showing which secto rs

 5 contribute to greenhouse gas emissions.  And, it does

 6 rate the electric generation sector as a higher s ector.

 7 But the question here was really looking at the r anking

 8 order and the priority of taking action.  And, so ,

 9 that's where I was referencing "Figure 2.2", whic h is

10 on part of the response that I had.  And, this is

11 really looking at what's commonly referred to as the

12 "wedges".  And, looking to see how all of these

13 different actions that can be taken can help to

14 contribute to a reduction in greenhouse gas emiss ions.

15 And, in this -- this is also an area chart.  And,  you

16 can see in this chart that buildings has a greate r

17 depth or greater width.  And, therefore, the Plan  is

18 suggesting that "buildings" is ranked higher than

19 "electric generation", as far as opportunities to

20 reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

21 Q. Thank you.  Finally, I promise this is your las t, your

22 last data response.  I have your response to Staf f 5-8.

23 If you could refresh your memory about that.

24 (Atty. Goldwasser distributing 
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 1 documents.) 

 2 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 3 Q. Do you recognize that document?

 4 A. I do.

 5 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Madam Chair, I'd like

 6 to mark that for identification as "Exhibit 44".

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So marked.

 8 (The document, as described, was 

 9 herewith marked as Exhibit 44 for 

10 identification.) 

11 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

12 Q. Now, Mr. Steltzer, in this request, Staff asks why you

13 recommend a fuel neutral program when the GDS Stu dy

14 concluded that there are "Potentially Obtainable

15 opportunities to achieve electric kilowatt-hour

16 savings" in New Hampshire?  And, you respond:  "[ Using]

17 a single criteria, such as the availability of

18 additional potentially obtainable kilowatt-hour s avings

19 suggested above, would result in ineffective prog rams."

20 Is that correct.

21 A. Just trying to find -- there it is.  Okay.  Yes , it is.

22 Q. Can you explain your reasoning?

23 A. Well, it's really based off of market transform ation,

24 what is currently available in the market.  One o f the
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 1 -- one of the most numerous calls that we get in our

 2 office from residents is "how can you help me wit h my

 3 energy bill?"  There isn't a delineation between

 4 electricity and oil consumption.  They're clearly

 5 facing a pressure with rising costs, and are look ing

 6 for opportunities to reduce their energy use with in

 7 their house as a complete system.  Also, what's

 8 currently available for auditing services to the

 9 residential sector does not include the opportuni ty for

10 an auditor to just come in and look at the

11 electric-only portions of a home.  Building

12 Performances Institute -- or, Building Performanc e

13 Institute, BPI certification is a widely regarded

14 certification for auditors that are doing this wo rk in

15 New Hampshire.  And, they treat homes as a single

16 system, looking at all energy use.  And, so, to h ave

17 some sort of Home Energy Solutions Program that i s

18 focused on electric savings only, and as this has  gone

19 on with the discovery, I've understood that Staff  is

20 recommending that those electric savings could al so be

21 done in oil-heated homes, but it would just be fo r the

22 electric savings only.  That just doesn't exist o ut

23 there in the marketplace.  There is no one that c an

24 provide that service in any sort of cost-effectiv e way.
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 1 And, so, that's really the essence of what I'm ge tting

 2 at here.  Is that it isn't -- the market is

 3 transforming to look at all energy use within a h ome,

 4 not just electric portion.

 5 Q. So, to sum up, would it be rational for the uti lities

 6 to conduct an in-home electric efficiency program , when

 7 the marketplace for energy efficiency serves all energy

 8 resources together, and doesn't set aside electri c

 9 efficiency separately?

10 A. No, I don't think that would be fair at all.

11 Q. I have here --

12 MS. GOLDWASSER:  And, madam Chair,

13 before I go here, I have an order, which I'd just  like

14 Mr. Steltzer to read a paragraph from.  I haven't  produced

15 copies of it, because it's on the Commission's we bsite,

16 and it's something that I think you can take judi cial

17 notice of?

18 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  It's a Commission

19 order?

20 MS. GOLDWASSER:  It's a Commission

21 order.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's fine.  We

23 don't need it as a separate exhibit.

24 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Okay.  
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 1 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 2 Q. So, I have here Order Number 24,930, from Janua ry 5th,

 3 2009.  Would you please read the highlighted text ,

 4 which is on Page 20.

 5 A. "Running programs that attempt to isolate and t arget

 6 energy efficiency to a single fuel source, such a s

 7 electricity, may in itself be a market barrier wh en

 8 energy efficiency measures delivered as a compreh ensive

 9 package, such as systematic whole house retrofits  that

10 reduce multiple energy uses and costs, including the

11 size and cost of high efficiency replacement HVAC

12 systems, may be the overall most cost-effective

13 approach to achieving energy efficiency and

14 conservation of all fuel sources."

15 Q. Therefore, could limiting the Company's ability  to

16 perform a whole house program establish an artifi cial

17 division between electric and non-electric measur es,

18 which doesn't exist in the marketplace, and which

19 violates the market transformation goals under RS A

20 374-F?

21 A. Yes.  And, I think it's clear here.  The types of

22 programs that the Commission is requesting utilit ies to

23 provide are programs such as Home Performance wit h

24 ENERGY STAR Program in a fuel neutral capacity.  
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 1 Q. Do you have anything else you want to add about  "market

 2 barriers"?

 3 A. No.  No.

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, before you go

 5 there, can I just clarify?

 6 WITNESS STELTZER:  Yes.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  The order, what page

 8 were you reading from?

 9 MS. GOLDWASSER:  It was on Page 20.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, is that from

11 the "Commission Analysis" section or another sect ion?

12 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I believe it's in the

13 "Commission Analysis" section.

14 WITNESS STELTZER:  Yes, it is.

15 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  So, I'm

16 sorry.  I interpreted you about "market barrier" issues.

17 WITNESS STELTZER:  No, I think that's

18 it.  Thank you.

19 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I have nothing further.

20 Thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Ms.

22 Holahan?

23 MS. HOLAHAN:  I have no questions at

24 this time.
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Linder, any

 2 questions?

 3 MR. LINDER:  Yes, I do have one

 4 question.  Thank you.

 5 BY MR. LINDER: 

 6 Q. Mr. Steltzer, I just want to direct you to your  direct

 7 testimony, Exhibit 40, and on Page 6.  And, actua lly,

 8 if you look at Page 5 first, there is a question posed

 9 on Line 8.

10 A. Yes, I'm there.

11 Q. Do you see that?  And, the question is: "Why do  you

12 believe it is fair to continue the Home Performan ce

13 with ENERGY STAR Program as a fuel neutral progra m with

14 SBC funds?"  Do you see that?

15 A. Yes, I do.

16 Q. And, your answer to that question runs through Page 5,

17 down to Line 17 on Page 6, is that right?

18 A. Yes, it does.

19 Q. And, I just wanted to direct you to Page 6, Lin e 5.

20 A. Yes, I'm there.

21 Q. Okay.  And, it starts out "For over 10 years, t he

22 Commission has a precedent of permitting SBC fund s for

23 fuel neutral programs, such as the Home Energy

24 Assistance Program."  Do you see that?
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 1 A. Yes, I do.

 2 Q. Is the Home Energy Assistance Program the Low I ncome

 3 Core Program?

 4 A. Yes, it is.

 5 Q. And, just directing your attention to Line 9, o n Page

 6 6.

 7 A. Yes, I'm there.

 8 Q. Okay.  Which reads:  "Additionally, if the Comm ission

 9 determines it is unfair to use SBC funds for a fu el

10 neutral program, OEP is concerned about the

11 ramifications this decision could have on providi ng

12 much needed weatherization assistance to the low income

13 sector through the Home Energy Assistance Program ."  Do

14 you see that?

15 A. I do.

16 Q. And, could you explain please what you mean by the

17 phrase "OEP is concerned about the ramifications this

18 decision could have"?

19 A. Certainly.  Currently, the matter, as I underst and, the

20 matter before the Commission is whether it is fai r to

21 use electric ratepayer System Benefits Charge fun ds to

22 go towards a fuel neutral Home Performance with E NERGY

23 STAR Program.  The Commission has already ruled t hat it

24 is legal to use System Benefits Charge funds in s uch a
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 1 way.  I'm concerned that, if this decision -- if the

 2 Commission were to make a decision that the Home

 3 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program could not be

 4 funded, and I should say the fuel neutral Home

 5 Performance with ENERGY Star Program could not be

 6 funded with electric ratepayer System Benefits Ch arge

 7 funds, it could have a -- it could detriment the

 8 funding for the Home Energy Assistance Program.  And, I

 9 would note that, if anyone's feeling the crunch o f

10 energy costs today, it is the low income sector.  And,

11 it would be an inappropriate time to reduce fundi ng and

12 minimize funding for such a need that's out there  in

13 our state.

14 MR. LINDER:  Thank you.  I have no

15 further questions.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

17 Mr. Nute, questions?

18 MR. NUTE:  No questions.

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Ms.

20 Hollenberg?

21 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Yes.  Thank you.  Just

22 one question.  

23 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

24 Q. Following up on the questions from Mr. Linder, is there
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 1 not also a program, a CORE Program, the new Homes

 2 ENERGY STAR Program, that is also fuel neutral in  the

 3 CORE panoply of programs at this time?

 4 A. Yes.  I believe it's called the "ENERGY STAR Ho mes

 5 Program".  

 6 Q. And, would you have the same concerns about the

 7 viability of that program going forward, if the

 8 Commission were to make a decision that finds tha t fuel

 9 neutral programs funded by the SBC are not fair?

10 A. I would.  I would note that I'm more concerned about

11 reducing funding to a sector of our population th at is

12 in need for this assistance, as opposed to an

13 individual who is interested in building a new ho me.

14 And, so, just from that perspective, I think I'd weight

15 a little bit more concern towards the reduction o f

16 funding for Home Energy Assistance Program than E NERGY

17 STAR Homes Program.

18 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.  Nothing

19 further.  Thank you.

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.

21 Ms. Thunberg.

22 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.  Good morning,

23 Mr. Steltzer.

24 WITNESS STELTZER:  Good morning.
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 1 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 2 Q. I'm going to focus my questions on your testimo ny, if

 3 you have that in front you, Exhibit 40?

 4 A. I do.

 5 Q. And.  On Page 3, one of the reasons you list fo r why

 6 HPwES should continue, number (3) is that it supp orts

 7 the GDS Associates' recommendations, is that corr ect?

 8 A. Yes.

 9 Q. I'm sorry.  I'm crossing out a few questions th at have

10 already been asked.

11 A. Uh-huh.

12 Q. Now, on this page, Page 3, you have a quote fro m Pages

13 21 through 22, which I know that Attorney Goldwas ser

14 just walked you through those pages from the GDS

15 report.  But I'll cut to the chase with my questi on.

16 Are you saying that the GDS report recommends the

17 proposed fuel blind HPwES Program be funded by th e SBC?

18 A. It does not mention a specific funding source.  And, if

19 I may, just regarding the funding source, I know

20 there's been some suggestions of different mechan isms

21 that could fund the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

22 Program other than System Benefits Charge funds.  One,

23 in particular, is an SBC on oil.  There's, accord ing to

24 the SB 323 study, there's only one state in our c ountry
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 1 that has a System Benefits Charge on oil, and tha t is

 2 the State of Vermont.

 3 It's been discussed here in New

 4 Hampshire through a Thermal Energy Report that I helped

 5 to author, and that was issued out in 2008.  And,  to

 6 this date, there's been little to no interest wit hin

 7 New Hampshire to go that route.  Leave it at that .

 8 Q. Okay.  Now, Exhibit 42, that you have already c overed,

 9 on Page 22, and the top paragraph bullet

10 recommendation, and I draw your attention to the last

11 sentence in that recommendation.

12 A. Sorry.  I'm having a hard time finding Exhibit 42.

13 Which one --

14 Q. It's the GDS cover sheet, Eric.  I'm holding it  up.

15 A. Yes.  I have it.  Thank you.

16 Q. And, on the last page, it covers a recommendati on,

17 which is an excerpt from Page 22 of the GDS Repor t.

18 And, I'm drawing your attention to the bullet

19 recommendation.

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. And, the last sentence that starts "It is impor tant to

22 recognize that such an expansion would require

23 provision of service to customers with heat" -- " that

24 heat with fuels other than electric and natural g as.
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 1 Issues regarding who would pay the provision of s ervice

 2 to such customers would need to be addressed."

 3 A. That's correct.  And, I hope that's what we're

 4 accomplishing through this docket right here, is

 5 addressing that very question.

 6 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  Thank you for answering my q uestions

 7 succinctly.  I'm moving on to another area of the  GDS

 8 Report.  You were asked earlier about "additional

 9 opportunities".  And, the GDS Report identifies

10 additional opportunities, would you agree?  Light ing,

11 appliances, and water heating?

12 A. Yes.  I would agree.

13 Q. I forget.  Have you been asked if you are famil iar with

14 the GDS Report?

15 A. I have been asked.  And, I said "Yes.  But, if you want

16 to get to technical details, maybe not so much so ."

17 But, certainly, the overall idea of it I do.

18 MR. EATON:  I don't know, Mr. Eaton, if

19 I should run this by you first, as you sponsored him as a

20 witness?

21 (Atty. Thunberg distributing documents.) 

22 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

23 Q. I would like to show you Page 11 from that GDS Report,

24 with the pie chart, and ask you if you are famili ar
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 1 with this page?

 2 A. It's been a while since I've read the report.

 3 Q. Okay.  

 4 A. But, yes.  

 5 Q. Okay.

 6 A. I'm familiar with the ideas of the "Maximum Ach ievable

 7 Cost-Effective".

 8 MS. THUNBERG:  Okay.  I would like to

 9 have this one page of the GDS Report, Page 11, ma rked for

10 identification as the next exhibit.

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  It will be "45".  So

12 marked for identification.

13 (The document, as described, was 

14 herewith marked as Exhibit 45 for 

15 identification.) 

16 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

17 Q. And, I realize this report is from 2009, but we 'll work

18 with these numbers.  And, is it correct this figu re --

19 pie chart is the "Residential Electric Energy

20 Efficiency Maximum Achievable Cost Effective - by  End

21 User" table?  Is that -- am I reading into the re cord

22 the correct title of this table?

23 A. It's Figure 1, yes.

24 Q. Thank you.  On this pie chart, there are two la rge
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 1 sections, one in blue, one in kind of maroon, sho wing a

 2 percentage of "34" and a percentage of "18", do y ou see

 3 those?

 4 A. I do.

 5 Q. And, what measures are those?

 6 A. "Lighting-SF" and "Lighting-MF".

 7 Q. And, are you aware that "SF" refers to "single family"

 8 and "MF" refers to "multifamily"?

 9 A. Yes.

10 Q. Okay.  Now, from this pie chart, do you see tha t "Space

11 Heating for multifamily" represents about 3 perce nt?

12 In green, near the top, around 11:00, if this wer e a

13 clock.

14 A. "Space Heating and Space Cooling - MF", yes, it 's

15 3 percent.

16 Q. Okay.  And, then, there's, let's see, "Space he ating

17 and cooling for single family", in turquoise, tha t's

18 7 percent?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. And, do you see "New construction for single fa mily" at

21 4 percent?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. Now, would you agree that this "space heating -

24 multifamily" and "single family" and the "new
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 1 construction" would be covered under weatherizati on

 2 programs?

 3 A. Which weatherization program?

 4 Q. Like the HPwES, or the predecessor.

 5 A. So long as it complies with the Home Index scor ing,

 6 yes, it would be eligible.

 7 Q. Thank you for that clarification.  Things like -- that

 8 are indicated on this pie chart, "Pools", "Electr ic

 9 Appliances", "lighting", "standby power", and "Wa ter

10 Heating" would not be things that would be covere d

11 under weatherization programs, correct?

12 A. I feel fairly confident to say "pools" would no t be.

13 As far as "electric appliances" go, there are

14 provisions of the Home Performance with ENERGY ST AR

15 Program that does provide assistance to replace

16 refrigerators, for example.  And, so, there could  be

17 some savings in those replacement of those device s.

18 Q. Okay.  These savings in this report for -- we j ust

19 covered the "space heating - multifamily" and "sp ace

20 heating - single family" and "new construction", that

21 3, 7, and 4 percent would total about 14 percent of

22 savings, correct?

23 A. Correct.  And, I would add that that is related  to the

24 provision of electricity.
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 1 Q. Uh-huh.  Did you bring Exhibit 23, the CORE fil ing, up

 2 to the --

 3 A. I did not, no.

 4 Q. You don't happen to have Page 24 from the other  day

 5 when we were talking about the report, do you?

 6 A. Now, you're pressing me.

 7 Q. I'm going to ask you a few budget questions.

 8 A. I don't up here.  I may, at my seat, but I don' t here

 9 on the stand.

10 MS. THUNBERG:  Yes.  I found a clean

11 copy here.

12 (Atty. Thunberg handing document to the 

13 witness.) 

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Can I ask, which

15 document are you asking him to look at?

16 MS. THUNBERG:  This is Page 24 of

17 Exhibit 23.  And, it was "Attachment A" -- "Attac hment A"

18 to 23, 23 was the Settlement Agreement, Attachmen t A was

19 the CORE Energy Efficiency Programs.  And, Page 2 4 had a

20 cost-effectiveness budget detail.

21 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Is this

22 "Attachment A" or "Attachment F"?

23 MS. THUNBERG:  It should be Exhibit 23,

24 Attachment A, Page 24.
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, it's marked

 2 "Attachment F" in the top right corner.

 3 MS. THUNBERG:  

 4 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  It says "Page 1 of 5

 5 (Revised 12-15-2011)"?

 6 MS. THUNBERG:  Yes.  I see what you're

 7 looking at right now.  Yes, that's -- it does say

 8 "Attachment F" on it.  Thank you.

 9 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

10 Q. Okay.  Now, I just wanted to run through a coup le of

11 numbers, I don't know if you have a calculator up

12 there, but maybe you'll rely on my math here.  Mr .

13 Steltzer, under the "Residential" section, if you  were

14 to add the top line, Home Energy Assistance",

15 "2,182,000", and then the "HPwES Program", "Utili ty

16 Costs", underneath that, the "1,660,000", and the n the

17 "ENERGY STAR Homes", "1,033,000" figure.  Subject  to

18 check, would you agree that it comes out to about

19 4.8 million?

20 A. Yes, I would.

21 Q. And, if I take that 4.8 million, divided by the

22 subtotal for Residential, it would be about 69 pe rcent

23 of the budget for these programs?

24 A. Subject to check, yes.
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 1 Q. Okay.  And, when I -- the reason for me walking  through

 2 that 69 percent is I want to go back to the pie c hart

 3 on this GDS Report.  We just walked through that these

 4 weatherization programs -- or, rather, the space

 5 heating for single family, multifamily, and new

 6 construction represented about 14 percent.  So, I

 7 wanted to get your comment on, we have a budget, which

 8 is 69 percent of residential, and it's targeting what

 9 seems to be 14 percent of what GDS's Report says are

10 savings?

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I'm sorry, before

12 you answer, can you -- Ms. Thunberg, just the pre mise of

13 your question, can you go through a little more s lowly

14 which categories you're adding from the Exhibit 4 5 to get

15 to 14 percent?

16 MS. THUNBERG:  Oh.  For 14 percent?  It

17 is the "space heating - multifamily", which is 3 percent.

18 It's kind of a green color.  Then, there's "space  heating

19 - single family" for 7 percent, which is turquois e, at

20 about 9:00 on that pie charts.  And, then, there' s "new

21 construction - single family", which is 4 percent , and

22 that is red, around 11:00.  So, those are the thr ee that

23 we added up that could be under weatherization, w ith the

24 caveat that Mr. Steltzer had added in his testimo ny, and
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 1 came to 14 percent.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I thought Mr.

 3 Steltzer was also adding other categories.  Didn' t he

 4 speak to "electric appliances"?  And, I'm not sur e if you

 5 ever asked him if there were other categories he had.

 6 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.

 7 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 8 Q. Mr. Steltzer, when you had the caveat you were talking

 9 about, I think, the refrigerator?

10 A. Correct.

11 Q. Because what I'm asking for is a comparison of this

12 14 percent, what I came up with, and the 69 perce nt

13 budget.  But, if my 14 percent needs to be adjust ed,

14 because you think that there are other things tha t are

15 in a weatherization program that are on this pie chart

16 in percentage form, --

17 A. Uh-huh.

18 Q. -- did you want to correct my 14 percent?

19 A. Yes.  I would suggest that a number of these it ems

20 could be addressed through the Home Performance w ith

21 ENERGY STAR Program.  Recognizing that the Home

22 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program does serve s ome

23 multifamily homes, I believe the requirement is t hat it

24 has to have five units or less.  And, when an aud itor
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 1 does go to the home to participate and provide

 2 assistance to the homeowner, they do look at ligh ting

 3 and install light bulb systems.  They do look at water

 4 heating system for the household.  And, so, as lo ng as

 5 there are cost-effective improvements that could be

 6 included, then, yes, they would receive those ser vices

 7 underneath the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

 8 Program.

 9 Q. One more stab at this.  With the 14 percent, an d you

10 mentioned that there are other categories, is it

11 possible to have a percentage -- for you to ident ify a

12 percentage, other than the 14 that I'm coming up with,

13 to compare to the budget?

14 A. Not off of this pie chart here.  As it would be

15 difficult, specifically, at least one example is with

16 the multifamily homes.  How much of this lighting

17 improvement is coming from multifamily homes that  are

18 above five units or how much is below?

19 Q. Okay.

20 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Madam Chair?  I have a

21 question or a clarification.  I think Mr. Steltze r is

22 thinking about the gas programs with the number f ive for

23 multifamily.  So, I don't know if you'd like me t o correct

24 that.  It's a factual issue with respect to the C ORE
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 1 Programs.  I just don't want to proceed under an

 2 assumption that I don't think applies to the elec tric

 3 HPwES Program.

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I think that's -- if

 5 we're getting something crossed over on a factual  basis in

 6 the record, I'm happy to have that clarified.  An d,

 7 perhaps, if, Mr. Steltzer, if you don't know, Mr.  Nute, I

 8 would think does, or one of the utility reps, Mr.  Palma

 9 may --

10 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Yes.  I mean, I can ask

11 Mr. Palma or Mr. Gelineau to explain it all, if t hat's

12 helpful.

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Let's first -- any

14 objection, Ms. Thunberg?  We're sort of in the mi ddle of

15 your questioning.

16 MS. THUNBERG:  No.  No.  And, I want to

17 make sure that I'm dealing with accurate facts he re.  So,

18 I appreciate any clarification or offers of proof .  

19 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Yes.

20 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.

21 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I just didn't want to

22 go down a path that wasn't exactly the path as I

23 understand it.  So, however you would like to pro ceed.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Steltzer, do you
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 1 know any more on the cutoffs between multifamily and

 2 single family, between electric and gas programs?

 3 WITNESS STELTZER:  I don't.  And, I

 4 think I was hesitant in my response to suggest th at I

 5 believe that it was five.  But I don't know that exact

 6 number of where that cutoff is.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Well,

 8 rather than doing a record request and all that, maybe we

 9 can just, it's a little unusual, but, if there's no

10 objection, Mr. Palma, can you just clarify for th e record

11 what your understanding of the program criteria a re 

12 between multi and single family?

13 MR. PALMA:  Absolutely.  My

14 understanding is, on the gas side, it's five plus  units

15 multi -- I'm sorry, master metered.  On the elect ric side,

16 in Home Performance, the filing is actually silen t as to

17 multifamilies.  So, there's really no limit, uppe r or

18 lower.

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, in the gas

20 programs, if you have five or more units and they  are

21 master metered, they are not eligible for HPwES?

22 MR. PALMA:  Yes, that's correct.  

23 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, on electric,

24 multifamily isn't defined?  
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 1 MR. PALMA:  It's not defined in the

 2 HPwES Program.  And, there's no multifamily progr am on the

 3 commercial side.  So, --

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, there are some

 5 multifamily units with electricity that are recei ving

 6 HPwES funding?

 7 MR. PALMA:  Yes.  That's correct.  I

 8 mean, normally, if an electric multifamily was ma ster

 9 metered, it would fall into the C&I programs, bec ause that

10 master meter would be a C&I account.  But, genera lly

11 speaking, the electric multifamilies are all indi vidually

12 metered.  So, they would fall under the Home Perf ormance

13 programs.

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

15 MS. THUNBERG:  If you don't mind,

16 Chairman Ignatius, I'm going to have my analyst a sk a

17 couple of questions.  I think we can move off of this

18 topic quicker that way.

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's fine.  

20 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.  

21 BY MR. CUNNINGHAM: 

22 Q. If I could just frame this question a little bi t for

23 you, Mr. Steltzer.  What counsel is -- the direct ion

24 that counsel is going in is to identify the perce ntage
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 1 of the residential sector budget that's being spe nt on

 2 fuel neutral programs, and that was the 69 percen t

 3 figure.  The question that we're trying to get at  is,

 4 how could you -- could you explain the appropriat eness

 5 of spending 69 percent of a residential sector bu dget

 6 to chase after 14 percent of the electric savings ?

 7 A. Well, I would challenge whether that 14 percent  is a

 8 total assessment of all the energy savings that a re

 9 being identified through a Home Performance with ENERGY

10 STAR Program.  But I believe you had asked me a

11 question similar to that in the data request, of "how

12 could Office of Energy & Planning support a fuel blind

13 Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program when th ere

14 are additional electric savings that could be

15 achieved?"  And, I believe my response, from

16 recollection, is that "it's legal".  And, so,

17 therefore, it's fair to allow the utilities to

18 implement a program that has been determined to b e

19 legal.  We might not like that policy choice, but  it

20 certainly is -- I have difficulty identifying whe ther

21 it's fair or not.  I also think that the opportun ity is

22 so great out there for those energy savings, and that

23 is achieving other goals, such as the Climate Act ion

24 Plan and the 25x'25 Plan.  That, even if, outside  of
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 1 the discussion of whether it's fair or not, from a

 2 legal perspective, I think there's a lot of suppo rt

 3 suggests that this is in the interest of the

 4 residential ratepayers.  I'd also note that a

 5 predominantly large number of residential electri c

 6 ratepayers pay for the Home Performance with ENER GY

 7 STAR Program.  And, if it is limited to electric

 8 savings only, they will be prevented from partici pating

 9 in a program that they pay into.  And, quite fran kly, I

10 don't believe that's fair.  I believe, if someone  pays

11 into a program, that they should have an opportun ity to

12 participate.

13 Q. Thank you.  I would like to put on the record a

14 clarification of the savings that are being propo sed by

15 PSNH for the fuel blind programs that pertains to

16 electricity.

17 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Can I just have a

18 clarification of what's going on right now?

19 MR. CUNNINGHAM:  Again, the Staff is

20 trying to inform the Commission that 69 percent o f 

21 PSNH's --

22 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I'm just going to --

23 I'm sorry.  Staff will have an opportunity to tes tify.  I

24 guess I'm just confused about a clarification bei ng
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 1 offered by a factual witness on the Bench.

 2 MR. CUNNINGHAM:  The witness has said he

 3 didn't know what the percentage of electric savin gs was.

 4 And, I'm just simply pointing out that it's in Ex hibit 23,

 5 Page 25 of the filing, and it's approximately 14 percent.

 6 And, that's all I'm trying to accomplish.

 7 WITNESS STELTZER:  I need to look back

 8 at the transcript of what I said.  But I believe what I

 9 was referring to, about "not knowing the electric

10 percentages for savings", was regarding Exhibit 4 5.  And,

11 the discussion about the "14 percent", and I was

12 challenging whether the "14 percent" number that was

13 calculated by Staff was accurate as far as the to tal

14 energy savings, electric energy savings, from thi s pie

15 chart that would be achieved by the Home Performa nce with

16 ENERGY STAR Program as a fuel blind program that' s being

17 offered.

18 MR. CUNNINGHAM:  And, all Staff is

19 pointing out is that the filing itself by PSNH id entifies

20 the portion of electric savings that are related to the

21 fuel blind programs, that the Companies have put before

22 the Commission as their official filing.  And, it 's about

23 14 percent.  And, that's all I'm saying.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  If you have a
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 1 question about that, please ask Mr. Steltzer.  If  not,

 2 when you're testifying, you can get into that.

 3 BY MR. IQBAL: 

 4 Q. My question is, again, going back to the 14 per cent and

 5 69 percent.  

 6 A. And, the "14 percent" is coming from Exhibit 45 , --

 7 Q. Yes.

 8 A. -- while the "69 percent" is coming from Progra m Cost

 9 Effectiveness 2012 Plan?

10 Q. Yes.

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. Do you remember some discussion about that, if you

13 don't do weatherization, we leave out a huge pote ntial

14 electric savings, if we don't do weatherization f or

15 fuel blind -- for other fuel programs -- other fu el

16 customers, heating customers, then we leave out a  huge

17 portion of electric saving potential.  Do you rem ember

18 that?

19 A. I'm having trouble following.

20 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Could you repeat the

21 question please?

22 MR. IQBAL:  Yes.  Yes.

23 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.

24 BY MR. IQBAL: 
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 1 Q. My question is that -- that the idea is that, w hen we

 2 save, we weatherize a fuel neutral house, whether  it is

 3 electric heated or not, there are some ancillary

 4 electric savings?

 5 A. Yes, there are.

 6 Q. Okay.  So, would you then agree with me that th is

 7 14 percent include that electric savings, too?  I t is

 8 all about weatherization, 4 percent or 7 percent.

 9 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I'm sorry.  I feel as

10 though I have to object on behalf of OEP at this point,

11 and you can rule as you want, just because they'r e not

12 represented by counsel.  But I believe Mr. Steltz er has

13 stated that he doesn't know or agree with the 14 percent

14 offered by Staff, in terms of capturing the

15 apples-to-apples comparison with the 69 percent.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, it seems to me

17 we have two different things that add up to 14 pe rcent,

18 unless I'm confused.  One is certain segments of this

19 Figure 1 on Exhibit 45 that Staff identified adde d up to

20 14 percent.  And, Mr. Steltzer said he thought th at there

21 were more categories that really should be consid ered than

22 the ones identified by Staff, but couldn't come t o an

23 exact number.  

24 In addition, I thought Mr. Cunningham
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 1 was saying that calculations of electric savings from fuel

 2 blind programs, separate from this pie chart, cam e to

 3 14 percent.  And, it's a coincidence that it's th e same

 4 number, but two very different calculations.  Am I correct

 5 in that?

 6 MS. HOLLENBERG:  From the filing, that's

 7 my understanding as well.

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, if they are,

 9 and I may be wrong, but that's what I thought we were

10 saying.  If that is the case, then we need to kno w which

11 14 percent we're talking about, because one's a p rojected

12 study in 2009 and one's a calculation of current program

13 savings.  So -- and, if I'm wrong about that, and  it is

14 the same 14 percent we're talking about from the pie

15 chart, then let's be absolutely clear.  

16 BY MR. IQBAL: 

17 Q. Yes.  So, let's focus on the pie chart, because  it is

18 the potential study, and we are talking about the

19 potential, and how we allocate our resources.  Th at's

20 the issue.  So, if -- I understand that there is some

21 confusion that whether that 14 percent is accurat e or

22 not.  But, taking what GDS says, we can agree tha t that

23 is an approximate number we can agree with.  And,  this

24 14 percent is from weatherization and new
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 1 construction -- 

 2 (Court reporter interruption.) 

 3 BY MR. IQBAL: 

 4 Q. That 14 percent is the finding of GDS Report, w hich

 5 constitute weatherization and new construction.

 6 A. I guess I'll disagree, for the same reasons tha t I did

 7 before, in that I believe there's other component s of

 8 this pie chart, Exhibit 45, that could get includ ed as

 9 electric energy savings in weatherization program s

10 being offered.  Such as the Home Performance with

11 ENERGY STAR Program, that does offer lighting

12 assistance.  It does offer rebates on appliances.   I

13 quite safely say it does not include pools.  But it

14 does have those other components being addressed as the

15 program does look at the house as a comprehensive  whole

16 system, a whole system unit.

17 Q. I understand.  But do you remember that -- that  PSNH's

18 proposal actually says less than 2 percent of

19 electricity?

20 A. Subject to check, but I don't recall that off t he top

21 of my head.  

22 Q. So, if we consider it your other savings opport unity,

23 which is within this program, that is a very minu scule

24 amount of electric opportunity you are talking ab out.
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 1 A. Well, I think we can agree that the Home Perfor mance

 2 with ENERGY STAR Program, the savings that are be ing

 3 achieved are primarily in non-electric savings.  That's

 4 -- I feel safe to say that.  But it was determine d by

 5 the Commission that the Home Performance with ENE RGY

 6 STAR Program offered energy efficiency that was r elated

 7 to the provision of electricity.  And, certainly,  there

 8 are ancillary savings.  I think the utilities hav e

 9 identified that they're working on a methodology on how

10 to calculate that.  They have some initial estima tes

11 now that they have done with Cadmus Group, as wel l as

12 with efforts in Massachusetts, and will be puttin g

13 forth a good faith effort to estimate those elect ric

14 savings in future programs, if Home Performance w ith

15 ENERGY STAR Program is offered in a fuel neutral

16 capacity.

17 Q. So, you refer to this confusion that, whether t he

18 ancillary savings is 42 kilowatt-hour, or somethi ng

19 more, 70 kilowatt-hour, or 1,000 kilowatt-hour, t hat

20 discussion you're referring to?

21 A. Yes.  On the first day of hearing, I was here a nd heard

22 those comments.

23 Q. Do you remember that a utility witness talked a bout the

24 highest number, I think 1,300 kilowatt-hour, whic h is
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 1 by -- done by GDS Associates, for that informatio n is

 2 GDS's Study?  

 3 A. I don't recall exactly on that.

 4 Q. Yes.

 5 A. Subject to check.

 6 Q. But the highest number to say that there are an cillary

 7 savings is coming from GDS's Study, subject to ch eck?

 8 A. I think there were comments not only by the GDS  Study,

 9 but also from the Cadmus study, that there are

10 ancillary electric savings that are being achieve d

11 through the fuel neutral Home Performance with EN ERGY

12 STAR Program.

13 Q. That's right.  But I'm saying that Cadmus is sa ying it

14 is 40 kilowatt-hour --

15 (Court reporter interruption.) 

16 BY MR. IQBAL: 

17 Q. Cadmus is saying that ancillary savings is 40

18 kilowatt-hour per year.  But, as long as I rememb er,

19 that utility witness talked about some higher sav ings,

20 as an ancillary savings.  And, I'm pointing out t hat

21 all those numbers are coming from GDS's study.  S ubject

22 to check, would you agree with that?

23 A. Subject to check, I don't know whether Cadmus i s basing

24 their analysis, which I should note, wasn't in th e
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 1 report.  It was kind of -- it was done after the fact,

 2 in preparation and further consideration of this fuel

 3 neutral Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program  going

 4 forward and what that might be.  So, I don't know , and

 5 I don't recall from testimony I heard, whether

 6 utilities were suggesting that Cadmus based their

 7 analysis on GDS data.

 8 Q. Okay.  So, if we argue that that number is, sub ject to

 9 check, that the highest number came from GDS Stud y.

10 Would you agree that this pie chart actually capt ured

11 that highest number?  Because it's all about

12 weatherization, whether it's ancillary or not, --

13 A. Certainly, this pie chart does list some electr ic

14 energy savings that could be achieved through spa ce

15 heating and cooling, which are ancillary savings.

16 Whether those amounts equal each other, you know,  I

17 think it needs to be further analyzed.  And, I'd note

18 also that there was testimony provided as far as what

19 Massachusetts is doing.  And, so, I don't think, as I

20 heard it in testimony, the utilities were not

21 suggesting that it's either 42 kilowatt-hours, or  it's,

22 you know, 180 kilowatt-hours.  They're just recog nizing

23 that there's a range.  And, it's uncertain at thi s time

24 what is the ancillary savings.  Though, they will  put
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 1 forth a good faith effort to concretely identify what

 2 those savings -- what the ancillary savings are, so

 3 that it could contribute to a more robust fuel ne utral

 4 Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program, if the

 5 Commission deems such a program should continue.

 6 Q. Only thing I am saying, I don't disagree with y ou, but

 7 only thing I'm saying that when they created the range,

 8 but the question is that the highest range was co ming

 9 from the GDS's Study -- the highest limit of that  range

10 is coming from GDS's study.  That's what I'm sayi ng.

11 A. I don't know.

12 Q. Okay.

13 MS. HOLLENBERG:  And, with that

14 question, I guess I would ask that Staff not say "subject

15 to check", if he's stated -- actually, this is mo re than

16 the first time that he's said he doesn't know abo ut the

17 answer to the questions.  

18 BY MR. IQBAL: 

19 Q. And, would you also agree that when gas custome rs

20 weatherize their house, they also achieve the anc illary

21 savings, electric savings?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. And, when fuel oil customers weatherize their h ouse,

24 they also achieve that ancillary electric savings ?
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 1 A. Yes.  And, I'd note that those fuel oil custome rs are

 2 residential electric ratepayers that are paying i nto

 3 this program.

 4 Q. And, so, you agree then that -- would you agree  that

 5 this chart actually reflect all those ancillary

 6 savings, because it all talks about residential

 7 electric savings from weatherization, multifamily  and

 8 is single family?

 9 A. I would agree that the pie chart could include the

10 estimates for cost-effective ancillary energy sav ings.

11 What that percent is, I think, is undeterminable at

12 this time.  It would take a little bit further an alysis

13 to look into the estimates that are provided ther e.

14 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

15 Q. Thank you, Mr. Steltzer.  We're going to move o n to

16 another discussion.  You had in your testimony yo u

17 support the New Hampshire Climate Action Plan, an d I

18 have a couple, a few questions related to that.  I

19 assume, since you mentioned the "Climate Action P lan"

20 in your testimony, that you are familiar with -- that

21 you have read this document?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. And, --

24 A. I read it a few years ago, and refer back to it  as it's
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 1 coming up in policy discussions.  But, yes, I hav e read

 2 it.

 3 Q. Okay.  Do you know -- do you recall that the Cl imate

 4 Action Plan was drafted by the New Hampshire Clim ate

 5 Change Policy Task Force?

 6 A. Yes.

 7 Q. And, do you know the composition of that Task F orce?

 8 A. It was very widely -- it had a very broad membe rship to

 9 the stakeholders, not only on who was on the Task

10 Force, but then the outreach that the Task Force did to

11 organizations and individuals throughout the stat e.

12 There were a number of sessions that were held.  So, I

13 would say that the process that the New Hampshire

14 Climate Change Task Force took was very comprehen sive

15 in reaching out to stakeholders.

16 Q. Do you recall former Commissioner Below was als o on the

17 Task Force?

18 A. Yes, I believe I do.  Yes.

19 Q. Turning to your testimony, on Page 4, Lines 2 t hrough

20 5, there are a couple of statements that you make

21 there.  And, while you're turning to that, I'll j ust

22 read it into the record.

23 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Before you do that,

24 just for disclosure, I was also a member of the C limate
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 1 Change Task Force.

 2 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you for that

 3 clarification.  I didn't mean to overlook you.

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  It's not a question

 5 of overlooking, it's just full disclosure.

 6 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 7 Q. Mr. Steltzer, on Line 2, you start with the sen tence

 8 "One strategy highlighted in the plan is for the state

 9 to retrofit 30,000 households annually with a

10 reduction" -- or, "with a 60 percent reduction in  net

11 energy consumption."  The next sentence:  "The fu el

12 neutral HPwES Program is one component towards

13 assisting the state to meet this aggressive goal. "

14 Now, the "goal" that you're referring to

15 in this testimony, is it the recommendation in th e

16 report to maximize energy efficiency in buildings ?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Do you have the Plan, the Climate Action Plan i n front

19 of you?

20 A. I do not.

21 Q. Mr. Steltzer, I'd like to have you read a coupl e

22 portions of the Plan into the record.  

23 MS. THUNBERG:  And, I'm just going to be

24 showing Mr. Steltzer to refresh his recollection,  a
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 1 section -- Page 39 of the Plan.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Are they lengthy

 3 sections or are they --

 4 MS. THUNBERG:  No.  They're not lengthy

 5 sections.

 6 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  I think,

 7 in general, we don't need things read into the re cord.

 8 But, if it's a specific statement or two, that's fine.

 9 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

10 Q. Mr. Steltzer, do you see the recommendation "Ma ximize

11 Energy Efficiency in Existing Residential Buildin gs

12 (RCI Action 1.2)"?

13 A. Yes, I do.

14 Q. Okay.  And, is that one of the goals that you'r e

15 referring to in your testimony?

16 A. Yes, I am.  

17 Q. And, underneath that "Maximize Energy Efficienc y in

18 Buildings", does it have overall -- a section ent itled

19 "Overall Implementation" down below?

20 A. Yes, it does.

21 Q. And, there are some bulleted implementation lis tings

22 here.  Do you see those?

23 A. Yes, I do.

24 Q. And, is one of them to "Develop sustainable fun ding
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 1 mechanisms"?

 2 A. Yes, it is.

 3 Q. And, another one is "Legislation likely needed to enact

 4 these measures"?

 5 A. Yes.  They're attempting to achieve 30,000 home s

 6 annually, which is a very aggressive goal.  And, I

 7 think it astutely notes that legislation, as well  as

 8 sustainable funding mechanisms.  It doesn't ident ify

 9 what sources those sustainable funding mechanisms  could

10 come from.  But, having been involved in these en ergy

11 efficiency programs, I would suggest that that is  not

12 limiting itself solely to public funds, but how t o tap

13 into private financing mechanisms would be a grea t

14 avenue to achieve that sustainability.

15 Q. Okay.  I appreciate that explanation.  I just h ave a

16 succinct question.  You're not arguing, are you, that

17 the New Hampshire Climate Action Plan specificall y

18 recommends that the present HPwES Program be fund ed

19 exclusively by the SBC?

20 A. It is not.  I would also say that it is not say ing that

21 it shouldn't either.

22 Q. Okay.  And, I'd like to just have you elaborate .  You

23 had said in your testimony just now that there we re

24 "other sources of funding".  Would that -- that t he
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 1 Task Force could be looking at.  Would that inclu de an

 2 oil surcharge perhaps?

 3 A. It could.  I certainly wouldn't suggest that.  I was --

 4 my comments were more derived at what other state s are

 5 using, to use public funds, such as System Benefi ts

 6 Charge funds, to create credit enhancement progra ms,

 7 that could be used to leverage private capital to  cover

 8 the cost of installing these measures.

 9 Q. Okay.  What about the idea of using RGGI funds?   What

10 would your comment be about using RGGI to impleme nt

11 this recommendation from the Climate Action Plan?

12 A. RGGI funds have been used to fund the Home Perf ormance

13 -- an expansion of the Home Performance Program i n the

14 past through a competitive solicitation process.  And,

15 I'm aware of HB 1490, having passed both the Sena te and

16 the House, that would allocate funds from -- well , get

17 rid of the Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reduction Fun d and

18 create Energy Efficiency Fund, which would alloca te

19 funding to the CORE electric utility programs.

20 I have some caution towards that.  I

21 think the merit that we have here is not whether RGGI

22 funds should be used or not, but it's whether --

23 whether it's fair to use System Benefits Charge f unds.

24 So, I think they're two different questions.  And ,
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 1 then, second to that is, with the RGGI funds, the re has

 2 been a precedent for those funds to be used to re duce

 3 greenhouse gas emissions reductions, and that has  --

 4 and could be achieved through thermal energy effi ciency

 5 savings.  It is unclear, at least to me, at this point

 6 in time, as these dollars would go to the CORE Pr ogram,

 7 whether that could happen.  And, I think that's a  good

 8 open question that should occur, if and when HB 1 490

 9 becomes law.

10 Q. If 1490 became law and -- or, in the alternativ e, RGGI

11 funds were used for the non-electric savings of H PwES,

12 do you have an opinion on whether that would reso lve

13 the difference between Staff and I guess the rest  of

14 the parties here?

15 A. I believe it would.  As it's your recommendatio n, in

16 Option Number 2, that Staff was suggesting that t his

17 could alleviate some of the concerns that they ha ve

18 towards this.  I should note that, in my -- in th e past

19 three years that I've been participating in this

20 program, I haven't heard of that being an option.

21 Maybe I could have listened a little bit better, but I

22 don't recall that being an option until I saw it in

23 Staff's testimony.

24 Q. I just want to revisit a brief line of question ing that
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 1 you had with Attorney Goldwasser earlier.  And, t his

 2 was relating to whether electric generation -- I' m

 3 sorry, let me just pull that exhibit.  This is

 4 Exhibit 43.  This was a discussion about electric ity

 5 generation versus buildings.  I just wanted to as k you

 6 a couple questions about that.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Ms. Thunberg, before

 8 you go on, just thinking about taking a break for  the

 9 court reporter.  How much more do you think you h ave in

10 overall?

11 MS. THUNBERG:  Less than a half hour.

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Why

13 don't we take a break now.  You can pick up with Exhibit

14 43 when we get back.

15 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Let's take a break

17 for ten minutes.  So, let's try to be back at 10: 45.

18 Thank you. 

19 (Whereupon a recess was taken at 10:36 

20 a.m. and the hearing reconvened at 10:53 

21 a.m.) 

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Ms. Thunberg, are

23 you ready to continue?

24 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.
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 1 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 2 Q. Mr. Steltzer, we were looking at Exhibit 43.  A nd, you

 3 were just recalling that you had been asked a few

 4 questions by Attorney Goldwasser about whether to  put,

 5 I think, "buildings" or "electric generation" fir st as

 6 a priority.  Do you recall that discussion?

 7 A. I do recall it.

 8 Q. I would like to come at it from a different ang le,

 9 with -- would you agree that, if energy efficienc y

10 funds were spent on buildings or electric generat ion

11 measures, that both return -- both reduce greenho use

12 gas emissions?

13 A. Yes, they would.  But, as far as the priority r anking,

14 which -- where would be best to utilize those dol lars,

15 it certainly would be on the building side.

16 Q. And, next, I'd like to just ask you, would you agree

17 that a difference would be that, if you were achi eving

18 electric savings through electric measures, throu gh

19 either generation or buildings, that those electr ic

20 savings stay in the electric system?

21 A. By its nature of being electric, yes.

22 Q. And, if you were to use energy efficiency funds  for

23 non-electric measures, those savings would be

24 non-electric and would go outside of the electric
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 1 system.  Would you agree?

 2 A. They would.

 3 Q. Okay.  And, if savings become non-electric, wou ld you

 4 agree that that reduces the indirect system benef its to

 5 all customers?

 6 A. No.

 7 Q. You're familiar with a concept of "double benef its"

 8 that the Commission has used in the past?

 9 A. I am.

10 Q. And, in "double benefits", would you agree that  part of

11 it, one prong is that there are direct benefits t o

12 customers who participate, and then -- in a energ y

13 efficiency program, and then, secondly, that ther e are

14 indirect benefits to all customers because of the

15 lowering of electricity?

16 A. Yes, I am familiar with that.  And, I would, wh en the

17 question was posed as far as indirect benefits, t here

18 are other indirect benefits that society at large  is

19 achieving.  Whether it's greenhouse gas emissions

20 reductions, and that being important for our stat e to

21 reduce.  Whether it's reducing our reliance on fo reign

22 oil and keeping dollars locally occurring within New

23 Hampshire.  There's a whole host of other indirec t

24 benefits that could be achieved through a fuel ne utral
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 1 Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program.

 2 Q. Now, when the Commission has been using the wor d

 3 "indirect benefit" or "ancillary savings", would you

 4 agree that it has been more focused on the second  prong

 5 of the "double benefits", in that it's just indir ect

 6 benefits to customers who are on the system, rath er

 7 than these other benefits to society?

 8 A. Yes.  And, I would also -- I think it's a very

 9 important component to energy efficiency.

10 Q. And, sticking with just the Commission's use of

11 "indirect benefits", by diverting savings outside  of

12 the electric system, and that would be through th e

13 non-electric savings, would you agree that electr ic

14 ratepayers do not receive an indirect system bene fit as

15 a result of that?

16 A. I believe they do get some benefits as there ar e

17 ancillary savings.  I think you're making a disti nction

18 that, and correct me if I'm wrong, that there wou ld not

19 be as much of a benefit to the second component, the

20 societal benefits.

21 Q. You're correct.  That should have been my quest ion.

22 Thank you for the clarification.

23 A. And, yeah, you know, just thinking about it, ye s, I

24 think I would agree with that assessment.  But wh at I
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 1 still struggle with is how it relates to the matt er

 2 that's before the Commission, about whether it's "fair"

 3 to use System Benefits Charge, as it is legal.

 4 Q. I now want to touch on the fairness issue.  I k now

 5 earlier in your testimony you said, let's see, "i t's

 6 difficult to identify whether it's fair."  I don' t know

 7 if that was your exact testimony earlier today?

 8 A. I don't believe I said that.  I think it is cle arly

 9 fair for System Benefits Charge charges to be use d for

10 a fuel neutral Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

11 Program.  And, if I didn't make that clear, I'm g lad

12 you provided me the opportunity to make that very

13 clear.

14 Q. Thank you.  On Page 5 of your testimony, Line 1 5, you

15 state that "It has been widely accepted that it i s fair

16 for all ratepayers to contribute to the SBC, even

17 though it is" -- "there is not enough funding for  all

18 ratepayers to receive a direct benefit by partici pating

19 in the CORE Programs."  Do you see that?

20 A. Yes, I see that.

21 Q. Is it your position that it is irrelevant that all

22 electric customers using HPwES contribute equally  to

23 the System Benefit Charge?

24 A. Could you repeat the question.
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 1 Q. Is it -- would it be your -- what is your posit ion or

 2 is it your position that it is then irrelevant th at all

 3 electric customers using HPwES contribute equally  to

 4 the System Benefit Charge?

 5 A. They do contribute equally, as the System Benef its

 6 Charge is structured on the kilowatt-hours that a re

 7 used.  And, I think I could have -- I think I cou ld

 8 have worded this section of my testimony better.  I

 9 don't know if it will be helpful for me to explai n it

10 briefly.

11 Q. How so?

12 A. But what I'm attempting to make the comparison here is

13 that we have had a program whereby it has been de emed

14 "fair", as it's been ordered by the Commission, t hat

15 all ratepayers in the state should pay into the S ystem

16 Benefits Charge funds.  Recognizing that there ar en't

17 enough System Benefits Charge funds to provide

18 assistance to every single ratepayer in the state , it's

19 just the money doesn't work out there.  So, if it 's

20 been deemed "fair" that all should pay, but not a ll

21 should directly benefit, then it must clearly be fair

22 for an individual electric residential ratepayer who

23 pays into the System Benefits Charge to receive d irect

24 benefits through a fuel neutral Home Performance with
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 1 ENERGY STAR Program.  And, that if the Home Perfo rmance

 2 with ENERGY STAR Program is focused only on Home Energy

 3 -- is an electric option only for -- such as the Home

 4 Energy Solutions Program, it would prevent ratepa yers

 5 even further from participating in programs that they

 6 pay into.  And, I don't believe that that is fair .

 7 Q. You're aware that the LDAC is also a surcharge that

 8 pays in -- supports energy efficiency programs, a re

 9 you?

10 A. Yes, I am.

11 Q. And, oil heating customers do not pay an energy

12 efficiency charge on their heating usage, correct ?

13 A. No, they do not.

14 Q. And, that would be the same for like kerosene o r wood?

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. And, when you say that "all residents" -- or, " all

17 customers pay into the Systems Benefit Charge", a re you

18 aware that, in a ballpark figure, that about -- a

19 typical New Hampshire house -- household uses

20 approximately 25 percent of their energy use for

21 lighting, and about 75 percent for heating?  Thei r

22 energy use is what I'm talking about.

23 A. Rough ballpark, yes.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I'm sorry.  Can I
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 1 just clarify?  25 and 75 percent of what were you  asking?

 2 MS. THUNBERG:  The original question was

 3 "would you agree that a typical New Hampshire hou sehold

 4 uses approximately 25 percent of their energy usa ge on

 5 lighting, 75 percent on heating?"  And, I'm only talking

 6 energy use, not electric use.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 8 MR. EATON:  Does that exclude

 9 appliances?  

10 WITNESS STELTZER:  Thank you for that

11 clarification.  I had interpreted that to be elec tric

12 usage, not specific to lighting.  So, I would exp and it.

13 MS. THUNBERG:  Yes, it would -- by that

14 ballpark, my question implied that or inferred th at

15 lighting and appliances would be in that 25 perce nt.

16 WITNESS STELTZER:  Correct.  All

17 electricity usage in that home, you know, a very rough

18 estimate, would be around 25 percent.  I would sa y that it

19 used to be -- I would estimate that it was probab ly a

20 higher percentage, historically, as oil has -- wh ich is a

21 predominant fuel source in New Hampshire, more th an --

22 around 55, 60 percent of the homes in New Hampshi re heat

23 with oil, and that cost has risen dramatically in  the time

24 frame.  And, so, that has become a larger percent age of a
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 1 home's energy bill.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, that's why I

 3 was trying to clarify, because I think we just sw itched

 4 measures.  I think the question, Ms. Thunberg, wa s energy

 5 usage, not energy expense?

 6 MS. THUNBERG:  This was energy use.

 7 WITNESS STELTZER:  Thank you for that

 8 clarification.

 9 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

10 Q. I have another angle on this "fairness" questio n.  You

11 already testified that you understand that oil

12 customers do not pay into the energy efficiency f unds,

13 whether it be SBC or LDAC, on account of their he ating

14 usage, correct?

15 A. On account of their heating usage, yes.

16 Q. Okay.  And, what would you -- what would your c omment

17 be or what would your opinion be if we let -- if oil

18 customers or oil heating customers do not pay int o

19 energy efficiency, then why shouldn't gas heating

20 customers also not pay into energy efficiency?

21 MS. HOLLENBERG:  And, I would just make

22 the comment that that's not what I heard.  I hear d Mr.

23 Steltzer testify that they didn't pay into energy

24 efficiency on the basis of their heating or their  fuel,
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 1 heating fuel usage.  So, the question that was ju st asked

 2 didn't include that nuance.  

 3 MS. THUNBERG:  I'm okay with that -- I'm

 4 okay with that clarification.

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Why don't you ask

 6 the question again then please.

 7 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 8 Q. If oil customers do not pay an energy efficienc y charge

 9 on their heating, then wouldn't it be appropriate  to

10 allow gas customers to not pay into energy effici ency

11 on account of their heating to support the HPwES

12 Program?

13 A. It's a policy decision there.  It is -- I've te stified

14 to, for the past four years, there's been this co ncept

15 of a thermal system benefits charge for oil.  The re's

16 been little action.  There's been little action o n that

17 type of provision across an entire country,

18 recognizing, in the SB 323 Study, that Vermont is  the

19 only state that has adopted such a measure.  

20 What is more commonplace, that is

21 happening across the country, is that policymaker s are

22 deciding that it is a best public policy to allow  all

23 cost-effective energy efficiency to be attained.  That

24 is the case in Massachusetts, that is the case in  Rhode
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 1 Island, and a number of other states, that utiliz e

 2 electric ratepayer funds for energy efficiency

 3 programs.  

 4 That said, I'd also note, previously, as

 5 it was discussed about RGGI, and it's good to not e that

 6 the people who are paying for RGGI are electric

 7 ratepayers.  So, if the RGGI funds are utilized f or a

 8 fuel neutral Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Pr ogram,

 9 it is the very same user, based off of the same u nit of

10 measurement that will be paying the fund.

11 Q. Is it fair to say that OEP is amenable to some amount

12 of subsidization between customer groups then to fund

13 HPwES, if some customers pay like an LDAC through  their

14 heating, and oil customers do not pay a energy

15 efficiency charge on their heating?

16 A. At this time, OEP would not support a oil syste m

17 benefits charge fund.

18 Q. My question is, is OEP then amenable to there b eing

19 some kind of subsidization between customer group s for

20 paying for HPwES?

21 A. I think what we believe is fair is to use elect ric

22 System Benefits Charge funds.  I think it needs t o be

23 done with good consideration, as far as the balan ce to

24 societal benefits, for the overall programs.  But  I
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 1 certainly wouldn't, you know, it is our position that

 2 SBC funds, which are paid for through electric

 3 ratepayers, should be used for a fuel neutral Hom e

 4 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program.

 5 Q. I understand that.  Thank you.  But what I'm ge tting at

 6 is, you're aware that some customers pay into the  fund,

 7 either through an SBC or an LDAC, or some custome rs pay

 8 into the energy efficiency fund through just an S BC,

 9 correct?

10 A. Yes.  Just by process of elimination of the

11 combinations there.  There are gas ratepayers tha t also

12 have electricity and are therefore paying into en ergy

13 efficiency programs, via different mechanisms, bu t are

14 paying into two different efficiency programs tha t

15 enable them to achieve energy savings.  And, then ,

16 likewise, there are some oil customers that don't  pay

17 into the LDAC, and so they only pay on the electr ic

18 side of things.  I think that's where you're gett ing

19 at.

20 Q. Yeah.  And, you recall Joseph Bates, who made a  public

21 statement this morning, do you recall him saying that

22 "all customers contribute equally to energy

23 efficiency"?  Do you recall that testimony or --

24 A. I don't recall it.  I was thinking a little bit  of
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 1 preparing for the testimony here.  So, I probably

 2 should have listened a little closer.

 3 Q. Would you agree that all customers do not pay e xact

 4 equally into energy efficiency funds?

 5 A. Yes.  Because -- yes and no.  Yes, as far as th ere are

 6 folks who are natural gas customers that are elec tric

 7 customers also, and so they are paying a higher p ortion

 8 for energy efficiency improvements.  No, on the b asis

 9 that the System Benefits Charge for all electric

10 ratepayers is a set mill rate that is based off o f

11 kilowatt-hour usage.  And, so, that is evenly pai d for

12 based off of usage by different households.  And,  yes,

13 usage will increase for some, compared to others,

14 depending on the size of their house and the load , but

15 the rate at which they pay is the same.

16 Q. Would you agree that there is a small amount of  or

17 there is some amount of discrimination then betwe en

18 gas and --

19 MS. HOLLENBERG:  I'm sorry.  I was just

20 going to offer an objection that it sounded like a legal

21 question.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, let's hear the

23 question first please.

24 BY MS. THUNBERG: 
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 1 Q. Would you agree that there is some amount of

 2 discrimination going on between the oil, wood, ke rosene

 3 heating customers and gas customers in who pays i nto

 4 energy efficiency then?  

 5 MS. THUNBERG:  I don't believe it calls

 6 for a legal conclusion.  It's --

 7 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Well, I guess I would

 8 just offer that "discrimination" is sort of a ter m of art.

 9 But, if Mr. Steltzer is comfortable with answerin g.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Steltzer.

11 BY THE WITNESS: 

12 A. I'll answer the question.  And, yes, the word

13 "discrimination" is tough to me to arrive at a sp ecific

14 answer to.  But, by the very -- I'll just say it as

15 I've said before, you know, I do agree with the

16 Commission's position that there is a fact that o il,

17 propane, kerosene, and wood customers that use th ose

18 fuels for heating purposes do not pay into an ene rgy

19 efficiency fund based off of their heating usage.

20 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

21 Q. Thank you.  I just have a few more questions.  You're

22 familiar with the VEIC Report, Independent Study of

23 Energy Policy Issues, aren't you?

24 A. Yes, I am.
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 1 Q. And, I have a general question about, are you a ware

 2 that the VEIC Report discussed "fairness" in term s of

 3 who pays and who does not pay into energy efficie ncy?

 4 A. They raised the subject of it.  They did not of fer an

 5 opinion on that.  And, yes.  I hope to have some

 6 further clarification on that on cross-examinatio n of

 7 Commission Staff as well.

 8 Q. Okay.  I would like to show you one page from t hat VEIC

 9 Report.  

10 MS. THUNBERG:  The VEIC Report is on the

11 Commission's website, but it is very voluminous.  And, I'm

12 showing you Page 3. -- or, 3-13, rather, of that report.

13 And I'd like to have it marked for identification .

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  This is Exhibit 46

15 we'll mark for identification, Page 3-13 from the  VEIC

16 Report.

17 (The document, as described, was 

18 herewith marked as Exhibit 46 for 

19 identification.) 

20 (Atty. Thunberg distributing documents.) 

21 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

22 Q. Now, Mr. Steltzer, I'd like to just draw your a ttention

23 to the top two paragraphs of the page that I just  gave

24 you.
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 1 A. Yes.

 2 Q. Have you read this before?

 3 A. Yes, I have.

 4 Q. Okay.  Would you agree that the VEIC Report say s it

 5 would be a challenge to use the SBC to fund HPwES ?

 6 A. No, I would not.  I believe you're referring to  the

 7 second paragraph, second sentence, and it doesn't  say

 8 "challenge".  They say, "The use of SBC funds for  that

 9 purpose is not always welcomed", is the language that

10 they used.  I think it's important to note, thoug h,

11 while they offer that statement, they go on furth er to

12 say, "However, if efficiency programs are offered

13 solely for regulated electric and gas customers, there

14 is the potential to forego crucial cost-effective

15 energy savings for customers of unregulated fuels ."

16 Q. Now, I'd like to just draw your attention to ho w

17 they're characterizing the ratepayers.  They're n ot

18 focusing, correct, on residential versus commerci al,

19 when they're discussing fairness of funding, is i t?

20 Would you agree?

21 A. I'd have to look at it a little bit more.  You know,

22 they're talking up above, in the first sentence, they

23 say "estimated 74 percent of homes", so that woul d

24 certainly refer to the residential side.  Down be low,
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 1 they talk about "oil, propane, and wood fuel" for

 2 customers.  While certainly companies and the

 3 commercial/industrial sector does use those fuel

 4 sources as well, at least casually looking at it,  it

 5 makes me suggest that they are focusing on the

 6 residential side of it.  And, I will also note --

 7 Q. Okay.

 8 A. Sorry.  I'm just looking at this as well.  So, Footnote

 9 24 refers to some statistics referencing resident ial

10 sector as well.

11 Q. Now, you're familiar with Staff having looked a t

12 "fairness" in terms of Group 1 and Group 2, corre ct?

13 A. I am.

14 Q. And, in looking at how VEIC is looking at the u se of

15 the funds, wouldn't Staff's Group 1 and Group 2 b e

16 reasonably similar to how VEIC is looking at

17 "fairness", of who pays and who uses the energy

18 efficiency funds?

19 A. No, not at all.  VEIC is not making a suggestio n which

20 way is better than another.  They're simply

21 highlighting that -- that the appropriateness to use

22 such funds is prime for discussion.  Similar to w hat

23 GDS Study recommended, and we're accomplishing he re.

24 What I will go further to say, though, is, in the  five
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 1 examples that they provided, Vermont, Massachuset ts,

 2 Rhode Island, Wisconsin, Maine, only one of those

 3 options has, in case studies, is supporting Staff 's

 4 position, and that is Vermont, with the oil fuel

 5 surcharge.  Both Massachusetts and Rhode Island h ave

 6 opted to use all cost-effectiveness for energy

 7 efficiency that is paid for through electric

 8 ratepayers.  Maine has not taken any action, as w ell as

 9 Wisconsin.  So, three out of the five examples ar e

10 supporting the notion that electric ratepayers sh ould

11 be paying for fuel neutral programs.

12 Q. I have one follow-up question.

13 (Atty. Thunberg conferring with Mr. 

14 Cunningham and Mr. Iqbal.) 

15 MS. THUNBERG:  I have no further

16 questions.  Thank you very much.

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

18 Commissioner Harrington, questions?

19 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Yes.  Good morning.

20 WITNESS STELTZER:  Good morning.

21 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  It's still morning.

22 There's kind of no real logical order to my quest ions, so

23 I'm going to be jumping around, as I wrote them d own as

24 they popped into my head.
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 1 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

 2 Q. I wanted to start out with a question on your t estimony

 3 on Page 2.  This would be Exhibit 40, on the bott om of

 4 Page 2.  It says "PSNH" -- do you have that?

 5 A. I do.

 6 Q. "PSNH has mailed a direct marketing piece in 20 08 that

 7 resulted in a 4 percent response rate for people

 8 interested in participating in the program.  Desp ite

 9 expanding the program to a larger pool of custome rs,

10 the percentage of customers that use electric hea t and

11 are interested in participating in the program, r emain

12 virtually the same."  What exactly was this "larg er

13 pool of customers" that the program was expanded to

14 include?

15 A. The "larger pool of customers" is referring to the

16 change of the program from the Home Energy Soluti ons

17 Program, where it was focused on electric only, o r, you

18 know, for substantially electrically heated homes ,

19 "high use" I believe is the definition, and that that

20 program was shifted to a fuel neutral Home Perfor mance

21 with ENERGY STAR Program.  By doing that, it offe red it

22 to a larger pool of electric ratepayers who could

23 participate in the program.

24 Q. So, the "expanded program" is the one we're tal king
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 1 about today, the Home -- I don't remember what th at

 2 was, the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Progra m, is

 3 that what you're talking about in your testimony there?

 4 A. In the testimony there, as far as "larger pool of

 5 customers", --

 6 Q. Yes.

 7 A. -- yes, I'm referring to those customers that a re

 8 eligible for the fuel neutral Home Performance wi th

 9 ENERGY STAR.  

10 Q. So, that would have been expanded to people tha t heat

11 with oil, for example, what you're talking about there?

12 A. Yes, it has been.

13 Q. Okay.  And, then, it gets me to maybe my more m ain

14 question, I realize that, by including people tha t heat

15 with other sources, other than electricity, you'r e

16 going to expand the eligible pool by a substantia l

17 amount.  But why do you think that it was only fo ur

18 percent when people were -- when it was limited j ust to

19 electric heat users, which is a fairly expensive way to

20 heat your home, and then, when it was expanded to

21 include other forms of heating, which has been go tten

22 fairly expensive recently, due to larger prices i n oil

23 and propane costs, why is it limited to four perc ent?

24 How come people aren't more jumping at the chance  of
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 1 this? 

 2 A. Well, I would say, I don't know if it's "limite d", or

 3 as far as what they realized, is that around

 4 four percent of the customers that are participat ing in

 5 the fuel neutral Home Performance with ENERGY STA R

 6 Program are electric -- electrically heated homes .

 7 What I was attempting to suggest there is that th ere

 8 hasn't been any sort of negative impact to electr ically

 9 heated home ratepayers, because they can still fr eely

10 and openly participate in the program.  I think i t's

11 good that both the utilities and OCA have pointed  out

12 that there is a greater interest to continue to s olicit

13 that populous, to get them to participate greater  in

14 the program.  And, I would fully support addition al

15 efforts to that.

16 Q. I guess what I'm trying to get clear is, though , when

17 the program was expanded to include people that h eat

18 with something other than electricity, the

19 participation rate stayed at around four percent.   Is

20 that what I can get from what your testimony says  here

21 on the bottom of Page 2?

22 A. And, why is that?

23 Q. Yes.  Is that correct, first?  Let's start with  that.

24 A. That is correct, to my knowledge of what they h ave done
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 1 with -- the utilities have done with their survey .  To

 2 that, I'd comment that direct mail surveys or dir ect

 3 mail methods of marketing tend to have very low

 4 participation rates.  So, it's not that it's that

 5 uncommon.  I certainly think what gets difficult with

 6 this sector is that, since there are so few of th em

 7 available, and I tried to attempt to get to this in my

 8 testimony, that larger marketing efforts, such as  radio

 9 ads, newspaper ads, social media efforts, are les s

10 effective, because they're offering this program out to

11 a large group of people, but then constricting it  to

12 who's available.  And, it isn't as cost-effective  then

13 to do these larger marketing efforts, if you can' t

14 realize, if the folks you're marketing to, more t han

15 90 percent of them probably can't even participat e in

16 the program.

17 Q. But, under the Pilot Program, they could partic ipate,

18 and the participation level was still low.  So, a re you

19 suggesting an alternative method of publicizing t his

20 would be helpful?

21 A. I think it's going to be difficult to do those

22 alternative methods, given that the pool of

23 electrically heated homes is so small.  And, so, it

24 wouldn't be effective to do a mass marketing camp aign
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 1 to gain participation.

 2 Q. I understand what you're saying there.  But, I guess,

 3 under the present Pilot Program, we're spending

 4 millions of dollars on non-electrically heated ho uses,

 5 and yet you're saying the participation rate is s till

 6 very, very low.  What would you recommend, if thi s

 7 program were to go forward and be made permanent,  what

 8 would you recommend as a change to that method to

 9 increase the participation?  I mean, theoreticall y, I

10 guess we'd like to have a waiting list for people

11 signing up for this, rather than having the utili ties

12 having to pound on people's doors to try to get t hem

13 interested.

14 A. I would just clarify, the 4 percent number ther e is

15 referring to electrically heated homes that are

16 participating.  Not -- I don't know exactly what the

17 percentage is of electric ratepayers that are cho osing

18 to participate in the Home Performance with ENERG Y STAR

19 Program as a fuel neutral program.

20 Q. Okay.  Just stop there, because that's where I' m

21 getting a little confused.  At the bottom of your

22 testimony, it says "Despite expanding the program  to a

23 larger pool of customers, the percentage of custo mers

24 that use electric heat and are interested in
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 1 participating in the program, remains virtually t he

 2 same."  What was "expanded to a larger pool of

 3 customers" there?  It was just -- I mean, we don' t have

 4 multiple categories of electric heat users, or th at's

 5 what I'm confused about.

 6 A. It was -- the program was expanded to include h omes

 7 that heat with other fuel methods, such as wood,

 8 kerosene, propane, oil.  But I'm just making the

 9 distinction, and I think it's a good question, wh ich is

10 "how do you" -- "how can we increase the particip ation

11 rate of these programs and how to balance that ag ainst

12 how much funding is available?"  That's a little -- am

13 I correct in understanding --

14 Q. Yes.

15 A. -- that that's where you're attempting --

16 Q. Yes.  

17 A. -- to go, or have gone, and I'm just taking it a little

18 bit --

19 Q. All right.  Well, that's good enough for that. 

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Before we go off

21 that, can I just be sure I followed, because I we nt a

22 couple different directions there?  

23 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Yes.

24 BY CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS: 
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 1 Q. Is it correct that, under the HES Program, ther e was

 2 about a 4 percent take rate from high energy, hig h

 3 electric use customers, predominantly heating

 4 customers, but it's really high electric use cust omers?

 5 A. Correct.  It's my understanding that, when PSNH  sent

 6 paraphernalia, a booklet, information out, reques ting

 7 those customers to participate in the Home Energy

 8 Solutions Program, their response rate to that pr ogram

 9 for interest was around 4 percent.  I would imagi ne

10 that the number of people that participated in th e

11 program might have even been less.

12 Q. All right.  And, then, when we went to the HPwE S

13 Program, that expanded it to include non-heat --

14 non-electric heat customers as well, the interest  rate

15 from high electric use customers remained about

16 4 percent.

17 A. That was there, yes.

18 Q. But the interest rate on all people solicited m ay have

19 been something other than four percent.  It's not  that

20 4 percent is across-the-board for all people soli cited.

21 It remained about 4 percent for the electric -- h igh

22 electric use customers, is that right?

23 A. That is correct.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.
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 1 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

 2 Q. Okay.  Let's see if we can change topics here.  I just

 3 wanted to confirm some of the questions I had ask ed

 4 some of the other witnesses.  Are you familiar wi th the

 5 Forward Capacity Market in New England?

 6 A. I am.

 7 Q. Okay.  And, you would agree that energy efficie ncy

 8 savings dealing exclusively with electricity can be bid

 9 into this market and receive revenues?

10 A. Yes.  And, I am familiar that it's becoming

11 increasingly involved in the transmission plannin g for

12 the New England region.

13 Q. So that any System Benefit Charge funds that we re used

14 for non-electric savings would not be eligible fo r

15 bidding into the Forward Capacity Market, is that

16 correct?

17 A. That is correct.  And, I'm understanding that t he tool

18 that ISO-New England has formulated and is going to be

19 updated, at least on an annual basis, can take in to

20 account those fluctuations, based off of state po licies

21 on how to utilize SBC funds.

22 Q. Right.  But, again, it's only those funds that are used

23 for saving electricity, not for saving the use of , say,

24 home heating oil, that are eligible to make a bid  into
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 1 the Forward Capacity Market?

 2 A. That is correct.

 3 Q. And, then, also, on the transmission and the la test

 4 Vermont/New Hampshire --

 5 (Court reporter interruption.) 

 6 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Bob told me to talk

 7 fast.

 8 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

 9 Q. The latest Ten Year Vermont/New Hampshire Needs

10 Assessment, that has estimated that around $200 m illion

11 is going to be deferred or saved because of elect ric

12 energy efficiency measures.  And, that any money that

13 was therefore used for non-electric energy effici ency

14 would not add to those savings.  Is that correct?

15 A. That is what ISO-New England has proposed and p lanned.

16 And, OEP supports that, and thinks it's a good

17 direction.  We do know that there are some concer ns

18 within the transmission industry towards how to l imit

19 that.  But, yes.

20 Q. And, the initial part, I mean, I guess -- just getting

21 back to the very, very basic thing here.  We call  this

22 a "System Benefit Charge", which one would kind o f

23 assume that it was supposed to benefit the system .

24 When this program was explained to legislatures, it was
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 1 always explained with the idea that "the money be ing

 2 spent was going to be able to reduce electric use , and,

 3 therefore, that would lower or mitigate increases  in

 4 rates, because the cost of the electricity per

 5 kilowatt-hour saved was going to be less than the  cost

 6 of generation of and transmission of that same

 7 kilowatt-hour."

 8 Yet, this seems to be a diversion from

 9 that.  And, now, we're saying that the money coul d be

10 used for saving people's fuel bills for oil, for

11 example, which will have absolutely no effect on

12 electric rates, and will have no effect -- or,

13 minimizing the fan costs, which we'll just say is

14 fairly negligible.  But it will also not have any

15 "system benefit" as far as costs goes, in that sa ving

16 electricity, especially in times of peak demand, lowers

17 rates for everybody.  Even lowering demand any ti me has

18 a somewhat downward effect on the price of electr icity.

19 But having your neighbor use less oil has no affe ct on

20 what you pay for oil.  So, it seems to be not goi ng

21 along with the theory that it's a "system benefit ".

22 What's the "system benefit" from spending this mo ney on

23 having people reduce oil consumption?

24 A. Well, I should -- I wasn't around as the System
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 1 Benefits Charge was being discussed in late

 2 1990's/early 2000's.  So, I don't know exactly

 3 everything that was discussed there.  I would say  that

 4 the question you're raising, as far as the societ al

 5 benefits, and that Commission has laid out as wel l,

 6 it's an important question.  No doubt about it.  What I

 7 think is important to note is that, to take it in

 8 totality for the SBC funds, for residential and

 9 commercial, and what is the adequate level of fun ding

10 that should go towards the "system benefits" for the

11 electric side, and I would suggest that it should  be

12 substantial.  And, I think that's what we are ach ieving

13 underneath the CORE Programs.  That there are ele ctric

14 energy savings when commercial gets added in as w ell

15 that is predominantly going towards that system

16 benefit.  

17 But I also think that it's, since times

18 are changing, and consumers are being more and mo re

19 concerned about their bills, and they're looking at

20 solutions for reducing their energy bills, not ju st

21 electric bills, and I make the distinction betwee n

22 rates and bills.  And, that is loud and clear in our

23 office, that people would like further assistance .

24 And, I think there is an opportunity here for the
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 1 System Benefits Charge programs to comply with th e law

 2 to create these market transformational programs,  to

 3 help incentivize and subsidize it early on, and t hen

 4 wean those subsidies off as you get to maturity, when

 5 it's no longer needed.

 6 Q. Okay.  And, speaking along those lines, you sai d that

 7 "OEP would not support any type of an energy effi ciency

 8 surcharge" on, say, home heating oil or kerosene or

 9 propane.  If this is such a good idea, why not?

10 A. I think it's best to be utilized through the Sy stem

11 Benefits Charge through the electric ratepayers,

12 they're one in the same.  We have methods in plac e

13 there.  What we have heard loud and clear also, f rom

14 the SB 323 Study, is that consumers in New Hampsh ire

15 are confused with the program offerings that they  have.

16 And, we need to do a better job to collaborate th ese

17 programs and make it easier for participants to t ake

18 advantage of these programs.  I'm concerned that if,

19 and OEP is concerned, that if an Oil System Benef its

20 Charge is enacted, how would this new program, wi th new

21 funding streams, relate to the long-existing prog rams

22 that the utilities have been offering?  And, I do n't

23 see it being two separate programs to participate ,

24 because then, again, a residential consumer is bo th an
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 1 electric ratepayer, as well as an oil payer, and so

 2 which program do they go to?  And, that's what we 're

 3 seeing a lot here in New Hampshire.  And, we need  to

 4 improve on that.

 5 Q. So, I guess it would seem, though, that, if you 're

 6 saying this is such a good idea, why not put it o n oil

 7 and just dump it into the CORE Program and have i t

 8 administrated by the utilities, and that would be  a

 9 more equitable way of funding it, then, where eve ryone

10 would pay base on their energy use, not just thei r

11 electric use?

12 A. And, that has been a topic of conversation over  the

13 past four years, since OEP released that Thermal

14 Renewable Energy Report, to look at some sort of a

15 thermal SBC.  There's been little to no traction on

16 that type of a policy.

17 Q. When you say "traction", you're referring to in  the

18 Legislature?

19 A. Correct.  To my knowledge, such action would re quire

20 legislative action.  And, there has been no bill

21 proposed to do that very essence.  While the matt er we

22 have here is certainly underneath the PUC's

23 jurisdiction on how to handle it, and I'm thankfu l to

24 have this opportunity to get clarification on it,
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 1 because it has been bearing on us for three years .

 2 Q. Okay.  I guess "taxes" versus "fees", one flies  a

 3 little easier.  Just a couple more questions.  On  --

 4 let me see here.  This is some of the questions I  asked

 5 before, and I'm just interested your opinion on t his.

 6 As far as, it appears that we are making a rather

 7 quantum change here from the philosophy that it w as

 8 originally the System Benefit Charge would go to

 9 benefit the system, i.e., the electric system, by

10 lowering rates for all or mitigating increases, s o that

11 all people would benefit, not just those who rece ive

12 the ENERGY STAR appliance or the new light bulbs or

13 whatever.

14 Now, we're going to move this out.  So,

15 I'm trying to figure, where would -- how far woul d you

16 move it out.  And, I'll ask you the similar quest ions

17 that I asked Mr. Gelineau.  If you were a net met ering

18 customer, who actually had a zero electric bill, would

19 you still be eligible for this program?

20 A. I don't work for the utilities.  And, so, I'll just add

21 that as a caveat to my comments.

22 Q. I'm just looking for philosophy.

23 A. But my understanding is that a customer who is net

24 metering, as they are tied to the meter, they -- yes,
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 1 they would be able to participate in the program.   It's

 2 been the policy decision by the Legislature to

 3 recognize the importance of renewable energy, and  the

 4 policy vehicle to support that development has be en net

 5 metering.  But there could be -- certainly, there  could

 6 be other mechanisms that could be in place, so th at

 7 this concern isn't adding that -- such as a feed- in

 8 tariff, for example.  That would be an example wh ere

 9 the utility pays for a portion of the renewable e nergy,

10 but then that residential consumer still has to p ay for

11 the System Benefits Charge.  So, you know, it is a

12 policy decision on how to handle that.  And, it's  just

13 been the Legislature's policy to choose to handle

14 renewable energy within net metering.

15 Q. Well, I guess what I'm trying to get at is, is OEP's

16 philosophy as far as how they would limit, if the y

17 would limit this at all?  So, you would say, if

18 somebody was a net metering customer, that averag ed

19 over the course of a year a zero electric bill, t hat

20 they would still be eligible for participation in  this

21 to, say, save money on how much they burn -- oil they

22 burn through weatherization?

23 A. Yes.  I think they would.

24 Q. I'm not asking "if they could", I'm asking if y ou think
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 1 it's a good idea?

 2 A. It's a difficult question to answer, recognizin g that

 3 you'd have to set up separate programmatic mechan isms

 4 to administer such a program.  I don't know wheth er

 5 that would be burdensome to the utilities to hand le.

 6 Q. Excuse me.  Maybe you don't understand my quest ion, I'm

 7 sorry.  Maybe I'll see if I can make it a little bit

 8 clearer.  If, under the existing program, as Mr.

 9 Gelineau stated, if I were a net metering custome r, and

10 my bill for the year averaged zero, so I didn't p ay for

11 any electricity over the course of a year, I woul d be

12 eligible for, under this Home Performance with EN ERGY

13 STAR Program, to have subsidies on weatherizing m y

14 house, so I could save money on my oil bill.  Do you

15 think that's a good idea for someone that's paid zero

16 System Benefit Charge, to be able to receive mone y from

17 the System Benefit Charge to weatherize their hou se?

18 A. Yes.  It's been the policy decisions of the Sta te

19 Legislature to support renewable energy through n et

20 metering, and that's the mechanism that they have

21 sought to assist that sector.  So, yes.

22 Q. Okay.  And, now, the question that I asked, aga in,

23 before, we know that landscaping can result in en ergy

24 savings, especially on air conditioning.  Would y ou be
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 1 in favor of expanding the use of the System Benef it

 2 Charge to put bushes and trees in people's yards in

 3 strategic locations?

 4 A. I think a good assessment should be done of all

 5 cost-effective measures for the programs, specifi cally,

 6 a fuel neutral Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

 7 Program.  So, it should be factored in as an opti on to

 8 look into.  Whether it's actually done, is anothe r

 9 question.  But I certainly think it should be loo ked

10 into.  

11 Q. Okay.  And, you mentioned a number of times the

12 "Climate Action Plan".  And, just for clarificati on

13 purposes, that is not a law or statute, right?  T hat's

14 just a plan, is that correct?

15 A. It is a plan that was participated in by a wide  network

16 of stakeholders within the state to help direct t he

17 state on where to go, yes.

18 Q. But it hasn't been codified by the Legislature?

19 A. It has not, no.

20 Q. Okay.  And, going along with the Climate Action  Plan,

21 having more efficient cars, would I assume we'd b e in

22 compliance with that plan in that it would reduce  air

23 pollution?

24 A. Yes.  That's the multiwedge approach to combati ng
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 1 climate change.  

 2 Q. So, in the idea of limits, would we continue to  go

 3 there, would you allow the System Benefit plan fu nds to

 4 be given to people to help pay for the cost of tu ning

 5 up their cars, so they would use less gasoline an d less

 6 pollution?

 7 A. No.

 8 Q. So, where would you limit it to then?  I mean, cars are

 9 out, bushes are in.  Where do you draw the line?

10 A. Based off of market conditions and what's avail able out

11 there.  For example, you would have to structure a

12 whole brand-new program to do that.  While what w e're

13 looking at here is the fairness of using SBC fund s to

14 meet market conditions that are out there for

15 weatherizing homes.  The market does not have ser vices

16 where energy auditors can supply solely electric

17 savings.  It is offered in a comprehensive approa ch,

18 and is more cost-effective to do that.  So, that' s

19 where I would start to draw some of the lines abo ut

20 what SBC funds should go towards.  

21 It's certainly looking at the societal

22 benefit.  And, I think that is, and I can't stres s that

23 enough, I do think that is important to the overa ll

24 network of the program.  The question is, "is, yo u
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 1 know, Home Performance with ENERGY STAR tipping i t over

 2 the point of acceptability?"  And, it's our posit ion

 3 that it is not.

 4 Q. Okay.  And, you mentioned "audits" a couple of times

 5 now.  When the audits are done under the-- for la ck of

 6 a better term, "non-Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

 7 Program", before that Pilot Program came about, s omeone

 8 was doing an audit, an energy audit of some, let' s say,

 9 look at a residence, are they limiting that just to

10 electric efficiency or would they also say that, you

11 know, "if you laid more insulation here" or "stor m

12 windows there", or whatever, would that be includ ed as

13 well or --

14 A. Yes, it would.

15 Q. Okay.  So, it was included in the original audi ts.

16 Okay.  And, a number of times people, previous

17 witnesses and yourself, have said this on numerou s

18 occasions, about "not being cost-effective withou t

19 getting into the heating fuels, other than

20 electricity."  And, again, I'll go back and I'll put on

21 my old hat at the Legislature.  And, we were told , well

22 before anyone conceived of the idea of using the System

23 Benefit Charge to, you know, winterize people's h ouses,

24 that it was a very cost-effective program.  In fa ct, it
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 1 was -- that was the justification for the program , and

 2 that was what we were told by the PUC, that it wa s --

 3 costs so many cents per kilowatt-hour to save the

 4 money, which was less than it would -- to save th e

 5 energy, which was less than it would take to prod uce

 6 that amount of electricity.  So, therefore, they had a

 7 positive cost/benefit.  Yet, now I keep hearing, from

 8 Mr. Gelineau before, and now you, that that progr am

 9 "isn't cost-effective" and can't be done.  Is it we

10 just ran out of light bulbs to replace or what's -- why

11 has it become cost-effective -- where it was so

12 cost-effective in the past, and now it's not?  

13 A. Yes.  I don't think -- and sorry if I led to th is

14 interpretation.  I haven't done the assessment th at the

15 utilities have to determine that the fuel -- the Home

16 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program needs to be fuel

17 neutral in order to be cost-effective to connect to

18 those electrical savings that are within building s.

19 The concepts that I've had, from a

20 cost-effectiveness perspective, have been more on  the

21 administration of a program on the marketing side .

22 And, that you can hit a larger audience through m ass

23 marketing, and mass marketing becomes more

24 cost-effective if you have a larger pool, so you can
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 1 increase that participation level.

 2 Q. So, you're talking about, just because you incr ease the

 3 amount of possible eligible people, therefore, fr om a

 4 marketing point of view, it becomes more effectiv e,

 5 because you'll end up with, whatever the rate is,  if

 6 the pool is bigger, you're going to end up with m ore

 7 hits?

 8 A. You can be more effective at getting hits.

 9 Q. But what you're not saying is that, under the n on-Pilot

10 Program, that program is not cost-effective, in t hat it

11 continues to save more money in electricity or

12 continues to save electric usage at a rate lower than

13 the cost of producing the electricity?

14 A. I need to look at the numbers on that in order to make

15 a direct comment.

16 Q. Fair enough.

17 A. I would just say that, if SBC funds not be util ized for

18 a fuel neutral Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

19 Program, I think it's going to really jeopardize that

20 program to move forward.  I don't -- I have some

21 caution towards putting money into a Home Energy

22 Solutions Electric-Only Program, because the pool  is so

23 small, while it is focused on electricity, I just  think

24 it's so small that you would need to look at othe r
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 1 aspects of gaining the efficiency, gaining the en ergy

 2 savings.  And, is it greater LED lighting technol ogy?

 3 Has CFL come to maturity, so we don't need to be

 4 offering a rebate on that?  I think those are the

 5 questions that need to be asked on, as we move fo rward

 6 with these CORE Programs, is how can the dollars be

 7 best utilized to not go towards free riders that are

 8 going to be already purchasing these products?  B ut how

 9 can they go towards really transforming the marke t to

10 save more energy.

11 Q. Okay.  And, do you have Exhibit 23, which is, I  guess,

12 the CORE filing?

13 A. Unfortunately, I do not.

14 Q. And, just Page 25, which I think was circulated , wasn't

15 it?  

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Yes.  That Page 24

17 and 25 that hasn't been marked as a separate exhi bit, but

18 we've been using quite often.  The "Program

19 Cost-Effectiveness Plan 2012" and the "Present Va lue

20 Benefits 2012 Plan".

21 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  I guess he's got it

22 now.

23 WITNESS STELTZER:  Sorry about that.

24 Yes.  I have Page 24.  That's titled --
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 1 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Is there, I believe,

 2 Page 25 on the other side?

 3 WITNESS STELTZER:  In one moment I will.

 4 (Mr. Cunningham handing document to the 

 5 witness.) 

 6 WITNESS STELTZER:  Thank you.  Yes.  I

 7 have Page 24 and 25 in front of me.

 8 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

 9 Q. And, looking at, just under the recent "Residen tial

10 Programs", where it says "Home Performance with E NERGY

11 STAR", "Total Benefits", 5.8 million, the overwhe lming

12 majority of that, a very, very high percentage is

13 attributed to non-electric resource savings, is t hat

14 correct?  

15 A. That is correct.

16 Q. And, if I'm looking at this correctly as well, we have,

17 under "Home Energy Assistance", we have 4.1 milli on in

18 non-electric resource savings.  And, under "ENERG Y STAR

19 Appliances", we have 5.8 million.  And, under

20 "Lighting", we have 800,000.  So, that we're push ing

21 $10 million in non-electric resource savings, if we

22 exclude the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Pro gram,

23 is that correct?

24 A. "Pushing $10 million" --
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 1 Q. Well, if you add up the "4.109348", from Energy  --

 2 "Home Energy Assistance", and the Home -- the "EN ERGY

 3 STAR Homes", which is 5.885 million, I'm trying t o --

 4 I'm just trying to get a handle on those.  Those are

 5 non-electric savings, as well as the 847,000.  So , it

 6 appears that we have a very, if you exclude the " Home

 7 Performance with ENERGY STAR" figure, we have aro und

 8 $10 million of non-electric resource savings from  other

 9 parts of the program, is that correct?

10 A. If you exclude the Home Performance with ENERGY  STAR

11 Program?

12 Q. Yes.

13 A. Yes.  It's around $10 million, out of the total

14 benefits of 24 million.

15 Q. Okay.  So, I guess what I'm trying to get is, w ithout

16 this Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program, w e're

17 still spending somewhere in, I don't know, around  40

18 percent, or 10 million out of 24 million on

19 non-electric parts of the savings, is that correc t?

20 A. On the residential side.

21 Q. Yes.

22 A. I think it's also important to look at commerci al

23 savings, when making that assessment.  And, so, t he

24 total for the programs, both residential and
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 1 commercial, is 50 million.  And, so, about $10 mi llion

 2 of that is -- 10 million of the benefits, excludi ng

 3 Home Performance with ENERGY STAR, is going towar ds

 4 non-electric savings, out of the total benefit of

 5 50 million for the CORE Programs.

 6 Q. Well, of course, we don't have a Low Income Ene rgy

 7 Assistance Program for businesses, so that would be --

 8 and nor do we have an ENERGY STAR Business Progra m.

 9 So, I think limiting it to the percentage of the

10 residential would probably be a little bit more

11 appropriate.  But my point is, we have a substant ial

12 amount of money that's already going to non-elect ric

13 savings, without the Pilot Program, $10 million.

14 A. And, these are benefits, calculated benefits, a s

15 opposed to dollars per expenditures.

16 Q. Yes.  Okay.  Well, perceived benefits.  Okay.  And,

17 going on that same line there, just if you could,  where

18 it says "Home Performance with ENERGY STAR", "Tot al

19 Benefits", "Summer Generation", and then it says

20 "Winter Generation" and across.  Those would be t he

21 associated numbers that deal with, you know, havi ng

22 your fan run less on your oil burner or pump less  or

23 savings from air conditioning, is that -- that's where

24 those come from?  I'm just trying to figure out.
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 1 A. To be honest, I don't know.

 2 Q. Okay.  That's fair enough.  

 3 A. I would need to talk with the utilities about t hat, as

 4 they derive these numbers.

 5 Q. And, there's -- it seems as if, at least from m y

 6 experience has been, where you've talked about th e low

 7 participation rate for residents, but, on the

 8 commercial/industrial side, I believe there's a w aiting

 9 list for people to get funding for various projec ts.

10 What do you think would happen if we were to tran sfer

11 some of the funding over to, under the existing

12 program, not the Home Performance with ENERGY STA R

13 Program, but one that would just save electricity  use,

14 which would have a benefit to everybody, because,  as we

15 discussed, with the Forward Capacity Market, the

16 transmission costs, and through lower locational

17 marginal pricing, would result in all customers h aving

18 the savings?  What if we transferred some of this  money

19 over to commercial and industrial?  Would we not see a

20 larger savings that way, since there's a waiting list?  

21 A. Well, there's two -- there's a couple different

22 thoughts to that.  My first thought is, I don't t hink a

23 waiting list necessarily means that the program i s

24 being run effectively.  Ideally, you want, and we  had
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 1 this issue with the Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

 2 Program initially, where there was a waiting list , and

 3 people weren't able to participate in the program  for a

 4 good four or five months or so, and maybe even lo nger.

 5 The start/stop nature that funding has toward the se

 6 types of programs is not what the market is needi ng, in

 7 order to provide private capital to invest in to

 8 providing these services.  So, I'd just caution t hat a

 9 wait list doesn't necessarily mean a good thing t o a

10 program.

11 As far as shifting funds from the

12 residential sector to the commercial sector, I th ink

13 it's clear that the Commission in the past has de emed

14 those as classes.  And, that you need to equitabl y be

15 cautious about distributing the funds based off o f

16 class between commercial and residential.  The

17 Commission has not taken a position as far as the

18 "intraclass" determination, on whether a resident ial

19 electric ratepayer is a separate class from a

20 residential electric ratepayer that has oil.  And , so,

21 you should dictate the dollars for the residentia l

22 program based off of who's providing it within th e

23 residential class.  And, that would be helpful gu idance

24 to have from the Commission.  There hasn't been a
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 1 precedence for doing that, but it would certainly  be

 2 helpful.

 3 Q. So, you'd try to incorporate total energy uses,  not

 4 just electric usage and how you distribute the fu nding?

 5 A. It's based off of how much that class is contri buting.

 6 So, yes, off of energy usage, electric energy usa ge.

 7 Q. And, has there been any thought, and I'm just - - if you

 8 think it would be, you know, if you would perform

 9 anything, obviously, one of the other areas you c ould

10 do with this, where, instead of spending the 5,

11 whatever it is -- whatever we spend on the Home

12 Performance with ENERGY STAR, you could spend mor e

13 money on appliances and lighting rebates to incre ase

14 the rebates.  And, I would assume, I don't know w hat

15 they exactly are now, but, if you made them from

16 20 percent to 40 percent, there would probably be  a

17 higher level of participation.  Has OEP given any

18 thought to going that approach, where you would s till

19 get maybe the same amount of total energy savings , but

20 you'd be doing it on appliances and lighting, rat her

21 than home heating?  

22 A. We've given it a great deal of thought, as far as "how

23 can the Lighting -- ENERGY STAR Lighting Program and

24 ENERGY STAR Appliance Program really help to tran sform
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 1 the marketplace in New Hampshire for energy

 2 efficiency?"  Recognizing and asking those tough

 3 questions, "has the market matured enough that re bates

 4 are not needed on CFL light bulbs anymore?"  I th ink

 5 there might be evidence that suggests that that h as

 6 occurred.  And, so, just -- I think it's importan t to

 7 note that, just because someone participates with  an

 8 ENERGY STAR -- getting a rebate from an ENERGY ST AR

 9 Lighting Program doesn't necessarily mean that th at's

10 aiding in the transformation of the market.  They 're

11 participating in a program that they cannot have to buy

12 a light bulb as expensively, but they might have gone

13 out and purchased it on their own already.  So, i t's

14 really important, as we move forward with the COR E

15 Programs, to ask those questions.  Likewise, on

16 Appliance:  There's a very, very high infiltratio n rate

17 of ENERGY STAR appliances in New Hampshire as is.   It's

18 going on 80 percent.  And, so, should we be conti nuing

19 to offer incentives towards products that have su ch a

20 high infiltration rate within the market or could  we be

21 looking at higher levels of ENERGY STAR qualifica tion,

22 and incenting those products, recognizing that, y ou

23 know, people are, by and large, if you go to buy a

24 dishwasher, you know, eight out of ten is going t o be
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 1 ENERGY STAR as is.  And, so, whether a rebate mec hanism

 2 is the most effective mechanism or should you do more

 3 upscale marketing and looking at other opportunit ies.  

 4 So, I do think that those questions need

 5 to be asked.  And, I hope we can get into that th is

 6 fall, when we look at the CORE 2013 and '14 Progr ams?

 7 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Okay.  That's all I

 8 had.  Thank you very much.  Your answers have bee n very

 9 helpful.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

11 Commissioner Scott.

12 CMSR. SCOTT:  Good morning, at least for

13 the next two minutes.

14 WITNESS STELTZER:  Good morning.

15 BY CMSR. SCOTT: 

16 Q. Following on the last question you just answere d, I'll

17 ask the question, but maybe a different way.  Are  you

18 aware of any untapped electric-only opportunities  that

19 should be explored?

20 A. Well, the GDS Study certainly does identify tha t there

21 are some opportunities there, whether it's in mot ors

22 and devices, certainly lighting.  I should note t hat

23 the GDS Study and Exhibit 45, which was passed ou t, and

24 there was a lot of discussion about this "14 perc ent"
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 1 and the pie chart.  Footnote Number 9 there notes  that

 2 this is not taking -- the measurements that they have

 3 there is not taking into account any future energ y code

 4 changes, and this was issued in 2009.  And, since  then,

 5 specifically this year, there has been adoption o f

 6 federal requirements on CFL light bulbs, which wo uld

 7 have a significant effect on reducing these estim ates

 8 that are noted here.

 9 So, I do think there are additional

10 opportunities for electric energy savings that co uld

11 occur out there.  And, we do need to be thinking

12 creatively on how we can capture those, and strik e the

13 right balance, though, between the need of a

14 residential consumer who's paying energy bills an d

15 getting assistance to transform that market, as w ell as

16 electric savings.

17 Q. And, to follow up on your comment on Exhibit 45 .  So,

18 you're reading Footnote 9 relative to that pie ch art to

19 mean that the lighting, for single family and

20 multifamily, impacts are actually less than shown  on

21 that pie chart?

22 A. Yes.  

23 Q. So, the other impacts would be more?

24 A. Yes.
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 1 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  That's helpful.  Okay.  Foll owing up

 2 on the first day of testimony, and you've kind of

 3 alluded to it, that there was a concept that the "fuel

 4 neutrality of a program", for instance, was my wo rds,

 5 not Mr. Gelineau's or anybody's else words, that was

 6 kind of like the price of admission to get people  to

 7 participate, it drew people in.  To the extent th at

 8 there's even a reduced electric benefit for this type

 9 of a program, do you agree that, to the extent th at we

10 do reduce electric peak demand, that there's a

11 multiplier effect, if you will, if you can get at  those

12 electric reductions?

13 A. For peak reductions?

14 Q. Yes.

15 A. It depends when -- it depends on the correlatio n of the

16 measures that are being installed and how it rela tes to

17 peak load.  Certainly, the current fuel neutral H ome

18 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program, you talk a lot

19 about the ancillary savings.  And, I do think tha t

20 there is a correlation to AC use and peak summer usage.

21 And, so, there would be some electrical benefits to the

22 -- created for that through those thermal efficie ncy

23 measures you're installing.  When it gets to othe r more

24 direct electrical savings, such as installing lig ht
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 1 bulbs in a residence through the fuel neutral Hom e

 2 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program, I'd need to  think

 3 about that a little bit more to determine whether  there

 4 is a strong correlation to peak demand, at least during

 5 the summertime for a predominant number of the

 6 utilities here that have that, that's when their peak

 7 is occurring.  Co-op is a little different.

 8 Q. Would you agree, certainly, for air conditionin g, for

 9 instance, you would see a correlation?

10 A. Absolutely.

11 Q. Following the same line of thought, do you see a way

12 perhaps that a preference could be made with the

13 existing program for electric energy efficiency?

14 A. I think they're good.  I think there's an oppor tunity

15 there to ensure that all electric high energy use  --

16 high electric use customers can participate in th e

17 program.  And, I think that was one of my questio ns

18 that I was asking Mr. Gelineau, was I want to -- I

19 wanted to make sure that, you know, electrically heated

20 homes weren't being disadvantaged by the expansio n of

21 this program.  And, so, if other provisions would  need

22 to be done to do that, I think that would be a go od

23 direction to take.

24 Q. Also, on the first day of testimony, I understo od that
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 1 moving forward there would be some studies and da ta

 2 made available on the ancillary electric impacts of a

 3 fuel neutral program, such as the HPwES Program.  Are

 4 you aware of any existing data that we could look  at?

 5 A. I am not, only the data that's been presented b y the

 6 utilities.  But I do think it is a worthwhile end eavor

 7 to get to those estimates.

 8 Q. And, you stated earlier that you're familiar wi th the

 9 RGGI program?

10 A. I am.

11 Q. And, House Bill 1490?

12 A. I am.

13 Q. Okay.  And, moving forward, once that law, assu ming the

14 law is implemented, you're aware that RGGI funds will

15 be required to go to the CORE Program?

16 A. I am.

17 Q. And, does you or your office have an opinion on  the

18 fuel neutrality for these funds?

19 A. Yes, we do.  We believe they should continue to  be a

20 fuel neutral funding mechanism.  I would -- our

21 caution, and that I mentioned earlier, about RGGI  funds

22 being used to fill this void, and potentially be a

23 solution here, is that we'd really look to have t he

24 RGGI funds be used to develop new innovative, cre ative
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 1 mechanisms to achieve greater greenhouse gas emis sions

 2 reductions and energy savings, not be used to go

 3 towards programs that are established programs.  This

 4 is a Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program, y ou

 5 know, we've had for three years.  And, so, we'd l ike to

 6 see those RGGI funds go towards greater enhanceme nt

 7 opportunities.  

 8 What about some of other, maybe it's not

 9 directly related to the offerings of the existing  CORE

10 Programs, but other funding could be utilized, an d

11 there could be a grant process for a central port al for

12 residential users, like My Energy Plan, and, rath er

13 than it being offered through the Public Utilitie s

14 Commission through the process that had happened,  it

15 could offered through the electric utilities.  No t

16 suggesting that that's the direction to go, but I 'm

17 just offering that.  A good conversation does nee d to

18 be had about how to effectively expand the CORE

19 Programs with RGGI funds, not to just put it into

20 tried-and-true methods that we have been doing fo r some

21 time.

22 Q. Thank you.  And, lastly, you mentioned earlier that

23 "customers seem to be confused regarding the exis ting

24 programs".  Can you elaborate on that?  Are you
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 1 implying that customers see -- are already assumi ng all

 2 the monies are fuel blind, is that -- I'm just cu rious

 3 if you could elaborate so I understood what you w ere

 4 referring to.

 5 A. I think a good example is with the BetterBuildi ngs

 6 Program.  Customers up in -- in Berlin, which is

 7 underneath PSNH's umbrella -- service territory, they

 8 essentially have two different residential progra ms

 9 they can participate in.  At least this has been the

10 case until recently, where there is now more use by

11 collaborative methods to make it easier to partic ipate.

12 But, at the time, they could participate in

13 BetterBuildings Program.  If they weren't -- didn 't

14 meet the heating index, and the rebates that they  could

15 receive is -- it varies, depending on how much en ergy

16 savings they had achieved; 15 percent, 20 percent , or I

17 think it's 25, 30 percent.  The most that they co uld

18 reach is about $1,000, as far as a rebate goes, w hile

19 the other portions of it was paid for through cre dit

20 enhancement programs with local community banks, and,

21 in particular, up there there's one credit union that's

22 been very strong.

23 Conversely, they could, if they did --

24 were eligible, they could participate in the Home
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 1 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program, if they met  their

 2 threshold.  So, the Staff for CDFA is needing to walk

 3 them through these different separate programs ba sed

 4 off of their energy use.  And, it's not -- it was n't a

 5 seamless experience, where they could just go and  get

 6 funding, and get the rebates, and the rebates was

 7 standardized.  And, so, it just added a lot of

 8 confusion.

 9 Then, as far as the lending goes, that's

10 different requirements as well.  You know, we, th rough

11 BetterBuildings Program, buy down the loan to one

12 percent, versus on-bill financing, as it's availa ble by

13 the utilities, is offered at 0 percent financing,  up to

14 $7,500 -- up to $7,500.  And, so, that's why we'v e been

15 working very closely for some time now with the

16 utilities to see how better BetterBuildings can

17 collaborate with the utility programs in having a

18 singular program to make it easier for consumers.   

19 I mentioned in my testimony, too,

20 there's a Driving Demand Report that was issued o ut by

21 Lawrence Berkeley National Lab.  The primary

22 recommendation that they have out of that is to m ake

23 these programs simple for people to participate.

24 There's so many -- there's so many issues and ide as
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 1 that are on people's minds of what's going on in their

 2 life, between getting kids to soccer practice, be tween

 3 "am I going to have a job?", between paying my ca r

 4 bill.  To make it complex to participate in an en ergy

 5 savings program will be a market barrier from the

 6 experience that I have.  And, so, we really need to be

 7 working to solidify that and make it easier for t hem to

 8 participate.

 9 CMSR. SCOTT:  Thank you.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  I have

11 no questions.  Normally, we would turn to your co unsel for

12 redirect.  And, --

13 MR. EATON:  I do have some questions.

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I think, first,

15 Mr. Steltzer, is there anything that you feel got  lost

16 track or confused and you wanted to go back to to  clarify?

17 Please, this is not a request to restate your tes timony.

18 But if there's the sort of thing that your attorn ey would

19 normally do to, on redirect, to correct anything that you

20 felt you didn't get to adequately explain, I'll g ive you

21 that opportunity.

22 BY THE WITNESS: 

23 A. Well, I would just, there is one piece, and I

24 highlighted it a little bit, and it's regarding t he
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 1 RGGI funds.  And, there was a question that was a sked

 2 by Staff about whether it would -- utilizing RGGI  funds

 3 would help to dismiss this issue that's currently  going

 4 on between the different parties, and I had said "yes".  

 5 And, in rethinking that a little bit

 6 more, I would add a little bit more hesitance tow ards

 7 it, for some of the reasons that I mentioned.  Ho w

 8 there's kind of two different issues here.  You k now,

 9 one is "whether it's fair to use System Benefits

10 Charge?"  And, then, another method is, is "how d o you

11 fund the program going forward?"  And, so, I thin k you

12 need to answer this one first on System Benefits

13 Charge, before you start thinking about the fundi ng

14 mechanism.

15 Also, as I mentioned, RGGI funds are

16 paid for through electric ratepayers, it's just a

17 different mechanism, but they are still being pai d for.

18 And, so, which is the appropriate place to be uti lizing

19 for the program?  It's a good question to ask, an d I

20 think worth being included in the Commission's or der.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Thank

22 you.  With that, you are excused.  Thank you very  much.

23 It's been a long morning for you.  We're going to  take a

24 lunch break.  And, it's about 12:15 now.  Let's s ee if we
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 1 can reconvene at 1:15.  And, next up will be Mr. Eckberg,

 2 is that correct?

 3 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Yes.

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 5 (Whereupon a lunch recess was taken at 

 6 12:13 p.m. and the hearing reconvened at 

 7 1:20 p.m.) 

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Good afternoon.  We

 9 will resume.  And, I understand Mr. Eckberg is ne xt up.

10 Is there anything to take up before he begins tes timony?

11 (No verbal response)  

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Seeing nothing, Mr.

13 Eckberg.

14 (Whereupon Stephen R. Eckberg was duly 

15 sworn by the Court Reporter.) 

16 STEPHEN R. ECKBERG, SWORN 

17  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

18 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

19 Q. Good afternoon, Mr. Eckberg.  Could up please s tate

20 your full name for the record.

21 A. My name is Stephen R. Eckberg.

22 Q. And, what is your position?

23 A. I'm a Utility Analyst with the Office of Consum er

24 Advocate.
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 1 Q. And, in your capacity as a Utility Analyst at t he OCA,

 2 did you file testimony on or about March 23rd, 20 12?

 3 A. Yes, I did.  I believe it was actually on March  23rd.

 4 Q. And, do you have a copy of that testimony befor e you?

 5 A. I do.

 6 Q. And, was it prepared by you or under your direc tion?

 7 A. Yes, it was.

 8 Q. And, do you have any corrections to make to tha t

 9 testimony today?

10 A. No, I do not.

11 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.  I'd like to

12 have this marked as the next exhibit, which I bel ieve

13 would be "Exhibit 46".  

14 MS. HOWARD-PIKE:  Forty-seven.

15 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Forty-seven, for

16 identification please.

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So marked.

18 (The document, as described, was 

19 herewith marked as Exhibit 47 for 

20 identification.) 

21 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you. 

22 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

23 Q. And, Mr. Eckberg, did you also file rebuttal te stimony

24 on May 4th, 2012 in this docket?
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 1 A. Yes, I did.

 2 Q. And, is that testimony before you?

 3 A. Yes.  I have a copy of it with me.

 4 Q. Did you prepare this or was it prepared under y our

 5 direction?  

 6 A. Yes, it was.

 7 Q. And, do you have any corrections to make to thi s

 8 testimony?

 9 A. Yes.  In reviewing my rebuttal testimony, I not iced one

10 error.  On Page 3 of my testimony, at Line 1, I s tated

11 that "Response to PSNH 5-3 is included as" --

12 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Excuse me.  Which one

13 are you in?  

14 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Excuse me?  

15 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Are you in the

16 rebuttal or the original?  Which date?

17 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Yes, Commissioner.

18 I'm in the rebuttal testimony.  

19 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Thank you.

20 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Which is "Exhibit 48",

21 is that correct?

22 MS. HOLLENBERG:  It will be.  If I could

23 ask that that be marked for identification please .  Thank

24 you.
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 1 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Will shortly be.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's fine.  We'll

 3 mark that as "48" for identification.  

 4 (The document, as described, was 

 5 herewith marked as Exhibit 48 for 

 6 identification.) 

 7 BY THE WITNESS: 

 8 A. So, I'm at the top line of Page 3, where I stat e that

 9 "Response to PSNH 5-3 is included as Attachment S RE-1."

10 And, if you page forward through my testimony,

11 Attachment SRE-1, I inadvertently attached Staff' s

12 response to PSNH 5-4, rather than 5-3.  So, that' s the

13 error.  It's not a substantive error in my testim ony.

14 It's just I attached the wrong data response.

15 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.

16 Commissioners, I did pre-distribute the correct

17 attachment.  And, I gave it to you.  And, I would  just ask

18 your preference.  We could either mark it as a se parate

19 exhibit today or we could file a new conformed co py, with

20 the correct attachment in it?

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, I think we

22 don't want submission of whole packets of papers again,

23 when we all have them.  I think, are you asking t o remove

24 5-4, and substitute it with 5-3 that you just dis tributed?
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 1 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Yes.

 2 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I think, if that's,

 3 unless there's any objection from anyone to doing  that, I

 4 think that's the cleanest, then we don't have to resubmit

 5 anything.  Is there any problem with having 5-4 c oming

 6 out?

 7 MR. EATON:  No.

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And insert 5-3, that

 9 was the one that was referenced in the text?  

10 (No verbal response) 

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Let's do

12 that then.

13 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

14 Q. Mr. Eckberg, are your statements of your experi ence and

15 qualifications included in your testimony?

16 A. They are included as an attachment to my direct

17 testimony, Exhibit 47.  I did not include them wi th

18 Exhibit 48, my rebuttal testimony.  It seemed red undant

19 at the time.

20 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.

21 Commissioners, would you care to have Mr. Eckberg

22 summarize his testimony or would you care to just  proceed

23 right into cross-examination?

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I think we're okay
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 1 with going straight to the cross-examination.  Th ank you.

 2 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Okay.  Then, the

 3 witness is available for cross.  Thank you.

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Then, I think we'd

 5 turn first to Mr. Eaton?

 6 MR. EATON:  No questions.  Thank you.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Ms. Goldwasser?  

 8 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Thank you.  Good

 9 afternoon, Mr. Eckberg.

10 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Good afternoon.

11 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

12 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

13 Q. You indicate in your testimony that you have lo ng been

14 an energy efficiency professional.  During the la st --

15 over the last decade, has your work responsibilit ies

16 included provision of energy efficiency services to the

17 residential sector?

18 A. They have.  In my capacity as the Statewide Dir ector of

19 the DOE-funded Weatherization Assistance Program,  when

20 I worked for the Governor's Office of Energy &

21 Community Services, I was a Certified Energy Audi tor

22 and visited homes.  So, I think that means a "yes " to

23 your response.

24 Q. And, also, when you worked for the Belknap-Merr imack
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 1 Community Action Agency, is that what you were ju st

 2 referencing?

 3 A. No.  I was referencing my tenure at the Office of

 4 Energy & Community Services, which is now the Off ice of

 5 Energy & Planning.

 6 Q. And, then -- 

 7 A. During my tenure --

 8 Q. Go ahead.  

 9 A. -- at Belknap-Merrimack Community Action, I was  the

10 Statewide Director of the Electric Assistance Pro gram,

11 which is also funded by the Systems Benefit Charg e.  It

12 provides -- it's a program which provides discoun ted

13 electric bills to income-eligible households.

14 Q. And, in your position with the Office of Consum er

15 Advocate, have you participated in the CORE Progr ams

16 and in the development of residential energy effi ciency

17 programs, the other CORE docket?

18 A. Yes, I have.

19 Q. Have your responsibilities included working wit h energy

20 efficiency professionals, including auditors and

21 contractors?

22 A. I have been -- I have had the opportunity to en gage

23 with auditors and contractors.  It's not too

24 frequently, though.  It's not a major opportunity .
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 1 Mostly, I've been engaged in dockets before the

 2 Commission, which, you know, contact -- puts me i n

 3 contact with the program administrators, and thei r

 4 field staff, their field personnel, who attend

 5 stakeholder meetings here at the Commission.  

 6 Q. In your prior lives at the Governor's Office an d at the

 7 Community Action Agency, did you have the opportu nity

 8 to work with auditors and contractors and other

 9 professionals in the residential energy efficienc y

10 market?

11 A. Yes, I did.  And, in my normal, every day,

12 non-professional life here at work, I know people  who

13 are in that line of work.  So, I do occasionally have

14 conversations about that.

15 (Atty. Goldwasser distributing 

16 documents.) 

17 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

18 Q. Mr. Eckberg, I'm going to start here with what I

19 believe was handed out at the most recent CORE

20 quarterly meeting.  And, it's the "2011 Quarterly

21 Report", which includes data from our most recent ly

22 completed year, January through December 31st, 20 11.

23 Is that correct?

24 A. Yes, it is.  I would say this looks to be a por tion of
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 1 the Quarterly Report.  It's usually -- there's a lot

 2 more pages included.  There's a lot of pie charts , and

 3 things like that.  But this looks to be several p ages

 4 from that year-end Quarterly Report, yes.

 5 As a matter of fact, at the bottom of --

 6 the bottom right corner, one can see "Page 1 of 4 7".

 7 So, I think that confirms my comment about the

 8 voluminous nature of that report, yes.

 9 Q. And, we're trying not to provide the Commission ers with

10 more volume than absolutely necessary here.  So, we've

11 just provided the first three pages of that repor t,

12 which was handed out to all of the CORE stakehold ers

13 who attended that quarterly meeting, correct?

14 A. Yes.  And, not only handed out, I think it's em ailed to

15 the regular participants or the stakeholders, whi ch is

16 probably a bigger list of emails than just offici al

17 docket participants as well, yes.

18 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Madam Chair, I ask that

19 this document be marked for identification as "Ex hibit

20 49"?

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So marked.

22 (The document, as described, was 

23 herewith marked as Exhibit 49 for 

24 identification.) 
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 1 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 2 Q. Now, Mr. Eckberg, if you turn to Page 3 of Exhi bit 49.

 3 A. I'm there.

 4 Q. What does this page show?

 5 A. This page shows the budget goals and the actual

 6 accomplishments, expenditures and energy saving

 7 accomplishments through the end of the program ye ar,

 8 December 31st, 2011, for the Home Performance wit h

 9 ENERGY STAR Program.  The title is in the relativ ely

10 small font in the gray bar at the top of that cha rt, in

11 the top left corner.

12 Q. And, if you look down the rows, the first one i s

13 "Program Expenses", the second is "Program

14 Participation", the third is "Program Savings (Li fetime

15 kilowatt-hours)", correct?

16 A. Yes, it is.

17 Q. And, the fourth is "Program Savings (Lifetime M MBtu

18 savings)", is that correct?

19 A. That is correct.

20 Q. And, have you reviewed this docket before?

21 A. Yes.  I have seen this document before.  And, I 've had

22 the occasion to crunch a few numbers, in my -- as  is my

23 analytic nature, yes.

24 Q. And, have you compared the percentage, for PSNH  and
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 1 Unitil, leaving aside National Grid and the New

 2 Hampshire Electric Co-op, have you considered the

 3 percentage of savings associated with electric sa vings

 4 and associated with non-electric savings for the Home

 5 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program in 2011?

 6 A. Yes.  I did take the opportunity a little while  ago, I

 7 mean, recently, relatively recently, to do a

 8 calculation to see what the kWh lifetime savings was as

 9 a percent of total energy savings for the program ,

10 because that's been an issue of some conversation  and

11 concern in this docket.

12 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Now, madam Chair, I can

13 walk Mr. Eckberg through the analysis.  It requir es

14 converting MMBtus to kilowatt-hours and other sor ts of

15 math, if you'd like me to, or I can cut to the ch ase?

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Why don't you first

17 address what the conclusions are.  And, if there are

18 questions -- one moment.

19 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  I think,

21 unless we find ourselves confused by some of it, why don't

22 you go straight to what the analysis shows, witho ut the

23 mathematical conversion.

24 MS. GOLDWASSER:  We can stop and go
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 1 back.  I asked Mr. Eckberg to do this, so that he  wouldn't

 2 be put on the spot with his calculator in advance .  I'm

 3 just trying to save the Commission some time.  Bu t, if we

 4 need to go back, we can.  

 5 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 6 Q. So, Mr. Eckberg, can you just briefly explain h ow you

 7 got -- what conclusion you drew from these number s, and

 8 how you got there, without getting into the

 9 calculations?

10 A. You really don't want me to get into the calcul ations,

11 because that's the part I love?  Okay.  Okay.  On e can

12 convert the lifetime MMBtu savings, in the bottom

13 section, into equivalent kWh savings.  And, then,

14 combine those equivalent kWh savings with the act ual

15 kWh savings in the next bottom section, and then

16 combine those.  And, as a percentage, I think may be the

17 important point to make here would be that the li fetime

18 kWh savings for PSNH, combined with Unitil, for t heir

19 Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Programs, is ab out

20 8 percent of the total program savings.  And, whe n I

21 say "total program savings", again, I mean I've

22 converted the MMBtu savings, and combined them wi th the

23 kWh savings.  And, this is a calculation that's s imilar

24 to one that Staff presented in their testimony.  So,
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 1 that was the purpose of my doing a similar calcul ation

 2 with these numbers.

 3 Q. And, so, the numbers we have been talking about , I

 4 believe it's Exhibit 24, are proposed numbers.  T he

 5 numbers that you're referencing in Exhibit 49 are  the

 6 actual savings from 2011, is that correct?

 7 A. I'm not sure I have Exhibit 24 with me.  So, I just

 8 want to make sure that, if I'm doing --

 9 (Atty. Goldwasser handing document to 

10 the witness.) 

11 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Okay.  This is the --

12 all right.  Yes.

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  For clarity, this is

14 a portion of Exhibit 23 of two pages, Pages 24 an d 25?

15 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I apologize.  Yes.  The

16 two pages of Exhibit 23.  Excuse me.

17 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Right.  And, so, this

18 Exhibit 24, which is part of Exhibit 23, shows th e 2012

19 plan, including the costs and the planned energy savings,

20 for each of the programs in the residential progr am

21 portfolio, as well as the commercial/industrial p ortfolio.

22 And, then, as you stated, I would agree with you that

23 Exhibit 49, which I've just described the calcula tion that

24 I did, this is using actual energy savings, as re ported by
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 1 the utilities, for Program Year 2011.

 2 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Thank you.

 3 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Can I be sure I

 4 followed the math we weren't going to talk about?

 5 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Darn!

 6 BY CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS: 

 7 Q. You took -- I'm going to give rough numbers.  T he

 8 9.9 million lifetime kilowatt-hour savings from t hat

 9 third column, correct, or row?

10 A. The actual kWh savings, --

11 Q. Right.

12 A. -- if you add the PSNH number and the Unitil nu mber

13 together, you get just about 9 million.

14 Q. Oh, I'm sorry.  That's right.  You excluded the  first

15 two.  So, the total of those, 5 million, roughly,  kWh

16 lifetime savings?

17 A. No.  I used the "actual" column, Commissioner.  Which

18 is --

19 Q. Oh, you said that twice.  I'm sorry.

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. Okay.  So, about 9 million?

22 A. About 9 million, yes.

23 Q. And, then, you added that to what the equivalen t

24 savings would be for PSNH and Unitil from oil, na tural
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 1 gas, kerosene, etcetera?

 2 A. Right.  So, --

 3 Q. And, you did a conversion to be able to put the m in

 4 common units?

 5 A. Correct.

 6 Q. And, the result is?

 7 A. The result, then, I divided the actual kWh savi ngs,

 8 divided that by the grand total, to see that abou t

 9 8 percent of the savings was due to electric meas ures.

10 They are in that third section of the "lifetime k Wh"

11 section.

12 Q. And, so, the restated total of the program savi ngs for

13 the non-electric portion, without giving us all t he

14 numbers, what is the -- for Unitil and PSNH toget her,

15 rather than 358,000 MMBtu, what is the kWh equiva lent

16 you were using?

17 A. I'm sorry.  I was looking at my calculations.  You

18 wanted to know what the converted total of the MM Btu

19 savings was?

20 Q. Yes.  So, that we can just see it, that number that's

21 then added to the 9 million in the section above.

22 A. Well, if you'll bear with me a moment here, whi le I

23 punch in a few numbers here.  This is, I believe,  the

24 part that Attorney Goldwasser didn't want to get into
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 1 here, because she knew it might be a little cumbe rsome.

 2 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Well, -- 

 3 BY THE WITNESS: 

 4 A. I believe that the converted total from the MMB tu

 5 savings, if I converted those to equivalent kWh

 6 savings, would be about 113 million.

 7 BY CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS: 

 8 Q. And, that's taking just PSNH and Unitil, or inc luding

 9 the Co-op as well?

10 A. That's just taking PSNH and Unitil.

11 Q. Thank you.

12 A. So, I've added the "314,781" with the "39,566",  and

13 then converted it into kWhs.

14 Q. And, then, you added the 9 million from above?

15 A. To that.

16 Q. And, your --

17 A. Used that as the denominator in the calculation , to

18 figure out --

19 Q. Right.  So, you've got about 122 million, rough ly?

20 A. Yes.

21 Q. As the denominator, and then you compared 9 mil lion out

22 of 122 million, to get your 8 percent?

23 A. Yes.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Thank
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 1 you.

 2 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

 3 Q. Just a quick, to make sure I understand what yo u're

 4 saying in that.  So that, of the total energy sav ings

 5 under -- is this all of the CORE Program?

 6 A. No, this is just --

 7 Q. Or, just the New Hampshire Performance with --

 8 A. This is just the Home Performance with ENERGY S TAR

 9 Program.

10 Q. Okay.  So --

11 A. Yes.  Just one program.

12 Q. So, 8 percent of that went to electrical saving s, and

13 then 92 percent went to some type of thermal savi ngs?

14 A. That's correct.  For those two utilities, PSNH and

15 Unitil combined.

16 Q. And, the thermal -- or, the electric savings, d id that

17 include those -- I guess what I'm trying to say, is

18 that limited to appliances and lighting or did it  also

19 include those sort of, you know, sidelight things  you

20 can get, you know, we talked about like from havi ng

21 your furnace fan run less or maybe your air condi tioner

22 runs a little bit less, because of the insulation  and

23 so forth?

24 A. I believe that, my understanding, based upon th e way
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 1 that the current savings are quantified and inclu ded

 2 here, that these numbers would not include what w e've

 3 discussed, "ancillary" savings.  

 4 Q. Okay.

 5 A. Now, I'd be happy to take a confirmation from t hat from

 6 the program administrators themselves?  And, I di d just

 7 get a brief "thumbs-up" there, indicating I had t he

 8 correct answer, I believe.

 9 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Thank you.

10 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Okay.

11 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Do you have any other

12 questions about the calculation?

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I hope not.

14 (Laughter.) 

15 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Me, too.  Okay.

16 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

17 Q. Mr. Eckberg, did you participate -- did the Off ice of

18 Consumer Advocate, excuse me, participate in Dock et

19 08-120?

20 A. Yes.  I'm sure we did.

21 Q. And, is your understanding that, in that docket , the

22 Commission approved the Pilot Home Performance wi th

23 ENERGY STAR Program, that is currently being unde rtaken

24 by Unitil and Public Service of New Hampshire?
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 1 A. It was in that Docket 08-120 that the Companies  first

 2 proposed the fuel neutral pilot, yes.  I believe that

 3 the program that is the pilot version of the prog ram

 4 might be slightly different at the moment than it  was

 5 as proposed at that time.

 6 (Atty. Goldwasser distributing 

 7 documents.) 

 8 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 9 Q. What I've just handed out is a record request f rom

10 December 2008, which was provided by Public Servi ce of

11 New Hampshire to the Commission, in the context o f its

12 consideration of whether a Pilot Home Performance  with

13 ENERGY STAR Program ought to be permitted to go

14 forward.  Do you see that what I've handed you is  a

15 double-sided sheet, "Record Request HD-01", in Do cket

16 08-120?

17 A. Yes, I see that.

18 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Chairman, I ask that

19 this be marked as an exhibit?

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, this has just

21 been distributed to everyone?

22 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Yes.

23 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Since

24 this is not discovery as part of this docket, it' s not
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 1 automatic that people would have it.  But we will  mark it

 2 for identification as "Exhibit 50".

 3 (The document, as described, was 

 4 herewith marked as Exhibit 50 for 

 5 identification.) 

 6 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I will note that it was

 7 in the CORE -- it was in the context of a CORE pr oceeding

 8 -- of an earlier CORE proceeding, which is at iss ue in

 9 this docket.  Because, in Docket 08-120, the Comm ission

10 initiated this Pilot Program.  And, in the order which

11 resulted in this hearing that we're in right now,  the

12 Commission cited to that docket and cited to its rulings

13 in that docket.  So, that's why I believe it's re levant

14 here.  And, it's relevant for a very, very simple  purpose.

15 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

16 Q. If you turn to Page 2, Mr. Eckberg, you can see  that

17 Public Service of New Hampshire indicated -- esti mated

18 what it thought the electric savings as a percent age of

19 total would be for this proposed new program.  Do  you

20 see -- do you see that on the chart on the second  page?

21 A. Yes, I do.  The first portion of the table show s

22 "Electric Measure Savings" planned, and the secon d

23 portion or the right-hand portion, or about two-t hirds

24 of the table, shows "Non-Electric [planned] Measu re
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 1 Savings".

 2 Q. And, what are those numbers?

 3 A. Roughly, the electric savings, as a percent of the

 4 total, appear to be about 7 percent, and the

 5 non-electric savings, as a percent of total, woul d be

 6 about 93 percent.

 7 Q. So, the percentage of electric savings that PSN H

 8 presented to the Commission in 2008, basically co mports

 9 with the actual savings last year, with respect t o the

10 percent electric?

11 A. I'd say they're very close, yes.

12 Q. Mr. Eckberg, do you have a copy of Staff's dire ct

13 testimony, which is, I believe, "Exhibit 35", bef ore

14 you?

15 A. Staff's direct testimony, Exhibit 35.  Yes, I h ave a

16 copy of that.

17 Q. I'm going to ask that you turn to Page 33.

18 A. Page what?

19 Q. Thirty-three.

20 A. I'm there.

21 Q. Now that I've asked you to turn there, I'm goin g to

22 make an assertion about your rebuttal testimony.  So,

23 if you need to turn back to that, I apologize in

24 advance.  But, in your rebuttal testimony, you as sert
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 1 that Staff's testimony regarding fairness is not

 2 properly before this Commission.  Can you explain  the

 3 OCA's position?  It's at Page 7, at Line 4 throug h 10.

 4 A. Okay.  I'm a little -- maybe you could guide me  a

 5 little here, I'm a little confused.  First, you p ointed

 6 me to Exhibit --

 7 Q. I did.  I pointed you to the wrong place first.   

 8 A. Okay.  Okay.

 9 Q. Yes.  So, that's my fault.  

10 A. No, that's fine.  I just was -- I thought perha ps I was

11 being asked to draw a connection between these tw o

12 things.  Okay.  And, I'm sorry, then you pointed me to

13 my rebuttal testimony?

14 Q. Yes.  You know what, let's starts over.

15 A. Okay.

16 Q. Okay.  Go to Page 33 of Staff's testimony.

17 A. I'm there.

18 Q. Okay.  Excellent.  Let's move on.  Preliminaril y, can

19 you give a brief summary of what you understand

20 Schedule 1, which is on Page 33 of Staff's direct

21 testimony, stands for?

22 A. Well, as I understand it, the Schedule 1 of Sta ff's

23 direct testimony here, which is Page 33, uses som e

24 data, some estimations.  We've certainly heard so me
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 1 testimony about whether some of the numbers that are

 2 used here ought to be different.  But this table does a

 3 calculation that demonstrates and compares the

 4 percentage of "Total Energy Usage" and "Total Usa ge

 5 Subject to Energy Efficiency Charges" to the -- t o a

 6 "Summary of Savings based upon PSNH's filing".  S o, it

 7 seeks to compare, I guess, the contribution in en ergy

 8 efficiency charges with the proportion of savings  that

 9 are realized for two groups of customers, which S taff

10 has described in their testimony, their "Group 1"

11 customers and "Group 2" customers.  The "Group 1"

12 customers, they described as customers who pay an

13 energy efficiency charge on all of their energy t hey

14 consume.  So, that group is comprised of electric  heat

15 customers, as well as natural gas customers, who I

16 believe the simplifying assumption was all natura l gas

17 customers, just for the sake of simplification, b ecause

18 there's very few natural gas customers who don't heat

19 with natural gas.  So, Group 1 includes electric heat

20 customers and natural gas customers.  "Group 2" a re

21 electric customers as well, but they are customer s who

22 heat with other fuels.

23 Q. Thank you.  Now, starting with -- my goal here is to

24 get a sense of the Consumer Advocate's position
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 1 regarding the conclusions that Staff has drawn in

 2 Schedule 1 and in testimony regarding these numbe rs.

 3 In the first column, where it says

 4 "Electric Customer (Group 1)", do you have any co ncerns

 5 regarding the underlying assumptions that result in the

 6 conclusion that "18 percent" of the SBC is funded  by

 7 electric heat customers?

 8 A. Well, the first concern I would have would be i n the

 9 first row, which is the "Household Usage of Heati ng

10 Fuels in New Hampshire".  There has been discussi on of

11 this earlier in this hearing.  Staff has used a n umber

12 "8 percent", which they reference as their source , the

13 footnote down below, is the "DOE Energy Efficienc y", is

14 that correct?  I thought that that number came fr om

15 Census Bureau.  Well, anyway, Staff sources are

16 referred to here.  And, I think that the conversa tion

17 earlier in this hearing, or the testimony from

18 Mr. Gelineau and Mr. Palma, that this "8 percent"

19 number was higher than they felt was an appropria te

20 number to use, based upon their analysis of energ y use

21 profiles of their customers.  They had numbers th at

22 were considerably lower, around 1.4, 1.5 percent of

23 their customers were electric heat customers.  So , I

24 think that's one area of concern with this table.
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 1 Another area where one might -- where I

 2 might make -- use a different number, perhaps.  I  mean,

 3 when one is doing an analysis like this, you alwa ys

 4 have to use assumptions, simplifying assumptions to get

 5 through the project.  But, down in the "Heating

 6 estimate" section, for instance, the "Estimated a nnual

 7 kWh Usage per Household", Staff used a number "21 ,155",

 8 which is, if my understanding is correct, the kWh

 9 equivalent of the estimated therms that are used to

10 heat the average New Hampshire household, okay?

11 Hopefully, I've explained that clearly enough.  A nd, I

12 think one of the factors that could be taken into

13 account relatively simply is that, when you heat with

14 natural gas or when you heat with fuel oil, it's a

15 different process, technically speaking, than whe n you

16 heat with electric baseboard heat.  And, by that,  I

17 mean, when you're heating with a furnace or a boi ler,

18 that burns some kind of a fuel, a significant

19 percentage of your heat is going up the chimney, it's

20 not going into the house.  And, so, while it may be

21 appropriate to use "21,155" as the number in the

22 natural gas column, or the "Other Fuels" column, it

23 might be appropriate to reduce that number by abo ut

24 20 percent in the "Electric Customer" column.  Be cause,
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 1 when you heat your home with electricity, electri c

 2 baseboard heat, 100 percent of the electricity is

 3 converted to heat.  So, there's that "efficiency

 4 factor", you might call it, of delivering the hea t to

 5 the house using these different technologies.  

 6 So, that's just another area where there

 7 could be a change in this table that would impact  the

 8 bottom line.

 9 Q. And, to summarize, with respect to the "8 perce nt"

10 number, versus the utilities' 1.4, 1.3 percent nu mber,

11 and the GDS Study conclusion that it's less than

12 4 percent, does the OCA have any position or have  any

13 concern with relying on the "8 percent" number to

14 determine a "fairness" argument?

15 A. Well, from the perspective of a "fairness" argu ment, I

16 think that using the "8 percent" number will incr ease

17 the purported level of unfairness.  Because, if w e

18 reduce that 8 percent to a smaller number, say on e and

19 a half percent or two percent, as the number of

20 households which heat with electric heat, I think  that

21 we would find that this entire first column, the

22 "Electric Heat" column, by the time we get down t o the

23 bottom number there, which is "18 percent" as the

24 percentage surcharge share, I think that number w ould
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 1 be smaller than 18 percent.

 2 Q. Okay.  With respect to the next column, the "Na tural

 3 Gas Customer" column, a couple of preliminary

 4 questions.  Now, natural gas energy efficiency pr ograms

 5 are funded via the Energy Efficiency Charge, whic h is

 6 part of the LDAC, is that correct?

 7 A. That is correct.

 8 Q. And, those programs are funded separately from the

 9 System Benefits Charge?

10 A. Yes, they are.  They're funded separately, the

11 utilities who administer those programs, collect those

12 funds and track them and report them separately t han

13 the SBC funds, yes.

14 Q. And, until very recently, those programs were a ctually

15 approved separately and distinctly from the energ y --

16 the CORE Electric Efficiency Programs, is that co rrect?

17 A. Yes, that's true.  They were on a different ann ual

18 cycle, and they were, in fact, on a two-year cycl e.

19 And, the parties in these dockets worked hard to change

20 the timing of that, so that all the programs coul d be

21 on a similar timing schedule of approval before t he

22 Commission, to try and improve the administrative

23 efficiency of the process.

24 Q. And, the gas companies' Home Performance with E NERGY
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 1 STAR Program is not a fuel neutral program, is th at

 2 correct?

 3 A. That's certainly my understanding, yes.

 4 Q. And, there are other programs that are availabl e to

 5 residential gas energy efficiency -- or, excuse m e,

 6 other residential gas customers, other than the H ome

 7 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program?

 8 A. Yes.  There are a variety of other rebate progr ams and

 9 heating system rebate programs.  Those would all be

10 fully described in the program description of the  CORE

11 Program filing, yes.

12 Q. And, gas customers are different from electric

13 customers, in the sense that about approximately

14 98 percent of gas customers heat with gas, wherea s

15 electric customers, you've heard that a very smal l

16 percentage heat with electricity, is that correct ?

17 A. Yes, I believe that's correct.

18 Q. So, all of that said, with respect to including  the

19 natural gas customers in Group 1, of the fairness

20 analysis that Staff conducts in Schedule 1, do yo u have

21 any comments or concerns?

22 A. Well, I think this is another area where there may be

23 differences of opinion, between what I might thin k is

24 appropriate and what Staff did in their analysis here.
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 1 Because I think the issue at hand in this docket is

 2 whether -- well, Staff has raised the issue of

 3 "fairness", and the question of "whether it's fai r to

 4 spend electric SBC funds on a fuel neutral

 5 weatherization program?"  And, the natural gas pr ograms

 6 don't really have anything to do with that.  As y ou've

 7 suggested, the natural gas customers pay a separa te

 8 Energy Efficiency Charge.  And, there are separat e

 9 energy efficiency programs, which are not adminis tered

10 by the electric utilities.  So, I question whethe r it's

11 appropriate to combine the natural gas customers with

12 the electric heat customers, as Staff has done he re in

13 their analysis.

14 Q. And, if the percentage of electric heat custome rs were

15 to decrease substantially, and if one were to rem ove

16 the natural gas customers from Schedule 1, what w ould

17 the outcome be with respect to the conclusions th at

18 have been drawn about the percentage that heating

19 customers contribute to the System Benefits Charg e?

20 A. Well, I don't have all the numbers here in fron t of me.

21 But, in general, I think what we would see would be

22 that the electric heat customers would contribute  a

23 portion -- their portion of the total contributio n to

24 the Systems Benefits Charge would be fairly in li ne
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 1 with the percentage of savings which are realized

 2 through the programs.

 3 So, rather than, for instance, as Staff

 4 has shown here, rather than having 18 percent of the

 5 total energy program surcharge for electric custo mers,

 6 plus 40 percent of energy efficiency charges comi ng

 7 from natural gas customers, and Staff has combine d

 8 those two numbers to show that what they believe is

 9 appropriate that we should look at 58 percent of the

10 energy efficiency charges come from these Group 1

11 customers, yet only 5 percent of the savings come  from

12 these customers.  I think that, if we did two thi ngs,

13 we changed the numbers in the first column a litt le

14 bit, as I described, rather than using an "8 perc ent",

15 you use "one and a half percent", as the utilitie s have

16 proposed.  And, if we don't combine the electric and

17 the natural gas customers, I think you'd see numb ers

18 that are much more comparable and much less out o f

19 proportion with each other.

20 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Thank you.  Changing

21 tacks just a little bit, I have a couple more que stions

22 for you.  I have here the Consumer Advocate's res ponse to

23 Staff Question 5-4, if you could review that plea se.

24 (Atty. Goldwasser distributing 
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 1 documents.) 

 2 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 3 Q. Now, in your direct testimony -- or, excuse me,  in your

 4 rebuttal testimony, and I'm going to bring this b ack to

 5 this response in a second.  At Page 7, you take t he

 6 position that "fairness" is not properly before t he

 7 Commission.  Can you please explain the OCA's pos ition

 8 on that?

 9 A. Well, I believe the point I'm making here in my

10 rebuttal testimony is that, if "fairness" is inde ed an

11 appropriate standard for the Commission to consid er,

12 that the time to do that has long since passed.  That

13 the Commission has approved this program three ti mes, I

14 believe is the correct number, in the '08 docket,  the

15 '09 docket, and then in the 10-188, for the first  year

16 of the two-year cycle.  And, I think that the iss ue of

17 "fairness" here, as I discussed it, connects with  the

18 response to this Staff 5-4, to the extent that th e word

19 "fairness" corresponds to the word "equity" or th e

20 concept of "equity" that's in RSA 374, this parti cular

21 passage that I was asked about.  That section of RSA

22 374 I've included in my response here.  It says, at

23 least in part, I'll read the second sentence:

24 "Restructuring of the electric utility industry s hould
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 1 be implemented in a manner that benefits all cust omers

 2 equitably and does not benefit one customer class  to

 3 the detriment of another."  So, the word "equitab ly" is

 4 there, and I think that "equity" might be reasona bly

 5 considered to be "fairness", in one way or anothe r.

 6 And, I think that this program does benefit all

 7 customers equitably, and it does not benefit one

 8 customer class to a detriment of another.

 9 I think there's another data response

10 where I may have discussed the issue of customer class

11 or where I was asked about that.  But my evaluati on of

12 the "customer class" issue is more in line with

13 tariff-based customer classes.  We have a residen tial

14 customer class, and we have several different

15 commercial and industrial classes.  We do not hav e

16 Group 1 and Group 2 customer classes, as Staff ha s

17 proposed in their analysis that they presented in

18 Schedule 1 that we just talked about.

19 Q. I'm going to give you an opportunity to talk ab out

20 "customer classes" in a second.

21 A. Okay.

22 Q. But I want to ask you, with respect to this dat a

23 response, can you just simply state whether you b elieve

24 the full implementation of the fuel neutral HPwES
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 1 Program is consistent with RSA 374-F:3, VI?  

 2 A. Yes, I do believe it is.  As I stated my respon se here,

 3 in the last section of my response, Part (a), "I

 4 believe that the full implementation of the fuel blind

 5 HPwES", or Home Performance with ENERGY STAR, "is

 6 consistent with RSA 374-F:3, VI, because it would

 7 benefit all customers equitably; [and] it would n ot

 8 benefit one customer class to the detriment of ot hers."

 9 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Can we please mark this

10 as "Exhibit 51"?

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So marked for

12 identification.

13 (The document, as described, was 

14 herewith marked as Exhibit 51 for 

15 identification.) 

16 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I promise we'll get

17 back to classes in a second.

18 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Okay.  You sensed I

19 wanted to go there.

20 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I did.

21 (Atty. Goldwasser distributing 

22 documents.) 

23 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

24 Q. I have here the OCA's response to Staff Data Re quest
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 1 5-5.  And, in the first part of this response, yo u

 2 discuss the "Total Resource Cost Test".  Can you please

 3 explain what that test is?

 4 A. Well, my understanding is that the "Total Resou rce Cost

 5 Test" is the methodology that's used to evaluate the

 6 benefit/cost ratio of an efficiency program.  And , as

 7 I've described that test or the use of that test here,

 8 in my response to Part (a), beginning about halfw ay

 9 down that paragraph, I said that "The B/C ratio i s

10 calculated by summing all the quantifiable benefi ts,"

11 by which I meant "electric savings, non-electric

12 savings, avoided costs, environmental benefits,

13 etcetera, and dividing that sum by the total quantified

14 costs of the program."  And, "if this ratio is

15 numerically greater than 1.0 the program is said to be

16 "cost-effective"."

17 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Thank you.  May I

18 please have this data response marked as "Exhibit  42"?

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  "52" for

20 identification.

21 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Fifty-two, excuse me.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So marked.

23 (The document, as described, was 

24 herewith marked as Exhibit 52 for 
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 1 identification.) 

 2 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 3 Q. Mr. Eckberg, I have here Order Number 23,574, f rom

 4 November 2000.  And, I've turned --

 5 A. Did you say "2000"?

 6 Q. 2000.

 7 A. Okay.

 8 Q. Yup.  On November 1st, 2000.  I turn to Page 4,  which

 9 summarizes the Final Report of the New Hampshire Energy

10 Efficiency Working Group.  Is it your understandi ng

11 that the Commission approved the Cost-Effectivene ss

12 Test as presented by the Working Group, but for o ne

13 change that's been made more recently?

14 A. Could you repeat that last section of your ques tion, --

15 Q. Yes.  Let's --

16 A. -- the "but for" clause?

17 Q. Let's start with the first part.

18 A. Okay.

19 Q. Did the Commission approve that Cost-Effectiven ess

20 Test, and is that the test that's basically appli ed

21 currently?

22 A. Yes.  I believe this is the Cost-Effectiveness Test

23 that I was describing generally, yes.

24 Q. And, there has been one change to that test? 
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 1 A. Yes.  My eye is drawn to a section which is not

 2 highlighted here, that's Section (e), which says "a

 3 15 percent adder for additional non-quantified be nefits

 4 (e.g., environmental and other benefits)."  And, I

 5 believe that originally, with the early implement ation

 6 of these programs, that 15 percent adder was used  in

 7 the Total Resource Cost Test, but it's no longer used,

 8 because we now have available the Avoided Costs R eport,

 9 which is produced biannually by a contractor, Syn apse

10 Energy Economics.  And, I believe that, because w e have

11 more detailed information about the avoided costs , we

12 no longer use this generic adder.  That's my

13 understanding.

14 Q. But that said, there is a highlighted portion o f the

15 test.

16 A. Yes, there is.

17 Q. Can you read that?

18 A. The highlighted portion is here on Page 4.  It' s

19 Subsection (d).  And, it says "quantifiable benef its

20 and costs associated with other resources in addi tion

21 to electricity (e.g., water, gas, oil)."

22 Q. So, going as far back as 2000, the Commission p ermitted

23 the utilities to take benefits, such as gas and o il

24 usage, into account when determining whether a pr ogram
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 1 is all cost-effective?

 2 A. Yes.  That would be correct.  The utilities wou ld be

 3 allowed, using these definitions here, to, if the y

 4 could reasonably quantify the benefits, the amoun t of

 5 fuel oil that was saved through weatherization, f or

 6 instance, they would be able to take the monetary  value

 7 of those benefits into account in determining the

 8 cost-effectiveness of the program.

 9 Q. Thank you.  Turning back to Exhibit 51 -- I'm s orry,

10 52.  Part (b) of that question refers to customer

11 classes.  In that question, Staff asks you whethe r

12 "costs are unfairly shifted" due to the HPwES Pro gram,

13 correct?

14 A. I'd say "almost correct".  I don't think -- I d on't see

15 the word "HPwES Program" mentioned here.  But I'm

16 pretty sure that's the context in which this is b eing

17 asked, yes.

18 Q. Okay.  Fair enough.  And, you respond with a ci tation

19 to "374-F:3, VI", which we've begun to discuss al ready,

20 correct?

21 A. Yes, I have.  And, pardon me if I got ahead of you in

22 your questioning.

23 Q. And, what is the OCA's position with respect to  "cost

24 shifting"?
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 1 A. Well, as I summarize in the final sentence in m y

 2 response to Part (b), "I do not view costs as bei ng

 3 shifted unfairly from one customer class to anoth er."

 4 Q. Thank you.  Now, Mr. Eckberg, you have over ten  years

 5 experience in residential energy efficiency, corr ect?

 6 A. I think that's a reasonable statement, yes.

 7 Q. And, in your mind, does provision of an in-home

 8 electric energy efficiency service makes sense if  the

 9 customer substantially relies on other types of e nergy?

10 A. It does not make sense, as Mr. Steltzer discuss ed in

11 detail earlier today in his testimony.  I think t hat

12 the efforts on the parts of energy efficiency exp erts

13 are to provide whole house weatherization, and th at

14 means addressing all the energy use within a hous e.

15 Q. And, as you know, RSA 374-F:3, X states that

16 "Restructuring should be designed to reduce marke t

17 barriers to investments in energy efficiency", an d that

18 "Utility sponsored energy efficiency programs sho uld

19 target cost-effective opportunities that may othe rwise

20 be lost due to market barriers."  Are these refer ences

21 to "market barriers" concerns if the utilities ma y not

22 provide fuel neutral type programs?

23 A. Yes.  And, again, I think as Mr. Steltzer descr ibed

24 earlier today, trying to structure an energy effi ciency
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 1 program that delivered measures or efforts to sav e only

 2 one type of fuel within the home could reasonably

 3 construe to be a market barrier, by those people who

 4 are in the field trying to deliver that program.

 5 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Thank you.  I have

 6 nothing further.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Ms.

 8 Holahan?

 9 MS. HOLAHAN:  No questions.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Linder?

11 MR. LINDER:  Yes.  Thank you.

12 BY MR. LINDER: 

13 Q. Just following up on the previous question, wit h

14 respect to the "whole house" approach.

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. That is something that is being proposed in the

17 utilities' joint proposal regarding the Home

18 Performance with ENERGY STAR?

19 A. I'm not sure that the words "whole house" is us ed in

20 the Company filing.  But the Companies are propos ing,

21 it's certainly my understanding, to address all t he

22 energy savings opportunities, the cost-effective

23 opportunities that are there within the home.  Wh ether

24 they pertain to electric appliances or insulation  and
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 1 air sealing opportunities, regardless of what the  heat

 2 source is.  So, I would say that the purpose is i ndeed

 3 "whole house" weatherization, yes.

 4 Q. And, is it your opinion that that approach is a

 5 cost-effective way of delivering energy services?

 6 A. Yes, it is my opinion.

 7 Q. And, is it also your opinion that it is an effe ctive

 8 way of targeting cost-effective opportunities tha t

 9 might otherwise be lost due to market barriers?

10 A. Yes.  I think, generally, that's a true stateme nt.

11 Q. And, I wanted to ask you a question about on Pa ge 8 of

12 your direct testimony, and I'll wait till you get

13 there.

14 A. I'm there.

15 Q. Okay.  The question on Line 5 is whether you ha d "any

16 other comments [regarding] the Home Performance w ith

17 ENERGY STAR Program?"  Do you see that?

18 A. Yes, I do.

19 Q. And, you have a number of comments, but I wante d to ask

20 you about the comment that begins on Line 17, on Page

21 8, which is the "fifth" comment?

22 A. Yes.

23 Q. And, you say that "New Hampshire households are

24 increasingly using air conditioning in the summer
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 1 months."  And, is that -- what are you basing tha t

 2 particular statement on?

 3 A. Well, I base it on general knowledge and experi ence at

 4 the time I made that statement.  I believe that S taff

 5 asked me a data request about that statement.  An d, I

 6 referenced a resource or something.  I don't have  those

 7 data responses with me.  But perhaps you're famil iar

 8 with that.

 9 Q. Well, let me ask you about the third clause in that

10 sentence, which begins with Line 20, on Page 8.  And,

11 you're basically saying that those households, "t hat

12 weatherization improvements will help reduce the costs

13 related to air conditioning, and perhaps more

14 importantly, will help reduce electricity usage o n peak

15 days in the summer when the costs are the highest  and

16 air quality is often compromised."  Do you see th at?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. Can you explain a little bit about why you thin k that

19 will reduce electric -- why the weatherization

20 improvements will help reduce electricity usage o n peak

21 days?

22 A. Well, I think that, on peak days in the summer is when

23 residents -- residential consumers are most likel y to

24 be using air conditioning in order to keep their homes
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 1 comfortable, or at least reasonably comfortable.  And,

 2 weatherizing a home not only keeps it warmer in t he

 3 winter, but it can keep it cooler or comfortable by

 4 keeping the heat out in the summer.  So, it takes  less

 5 air conditioning to reduce or to achieve a level of

 6 comfort, comfort that's desired in the home.

 7 Q. And, that will result in an energy savings?

 8 A. Yes.  It will result in energy savings, and I m ay also

 9 help to reduce the peak demand, which is a separa te

10 item, but separate issue that's of concern to ene rgy

11 planners of utilities and ISO-New England, yes.

12 Q. And, finally, why do you think that the Home

13 Performance with ENERGY STAR Program is a benefit  to

14 society and to electric customers?

15 A. Well, as I believe I've mentioned some of the t hings in

16 my testimony, similar to the things that Mr. Stel tzer

17 discussed, about how, in addition to the things s uch as

18 increasing the comfort of homes, of homes that ar e

19 weatherized or serviced through the HPwES Program ,

20 there are other benefits, such as helping to redu ce

21 carbon emissions, in support of the Climate Chang e

22 Action Plan goals, and other societal benefits su ch as

23 that.  I believe those things are helped -- those  goals

24 can help to be achieved through programs such as this.
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 1 MR. LINDER:  Okay.  Thank you.  I have

 2 no further questions.

 3 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 4 Mr. Nute, do you have any questions?

 5 MR. NUTE:  No questions.

 6 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Steltzer?

 7 MR. STELTZER:  No questions.  Thank you.

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Ms. Thunberg.

 9 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you, Chairman

10 Ignatius.  Good afternoon, Mr. Eckberg.

11 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Good afternoon.

12 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

13 Q. I'd like to just revisit OCA's position back in  the

14 2008 CORE docket.  You said -- you just testified  that

15 you recall participating in the 2008 CORE docket,  is

16 that correct?

17 A. Yes.

18 Q. And, do you recall that OCA did not support -- or, I

19 just want to make sure I've got my quote correct.   Do

20 you recall that OCA's position was that "we do no t

21 support the utilities' fuel blind proposal, becau se it

22 is not sufficiently tailored to focus on reducing

23 electric use or to address market barriers to ele ctric

24 customers investing in energy efficiency"?
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 1 A. I believe that's a -- you're quoting and you're  perhaps

 2 excerpting something from the memorandum of law t hat

 3 was filed in December of 2008?

 4 Q. That's correct.  So, you remember that position ?

 5 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Could you actually show

 6 him the document.

 7 MS. THUNBERG:  I would be happy to

 8 refresh his recollection.

 9 (Atty. Thunberg handing document to the 

10 witness.) 

11 MS. THUNBERG:  I just handed Mr. Eckberg

12 a copy of the December 17th letter that he just r eferenced

13 to refresh his recollection.  I do not intend to mark it

14 as an exhibit.  I just merely have some questions  on the

15 position that was taken then.

16 BY THE WITNESS: 

17 A. Yes.  I have recently reviewed this document, y es.

18 And, I'm sorry.  You had a question about this?

19 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

20 Q. Yes.  I do.

21 A. Okay.

22 Q. And, in 2008, OCA was amenable to the HPwES Pil ot, but

23 not the full program, is that accurate?

24 A. I would have to look at the Settlement Agreemen t from
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 1 this docket, 08-120, to ensure that the OCA was a

 2 signatory.  I believe we were.  But I'd just like  to --

 3 subject to check, I'll say "yes", that we were am enable

 4 to that.

 5 Q. Okay.  Now, were you present on Day 1 of the he arings

 6 in this matter?

 7 A. In this matter?

 8 Q. Yes.

 9 A. Yes, I was.

10 Q. And, do you recall my line of questioning of

11 Mr. Gelineau and Mr. Palma about any changes that  had

12 occurred in the HES or HPwES Program to date?

13 A. I believe you asked them about that, yes.

14 Q. And, do you recall Mr. Palma explaining that th e rebate

15 had been lowered from 75 percent to 50 percent?

16 A. I believe he did say that, yes.

17 Q. And, do you recall Mr. Gelineau's testimony tha t the

18 HPwES Program was "essentially unchanged"?

19 A. I believe he said that, yes.  "Essentially unch anged".

20 Q. And, your testimony in this proceeding is suppo rtive of

21 the full HPwES Program, correct?

22 A. Yes, it is.

23 Q. So, you probably know my question at this point .

24 A. I'll let you ask it.
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 1 Q. If, in 2008, the HPwES Program, as designed, wa s not

 2 sufficiently tailored, and also in that 2000 -- o r,

 3 December 17th, 2008, there was a nexus argument, if

 4 those didn't exist in 2008, has OCA changed its

 5 position for this docket?

 6 A. I believe that that is one way you could constr ue our

 7 current position, certainly.

 8 Q. So, --

 9 A. While Mr. Gelineau may have said that the progr am has

10 not "significantly changed" since it was first

11 proposed, I believe there are some changes.

12 Q. Can you please explain what you believe the cha nges to

13 be?

14 A. In the program?

15 Q. In the HPwES Program.  From 2008 to present.

16 A. Well, I believe that the Company is using a mor e

17 accurate version of its Home Heating Index than t hey

18 were originally using.  So, that may certainly qu alify,

19 in Mr. Gelineau's assessment, as not a "significa nt

20 change".  But I think it is somewhat of a change.   It

21 helps the Companies more accurately identify cust omers

22 for participation that have the potential for big ger

23 savings, the larger energy users.  There are also  other

24 changes that have occurred outside of this room.  Such
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 1 as the release of the Climate Change Action Plan,  the

 2 release of the GDS Study, which have made

 3 recommendations about the usefulness and value of  a

 4 fuel blind Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Prog ram.

 5 Q. Okay.  Let me ask the question a different way.   Can

 6 you tell -- explain now why the current HPwES pro posal

 7 is "sufficiently tailored to focus on reducing el ectric

 8 use"?

 9 A. I'm not sure that I said that.

10 Q. You're looking at the December 17th, 2008 OCA p osition?

11 A. Right.  What I'm saying, I think my response, w hat I

12 just tried to say, was that I don't believe that I have

13 said that "the program has now changed its design  to

14 more completely focus on electric savings."  I do n't

15 believe I've said that anywhere.

16 MS. THUNBERG:  I think, at this time,

17 I'd like to mark this document as an exhibit.

18 (Atty. Thunberg distributing documents.) 

19 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  This is a letter

20 from the Consumer Advocate's Office, December 17,  2008.

21 Is this what you were quoting from before?

22 MS. THUNBERG:  This is the document that

23 I have been quoting from, in my most recent line of

24 questioning with Mr. Eckberg, yes.
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  

 2 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 3 Q. So, Mr. -- 

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, just hold on a

 5 second.  And, this is being introduced as an exhi bit just

 6 to support the statement that you read?

 7 MS. THUNBERG:  It is being introduced to

 8 clarify the specifics of OCA's change in position  from

 9 2008 to present on the HPwES Program.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Any

11 objection to that being introduced?

12 (No verbal response)  

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Seeing none, it will

14 be "Exhibit 53" for identification.

15 (The document, as described, was 

16 herewith marked as Exhibit 53 for 

17 identification.) 

18 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

19 Q. So, Mr. Eckberg, I'd like to just draw your att ention

20 to the last sentence of paragraph one in this doc ument.

21 And, it says "we do not support the utilities' fu el

22 blind proposal because", and it lists some reason s.

23 A. I'm sorry.  The "last sentence of paragraph one "?

24 Q. Paragraph two.  Sorry if I misspoke.
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 1 A. Paragraph two.

 2 Q. So, my question is, back in 2008, it looks like  OCA's

 3 position on the fuel blind proposal was that "it was

 4 not sufficiently tailored to focus on reducing el ectric

 5 use."  So, with respect to the present HPwES Prog ram,

 6 what is OCA's position on whether the present HPw ES

 7 Program is "sufficiently tailored to focus on red ucing

 8 electric use"?

 9 A. I think as I've said in my testimony -- 

10 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Excuse me.  I'm

11 actually going to object for the record that the OCA's

12 position is stated in its testimony in this case.   So, to

13 the extent that the Staff is looking to ask why o ur

14 position may have changed, that's acceptable.  I guess I'm

15 not looking for them to have us testify further a bout an

16 issue that we didn't raise in his testimony in th is

17 proceeding.

18 So, to the extent that they're looking

19 for new direct on an issue that we did not mentio n in our

20 testimony, I don't know if there's -- if that mak es sense.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Ms. Thunberg, a

22 response?

23 MS. THUNBERG:  OCA has changed its

24 position on a program that doesn't seem to have m uch
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 1 change in it.  And, I'm trying to figure out, in the line

 2 of questioning and with this document, in a point  in time

 3 from 2008 we have a position and we have a progra m

 4 description.  Now, fast forward to 2012, we have a

 5 position and we have a program, and we have chang es.  And,

 6 I'm just trying to get out of OCA why their posit ion may

 7 have changed.  And, the only reasons I can focus on from

 8 2008 were as given in this paragraph two, that it  "wasn't

 9 sufficiently tailored".

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, why don't you

11 ask Mr. Eckberg why his position has changed, whi ch OCA

12 says that's not objectionable, and see where his answer

13 takes you.

14 MS. THUNBERG:  Okay.

15 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

16 Q. If I can adopt that question, Mr. Eckberg, can you

17 respond?

18 A. Well, I would point the reader to the final sen tence in

19 paragraph one, which says "For several reasons, t he OCA

20 urges the Commission to decline at this time PSNH 's

21 request for approval of the proposed program."  T he

22 date of this letter is December 17th, 2008, which  was

23 shortly after, I believe, the initial hearing on this

24 matter before the Commission, at which point the
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 1 utilities, PSNH, in particular, had proposed this  new

 2 Fuel Blind Pilot Program.  And, parties had very little

 3 opportunity to inquire about the program.  And, t hat

 4 this letter explains several issues, okay, for se veral

 5 reasons, that's why I point the reader to that

 6 sentence.  Not only to the sentence which you hav e

 7 reasonably pointed me to, that is one of the reas ons we

 8 did not support at that time the fuel blind propo sal.

 9 However, as I stated a few moments ago,

10 I think things in the world have changed.  There have

11 been new studies, there's new information availab le.

12 There are new recommendations from policy experts .

13 And, the OCA believes that it is appropriate and

14 reasonable and within the Commission's authority to

15 approve this fuel blind Home Performance with ENE RGY

16 STAR Program.

17 Q. Mr. Eckberg, I'd like to have you turn to Exhib it 47

18 which is you direct testimony, specifically Page 4,

19 Lines 10 through 13.

20 A. I'm sorry.  Page 4?

21 Q. Page 4, Lines 10 through 13.  If you could just  read

22 that full sentence -- or, two sentences, from 10 to 13.  

23 A. Ten to thirteen.  Yes, I'm there.

24 Q. And, a question about this "primary deciding fa ctor".
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 1 Am I correct in understanding that you are saying  that,

 2 for example, a PSNH customer heating by natural g as and

 3 participating in the HPwES Program, that the cost s

 4 should be paid by the LDAC, rather than the SBC?

 5 A. That's my understanding.  I think that there ma y be

 6 some nuances to that statement.  I'm not sure tha t --

 7 it may be actually an energy auditor associated w ith

 8 the natural gas program who would visit the custo mer,

 9 rather than an energy auditor associated with the

10 electric utility, if there are two different part ies

11 there.  It may actually be the same person who's

12 operating as a deliverer of both programs.  In wh ich

13 case, it's my understanding that, if a home is he ated

14 with natural gas, that the way the program is

15 implemented would be that the natural gas utility  pays

16 for the majority of the program delivery.

17 Q. And, is the reverse true if this were a electri c

18 heating customer, that --

19 A. That the electric utility would pay for the pro gram

20 delivery.

21 Q. Okay.  And, under that model, if the primary he ating

22 fuel is oil, is there an oil utility that would p ick up

23 the tab?

24 A. No.  And, actually, I'm sure as you well know, there is
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 1 no oil utility.  And, I'm talking about regulated

 2 utilities here in my statement.  And, this is the  fuel

 3 blind program proposed by PSNH and Unitil.  And, the

 4 electric utility, PSNH or Unitil, would pay for t hat

 5 delivery of the program.

 6 Q. Is it possible for one household that pays both  a SBC

 7 and an LDAC, this would be a natural gas customer , to

 8 participate in a HPwES Program twice, to the exte nt you

 9 know?

10 A. I don't think that would occur, no.  I'm not su re

11 exactly what the administrative safeguards are th at are

12 in place, but I think that the utilities are awar e of

13 that and would not -- not be doing that.  No.

14 Q. I'd like to ask you a couple questions about Ex hibit 52

15 that you have in front of you.  It's your respons e to

16 Staff 5-5.  Do you have that?

17 A. I do have Exhibit 52, yes.

18 Q. I'm going to try to tap into your calculations here.

19 A. Excuse me?

20 Q. I'm going to try to tap into your calculation e fforts

21 here.  I know that Attorney Goldwasser didn't wan t to

22 venture here, but --

23 A. Okay.  I'll get my calculator ready.

24 Q. With my respect -- my next questions are going to focus
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 1 on the last sentence of your response to (b).  Wh ich

 2 is, "I do not view costs as being shifted unfairl y from

 3 one customer class to another."

 4 A. Yes.

 5 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 6 Q. Mr. Eckberg, I'd like to show you Page 24, from

 7 Exhibit 23.  We've talked about it before.  I hav e some

 8 calculations from Staff that are on it.  

 9 MS. THUNBERG:  So, I'd like to mark this

10 as a separate exhibit.  That I'd like to have you  confirm

11 some of these calculations and comment on them.

12 (Atty. Thunberg distributing documents.) 

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So, this is just

14 Page 24, "Program Cost-Effectiveness - 2012 Plan" , with

15 Staff calculations handwritten in the far right?

16 Ms. Thunberg?

17 MS. THUNBERG:  Yes.

18 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  This is just Page 24

19 of that section of Exhibit 23.  And, your Page 24  has some

20 handwritten calculations on the far right that St aff

21 performed?

22 MS. THUNBERG:  Yes.  I'll represent that

23 I did these calculations.  And, I would like to w alk

24 Mr. Eckberg through to see if he agrees with some  of the
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 1 conclusions that can be drawn by these calculatio ns from

 2 this sheet.

 3 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Well,

 4 let's mark this for identification as "Exhibit 54 ".

 5 (The document, as described, was 

 6 herewith marked as Exhibit 54 for 

 7 identification.) 

 8 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 9 Q. Now, Mr. Eckberg, you can probably see what I'v e tried

10 to do here.  Is take the utility costs, and try t o come

11 up with a kilowatt-hour price, to kind of look at  the

12 costs of the programs from that angle.  And, if y ou

13 notice, you know, there's an "A" with a circle ar ound

14 it and there's a "B" with a circle around it.  Th ere's

15 an adjustment from the megawatt-hours to

16 kilowatt-hours.

17 A. Yes.  That looks fairly straightforward.

18 Q. So, I'll represent that those calculations prod uced

19 those numbers that are in the right-hand column.  I

20 don't know if you want to corroborate that, but - -

21 A. I'll accept them.

22 Q. Okay.  

23 A. Subject to check, as usual, but --

24 Q. And, what sticks out, when we look at the cost per
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 1 kilowatt-hour of the HPwES Program from this

 2 calculation is that it's much higher than the cos t of

 3 the other programs.  Do you see that?

 4 A. I do see that.  I think that's probably -- it's  clearly

 5 an artifact of the fact that, as we calculated ea rlier,

 6 as I did with Attorney Goldwasser, this program, only

 7 about 8 percent of the total energy savings were

 8 attributable to electricity.  And, your calculati on is

 9 done most likely with the electricity costs, or, excuse

10 me, with the electricity savings, and it does not

11 include the equivalent kWh savings.  Which would be the

12 MMBtu savings converted to kWhs.  So, I think tha t what

13 we're looking here is probably, again, subject to

14 check, just the electric energy savings from the

15 program.  So, I'm not surprised that the calculat ion

16 results in a higher cost per kilowatt-hour, becau se

17 we're looking at only part of the energy savings,  nor

18 are we looking at all of the electric energy savi ngs.

19 Q. I'll make an offer of proof that this is a calc ulation

20 on electric, and not including the non-electric

21 components.  You are correct in your assumptions.

22 A. Okay.

23 Q. And, getting back to your response to Staff 5-5 , in the

24 sentence that there's no unfair cost shifting fro m
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 1 among customers.  In looking at the cost of this

 2 program, would you agree that there is some subsi dy

 3 more -- that with a high cost program or a cost o f a

 4 program that's higher, like the HPwES, there is s ome

 5 subsidy going on, correct?

 6 A. I'm going to refer back to my response to Staff  5-5,

 7 which says "I don't view costs as being shifted

 8 unfairly from one customer class to another."  Th e way

 9 the funding for the program works, it's my

10 understanding, subject to confirmation by the pro gram

11 administrators, but the Systems Benefit Charges a re

12 collected from all electric customers, and the

13 collections from residential customers go to fund

14 residential energy efficiency programs.  The

15 collections from commercial and industrial class

16 customers go to fund programs that are delivered to

17 those customer classes.  And, I believe that that  is

18 the definition that the Commission has used thus far

19 since the CORE Programs have been in effect for

20 determining when -- how costs should be allocated .

21 And, that's the basis upon which I answered this

22 question.  That I don't believe that costs are be ing

23 shifted unfairly from one customer class to anoth er.

24 I guess, to the extent that you're
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 1 asking me about costs being shifted among groups of

 2 customers within the residential sector, I don't

 3 believe that that's one of the factors that the

 4 Commission is supposed to use in evaluating its

 5 approval or granting its approval to programs.

 6 Q. If some of the residential ratepayers are payin g an SBC

 7 and an LDAC, and some are only paying an SBC char ge

 8 into energy efficiency programs, is it fair then to

 9 characterize OCA's position that there is some su bsidy

10 among those groups, but it's not unfair?

11 A. I'm not sure I understand the nuance of that qu estion.

12 But, just for a clarification, when you ask me ab out

13 customers that are paying an LDAC, the language, I'm a

14 little uncomfortable with that, because the LDAC is

15 actually a charge paid by natural gas customers, which

16 includes things other than the Energy Efficiency

17 Charge.

18 Q. Understood.

19 A. Okay.

20 Q. And, I'm just referring to the energy efficienc y

21 portion of the LDAC.  

22 A. Okay.

23 Q. My apologies for not being clear.

24 A. All right.  There are -- just wanted to make su re we
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 1 both realize there's other things in the LDAC oth er

 2 than the Energy Efficiency Charge.

 3 Q. So, I'm trying to quantify, when OCA is saying that the

 4 costs being -- the costs are "not unfairly shifte d".

 5 And, so, in looking at customers paying twice, if  they

 6 are natural gas customers, an SBC and then a port ion of

 7 an LDAC, and customers paying just the SBC charge , that

 8 that's not unfair in OCA's position?

 9 A. I don't think those customers are paying twice.

10 They're paying what they're supposed to pay accor ding

11 to law and Commission order.  They're paying an E nergy

12 Efficiency Charge, a Systems Benefit Charge on th ere

13 electric consumption, and they're paying an energ y

14 efficiency charge on their natural gas consumptio n.  I

15 don't see that as unfair in any way.

16 Q. Just trying to whittle down my last few questio ns,

17 Mr. Eckberg.  And, there was a line of questionin g with

18 Attorney Goldberg about -- I'm sorry, Goldwasser,

19 sorry, and I think it was pertaining to Order 23, 574

20 that I think she showed you, but it was so fast t hat I

21 didn't know which order number it was.  Is that

22 correct?

23 A. Order 23,574, dated November 1st, 2000?  

24 Q. Is that the one that you and Attorney Goldwasse r were
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 1 discussing?

 2 A. Yes.

 3 Q. Okay.

 4 A. This is the one that had -- where she referred to the

 5 "Cost-Effectiveness Test"?

 6 Q. Yes.  Okay.  

 7 A. And, we discussed several portions of that

 8 Cost-Effectiveness Test right up here in the orde r.

 9 Q. Okay.  I have a follow-up question then.  With respect

10 to the savings component, did the Commission orde r

11 address this component?

12 A. Excuse me?

13 Q. With respect to --

14 MS. THUNBERG:  Just a minute.

15 (Atty. Thunberg conferring with Mr. 

16 Cunningham and Mr. Iqbal.) 

17 MS. THUNBERG:  I think we're done.

18 Thank you very much.

19 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Okay.

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  We're

21 going to take a brief break.  Let's resume at 3:0 0.

22 (Whereupon a recess was taken at 2:47 

23 p.m. and the hearing reconvened at 3:07 

24 p.m.) 
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  We are I

 2 think at the point now of questions from the

 3 Commissioners.  Commissioner Harrington.

 4 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Good afternoon.

 5 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Good afternoon,

 6 Commissioner.

 7 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

 8 Q. Just to -- I'll try to make this fairly quick.  The

 9 OCA's office is supposed to represent the residen tial

10 utility customers in issues such as rates, etcetera,

11 and so forth on that.  And, I'm just trying to fi gure

12 out that, it seems as if, if all the money from t he

13 System Benefit Charge were used for electric ener gy

14 efficiency matters, it would have a negative impa ct or

15 a larger negative impact on rates, because it wou ld

16 reduce consumption.  Some of which would be durin g peak

17 times, as well as other times.  It would allow mo re

18 programs to be entered into the Forward Capacity

19 Market, which would get more revenue, which could  be

20 used for further energy efficiency programs.  And , it

21 would defer or reduce transmission costs and,

22 theoretically, maybe distribution costs.  

23 So, why isn't that the OCA's office

24 looking for what is the -- what seems to be that would
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 1 maximize the benefit to the residential electric

 2 customers by giving them the most monetary bang f or

 3 their buck, as compared to a program that works o ut

 4 really good if you're the house that's getting

 5 weatherized.  But, as far as your next door neigh bor,

 6 they see little or no savings from it.  I know th ere's

 7 a lot there, but --

 8 A. Well, that's a good question.  I think that the

 9 utilities -- first of all, I think that the OCA i s

10 concerned about impacts on residential ratepayers .  We

11 do want to have cost-effective energy efficiency

12 programs, which save electricity.  We are, to a c ertain

13 degree, relying upon the utilities to share with us

14 their best experience and to help design the prog rams

15 about what are the most cost-effective ways to de liver

16 the energy efficiency programs.  That's a major s ource

17 of information.  We rely on the program administr ators

18 to share their experience in the marketplace.  An d, we

19 have, in this situation, a proposal for a program  which

20 appears to meet all the necessary standards that the

21 Commission needs to approve the program.

22 We certainly would look for additional

23 opportunities to save electricity within the cont ext of

24 the program.  And, I believe that we'll be talkin g with
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 1 the program administrators about how to do that.  There

 2 are new technologies, which the -- which are bein g

 3 evaluated for inclusion in the program.  And, we would

 4 hope to be able to include those, if the utilitie s find

 5 that they are cost-effective and customer-effecti ve, if

 6 you will, if they will help maintain a good

 7 relationship with the customers.  I mean, I'm thi nking

 8 of the technology of heat pump hot water heaters when

 9 I'm talking about that.  That's a technology that  we're

10 interested in pursuing, to have included in the

11 program.  But, there are, as I understand it, som e

12 technological difficulties in installing those.

13 They're not the right solution for every home.  A nd,

14 so, we don't want to rush forward and include

15 technologies that are going to result in negative

16 customer experience.  So, we'll try to include ne w

17 technologies and focus on electric savings to the

18 maximum extent possible.

19 Q. Okay.  Well, I guess it would just seem as if t he

20 program was -- if this Pilot Program was not in e ffect,

21 and we left the money, and saying "you have to sp end

22 all of this money to reduce electric use", that t hat

23 would provide the maximum benefit for the overall

24 residential utility customer, by lowering rates t hat
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 1 we've already discussed.  There's other benefits to,

 2 you know, reducing heat consumption, by, you know ,

 3 cutting down the use of foreign fuel and all that  other

 4 stuff, but it really doesn't -- it's not specific ally

 5 germane to the residential utility customer.  

 6 So, I just was trying to find out, you

 7 know, why you think that this is better for them than

 8 using the money strictly to reduce electric

 9 consumption, which would give them the maximum am ount

10 of financial reward for their system benefit doll ars?  

11 A. Well, we don't have a program that's proposed b efore us

12 to spend the additional, I'm not sure what the nu mber

13 it is, an extra $1.6 million.  There may be an

14 opportunity to find other technologies or other

15 spending opportunities as we progress.

16 Q. Okay.  And, just changing topics slightly here.   Would

17 you -- would the OCA be open to looking at any ty pe of

18 program that was, say, prioritized, so that it pu t

19 electric savings at a higher level, and maybe ele ctric

20 savings that would result in electric usage reduc tion

21 during peak load time, which has the maximum amou nt of

22 -- so, you know, peak shaving savings for all

23 ratepayers, and then electric savings, and then

24 non-electric energy savings.  So, that it was -- the
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 1 funding was prioritized to give priority to the

 2 electric savings, where they could be found.  

 3 A. That's an interesting suggestion.  I think we'd  want to

 4 understand a little bit more about how such a pro gram

 5 could be designed and implemented in a relatively  easy

 6 manner.  But we'd certainly be open to considerin g

 7 that.

 8 Q. Okay.  And, just as a follow-up on your Exhibit  47,

 9 your testimony, on Page 8, you were talking about  the

10 air conditioning usage.  You've done no specific

11 analysis of how much electricity would be saved, you're

12 just looking at that, sort of common sense, I gue ss, if

13 you have air conditioning, and you insulate, you' ll use

14 less air conditioning, and some of that time you' re

15 going to use less will be in the middle of the

16 afternoon in summer?

17 A. That's correct.  I've done no specific analysis .  I

18 think that connects to the issue of ancillary sav ings,

19 which was discussed with the utilities earlier.

20 Q. And, one final question.  The reduction of the rebates

21 from 75 to 50 percent, what type of an impact do you

22 think that will have on this program?  Is that go ing to

23 create more hurdles or --

24 A. Well, the rebates have already been reduced to
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 1 50 percent.  So, that's the way the program is be ing

 2 implemented now.  I think that the utilities have  not

 3 found that that has been a significant problem at  all.

 4 Because their use of the Home Heating Index, and the --

 5 is a way to sort of pre-qualify interested

 6 participants.  And, they have -- my understanding  is

 7 that there's a very high, what do they call it, a

 8 "conversion rate", where the rate of energy audit  to

 9 completion is very high for this program in New

10 Hampshire, because of their efforts to pre-qualif y and

11 identify interested candidates to participate.  S o, I

12 don't think that the reduction of the benefits ha s

13 created a major problem for them in any way.

14 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  All right.  Thank

15 you.  That's all the questions I have.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Commissioner Scott.

17 CMSR. SCOTT:  Good afternoon.

18 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Good afternoon.

19 BY CMSR. SCOTT: 

20 Q. I'll ask you a couple -- a question that I've a lready

21 asked others.  Are you aware of any other untappe d

22 electric-only opportunities that should be looked  at in

23 the CORE Program, in your estimation?

24 A. Well, I mentioned one a few minutes ago, an ele ctric
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 1 opportunity, such as heat pump hot water heaters.

 2 That's electric technology.  I know the utilities  are

 3 well aware that myself and others have been inter ested

 4 in including that technology, and they are curren tly

 5 evaluating that.  I think there's an evaluation f rom

 6 their program in Massachusetts that's due out in

 7 August, I think I've heard.  Where they will have  an

 8 opportunity to look more at some of the factors w hich

 9 could help make that program successful here in N ew

10 Hampshire, or to include that measure in the exis ting

11 program.

12 But I think that the technologies that

13 we're aware of are well known.  I mean, refrigera tor

14 replacements are known to be energy savings.

15 Certainly, we know that new lighting technologies , LED

16 lights, are an opportunity for additional signifi cant

17 savings.  And, the utilities have started to incl ude

18 those in their lighting catalog, in their rebate

19 programs.  But they have been, I think, appropria tely

20 cautious in moving forward on those technologies,

21 because, again, they want to ensure that the cust omer

22 experience is a positive one.  And, they have bee n

23 working with a lighting research center, I believ e at

24 RPI, perhaps I have that right, Rensselaer Polyte chnic
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 1 Institute.  They have a Lighting Research Center there.

 2 And, they are working to ensure that new LED

 3 technologies get evaluated and have appropriate

 4 credentials, so to speak, before they just jump i nto

 5 the marketplace and start offering rebates.  So,

 6 they're trying to move ahead with new technologie s, but

 7 to do so at what they believe is an appropriate p ace.

 8 That may be a little slow for me sometimes, but I  can

 9 understand their wanting to ensure a positive

10 experience for people who participate in the prog rams.

11 So...

12 Q. Thank you.  That's helpful.  And, again, obviou sly, in

13 your direct testimony you've been asked a couple times

14 about your comments regarding "air conditioning" and

15 your statement that you're "supportive of evaluat ions

16 -- "evaluation efforts" to help quantify reductio ns

17 from that.  That's still the case, I assume?

18 A. Yes.  From both air conditioning and the other

19 components of the ancillary savings that have bee n

20 talked about, which are, for instance, if you

21 weatherize an oil heated home, then you're going to be

22 operating the heating system less, because you'll  need

23 fewer Btus in the house to keep it warm.  One of those

24 ancillary savings or secondary savings would be t he
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 1 electric savings associated with running the furn ace

 2 less, whether it's a blower or -- that's circulat ing

 3 air through the house, or whether it's the pumps on a

 4 boiler hot water system, both of those would be s avings

 5 in electricity.  So, we're certainly supportive o f

 6 evaluation efforts to try and quantify those thin gs.

 7 Q. What would, in your estimation, be the impact, if, for

 8 instance, the Commission were to want to see some

 9 quantifications of that type of data, Commissione r

10 Harrington mentioned perhaps to look at incorpora ting

11 some sort of prioritization within the HPwES Prog ram to

12 favor electric reductions.  If, instead of approv ing

13 the full program, it continued as a pilot while t hat

14 was being done, what do you see as the -- what's your

15 opinion of the impacts of that?

16 A. Well, generally, I'd say, I think that this pro gram has

17 been in its "evaluation" or "pilot" phase for lon g

18 enough.  And, hopefully, I can say that respectfu lly.

19 But the program has, I believe, met its evaluatio n

20 responsibilities.  There was an interim evaluatio n

21 during the "pilot" phase that was performed by a third

22 party contractor.  And, there was also a final im pact

23 and process evaluations, which are available for review

24 on the Commission's website.  I have one of them hear,
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 1 the Impact Evaluation, done by Cadmus.  And, so, I feel

 2 that the program has been evaluated.  

 3 If there are new components, such as the

 4 one Commissioner Harrington has suggested, I thin k they

 5 can be evaluated or assessed within the context o f

 6 program changes to a fully approved HPwES Program , at

 7 least that would be the approach I would prefer, rather

 8 than leaving the program in a "pilot" phase for a ny

 9 longer.

10 Q. And, to draw that out a little bit more.  So, i s your

11 feeling -- what's the downside of being in a "pil ot"

12 phase?

13 A. Well, I think the downside is that, over the la st few

14 years, the utilities have felt very uneasy.  They  have

15 had a limited number of jobs that they can perfor m in

16 each program year.  And, so, they have had the

17 challenge of trying to balance customer needs, cu stomer

18 expectations, with the ability to deliver the pro gram

19 in the marketplace.  In other words, try to keep the

20 interest in demand sufficient that customers know  about

21 it, yet not over-marketing the program, so that t hey

22 have to tell too many people "We can't do that.  We're

23 only allowed to do 400 jobs this year", something  like

24 that.  So, keeping it in a "pilot" phase makes it  -- I
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 1 think creates more uncertainty in the marketplace , for

 2 not only the utilities, but the contractors who a re

 3 working there to deliver the program.

 4 CMSR. SCOTT:  That's helpful.  Thank

 5 you.

 6 WITNESS ECKBERG:  Uh-huh.

 7 CMSR. SCOTT:  That's all I have.

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  A few more questions

 9 on the status of the program.

10 BY CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS: 

11 Q. You're recommending that it no longer be consid ered a

12 "pilot".  But you are also recommending that the

13 performance incentives be calculated differently than

14 other programs, specifically looking only at the

15 electric savings, and not including all of the

16 non-electric savings, am I right?

17 A. I believe that that's the recommendation in my

18 testimony.  Yes, you have that correct.

19 Q. And, that would be for a period of time for som e

20 further study or is that a recommendation for all  time?

21 A. Well, I think that's pending further study.  Th ere is a

22 Performance Incentive Subgroup that needs to reco nvene,

23 to discuss probably that, as well as other

24 recommendations that are relative to the performa nce
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 1 incentive in the VEIC Report.  And, as I describe d in

 2 my testimony, I think there's an opportunity to d o a

 3 little bit of analysis over the few years that th e

 4 Pilot Program has been in place, to see whether t here

 5 is a significant monetary issue there, because I' m not

 6 convinced that there is.  Whether we use all the

 7 savings in the formula, the performance incentive

 8 formula, or whether we just use the electric savi ngs.

 9 I think there's an opportunity to do a little num erical

10 analysis work there.  And, that's something that can be

11 then adjusted in any program year filing.  I unde rstand

12 that the utilities think it's most appropriate to  have

13 the same performance incentive apply to this prog ram,

14 as all the programs.  And, I can understand that

15 perspective from maintaining simplicity of progra m

16 administration.  But, at the same time, I think t hat

17 they understand the unease about that from many

18 parties.  So, I think that there is a little bit more

19 research that needs to be done there.

20 Q. You also noted in your direct testimony, that's

21 Exhibit 47, that the monitoring and evaluation pr ocess

22 seemed to not be getting as much focus as it need ed, I

23 think you had said "because they have been dealin g with

24 a lot of other issues", see if I can find the quo te,
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 1 because I don't want to misquote you.  I guess, l ooking

 2 at the bottom of Page 7, Line 22, "that in recent

 3 years...not enough of a focus on evaluation and

 4 continuous improvement of the programs."  Is it y our

 5 concern that there's just a lot to do, and that s eems

 6 to have fallen by the wayside, or is it something

 7 broader than that and there's not an interest in

 8 evaluating --

 9 A. No, I think --

10 Q. -- and continuing to look for ways to improve?

11 A. Pardon my interruption there.

12 Q. That's all right.

13 A. But I think it's both of those things, Commissi oner.  I

14 think, indeed, there are a lot of things to do.  I

15 mean, we find ourselves engaged in a very

16 time-consuming process here, where we're talking about

17 just one aspect of one program, which is a pilot

18 program.  And, there are another $15 million wort h of

19 energy efficiency programs going on in the state.   And,

20 it's important to have effective monitoring and

21 evaluation of all of those programs, both the

22 residential ones and the commercial and industria l

23 ones, in order to ensure that the savings that ar e

24 being claimed are appropriate, and to have update d
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 1 savings estimates, where they're available, as a result

 2 of those studies.  And, to be able to make proced ural

 3 or process changes in a program delivery, where t hat's

 4 appropriate.

 5 And, I think I mentioned, at the bottom

 6 of Page 7, the top of Page 8, the Commission had

 7 previously approved a process to engage a contrac tor to

 8 develop a strategic plan to help develop an overa ll

 9 monitoring and evaluation plan.  And, we do think

10 that's important, and we would like to see that m ove

11 forward.  It may have been temporarily stalled,

12 perhaps, due to funding concerns related to the S B 323

13 Study.  Some of the M&E money was used to take th at, to

14 provide for that study.  And, so, perhaps there's  an

15 opportunity to get back on track with that now.

16 Q. Do you know anything on the status of that RFP?

17 A. No, I don't.

18 Q. Ms. Thunberg, had been inquiring about your -- the

19 letter that the Consumer Advocate's office submit ted in

20 2008, finding not enough of a nexus between the

21 proposed HPwES Program and electric benefits.  In

22 supporting the HPwES Program now, and, in fact,

23 supporting it becoming a permanent program, are y ou

24 less concerned about the nexus between the two or  have
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 1 you found a greater nexus than you had seen in 20 08?

 2 A. I don't believe that we found a greater nexus t han was

 3 there previously.  I think, as we -- as the quest ioning

 4 by Attorney Goldwasser said originally, the elect ric

 5 savings was proposed to be approximately 7 percen t, and

 6 we had an exhibit which demonstrated that.  And, then,

 7 we -- that's 7 percent of the total energy saving s of

 8 the program.  And, we looked at then the current

 9 results, which showed the electric savings as a

10 proportion of total energy savings to be about

11 8 percent.  So, I don't think that there's any

12 significant change there.

13 I think, as I tried to explain, this

14 letter was written, certainly, in response to -- in a

15 very short timeline, after the Companies first pr oposed

16 this program at the hearing in 08-120.  And, ther e was

17 very little opportunity to review the program or the

18 Company's proposal.  And, we were very concerned about

19 these issues.  We still, I think, and I don't wan t to

20 minimize our concern.  We are concerned, as I sai d,

21 about energy savings, about electric energy savin gs.

22 But, in light of the new information, the new stu dies,

23 new recommendations that have been produced since  we

24 wrote this letter.  I believe the GDS Study, for
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 1 example, got published about a month after this l etter

 2 was written, and highlighted the opportunities fo r and

 3 the value of a fuel neutral program.  And, so, I think

 4 that, in light of the new information that has co me

 5 about since this letter was written, we have chan ged

 6 our position, and we're supportive of the program  as

 7 proposed.

 8 Q. Did the OCA support the inclusion of this progr am in

 9 this docket, 10-188, when that two-year budget fo r 2011

10 and '12 was established?

11 A. Did we support it then?

12 Q. Yes.

13 A. I believe the answer to that is "yes".

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  That's,

15 I think, for me, the questions I had.  Commission er

16 Harrington, another question?

17 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Yes.

18 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

19 Q. There was just one follow-up.  You had mentione d

20 alternate technologies, and you were talking abou t

21 water heated by heat pump.  Do you know, does act ive

22 demand response fall under this program?  For exa mple,

23 you talked about air conditioning savings.  I mea n,

24 there are some places where people can sign up fo r a
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 1 program where the utility can get to regulate you r air

 2 conditioner by a radio-controlled device.  That r educes

 3 your consumption at certain peak times, and you g et

 4 compensated for that.

 5 A. Right.

 6 Q. Would the funding from the CORE Program, could that be

 7 used for a program like that?

 8 A. I suppose that's possible.  If we were to check  the

 9 language of RSA 374-F, I think that one might fin d that

10 there is somewhat of a broad definition about wha t

11 could be -- SBC funds could be used for.  I don't  want

12 to say definitively "yes" or "no".

13 Q. But, to the best of your knowledge, there's no

14 prohibition on it?

15 A. To the best of my knowledge.

16 Q. And, also, to the best of your knowledge, there 's no --

17 none of the utility programs have been involved i n that

18 to date, is that correct?

19 A. Not true.  I believe that Unitil was involved i n a

20 pilot program, in both New Hampshire and its

21 Massachusetts service territory, testing some

22 time-of-use interventions, which had such things as air

23 conditioner controls and things.  And, I believe

24 there's probably a report that's been published
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 1 recently.  That was really -- that study was cond ucted

 2 under the rubric, I guess you'd say, of a time-of -use

 3 metering study.  But perhaps there's some way tha t such

 4 a thing could be funded as well through Systems B enefit

 5 Charge.  I'm not sure.  That would require a litt le

 6 investigation.  Perhaps the Company has done that , I

 7 don't know.

 8 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Okay.  Thank you.

 9 That's all I have.

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Any

11 redirect, Ms. Hollenberg?

12 MS. HOLAHAN:  I just have a couple of

13 questions please.  Thank you.

14 REDIRECT EXAMINATION 

15 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 

16 Q. Mr. Eckberg, you were asked a couple of times, in

17 questions by the Staff and then from the Bench, a bout

18 your comment on Page 8 in your testimony, at Line  17 to

19 24, related to the increase of air conditioning u se in

20 the summer months.  Do you recall those questions ?

21 A. Yes.  And, I have that in front of me as well.

22 Q. And, you did refer on the stand to -- or, your

23 recollection of having answered a data request fr om

24 Staff that related to that provision of your test imony.
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 1 And, I do have that data request.  And, I wondere d if I

 2 could just show it to you and ask you if, based o n

 3 refreshing your recollection, you have any other

 4 additional comments to add about the support for your

 5 statement about the increasing use of air conditi oning

 6 in the summer months in this area of the country?

 7 A. Yes.  This is my response to Staff 5-6 in the c urrent

 8 phase of this docket, dated April 18th, 2012.  Th at's

 9 the date of my response.  And, I think, as I said  from

10 the stand here earlier, at the time I prepared my

11 testimony, I did not rely on any specific report or

12 citation, but was able to provide one.  And, ther e is a

13 citation here from the U.S. Energy Information

14 Administration -- Agency, excuse me, with a headl ine in

15 a report announcing, you know, "Air conditioning in

16 nearly 100 million U.S. homes".  Analysis, it jus t

17 discusses the increasing prevalence of air condit ioning

18 in residential situation.

19 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  And, then, on cross-examinat ion, you

20 were asked about the infamous letter from the OCA  in

21 December of 2008 in the 08-120 docket.  And, you also

22 mentioned the short time frame with which the OCA  had

23 to prepare that letter.  And, would you accept su bject

24 to check that the hearing in that case, when the
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 1 proposal for the fuel blind pilot was made, was

 2 December 11th, 2008?

 3 A. Subject to check, certainly, I'd accept that.

 4 Q. And, then, that makes the letter from the OCA o n that

 5 program six days later, on December 17th, 2008, i s that

 6 correct?

 7 A. Yes.  And, I presume there was -- I'm presuming  there

 8 was an additional opportunity from the Bench duri ng

 9 that proceeding to comment on this matter, as our

10 office did at that time.

11 Q. All right.  Thank you.  And, then, you were ask ed some

12 questions about "what may have changed since

13 December 2008 to cause the OCA to change its posi tion?"

14 And, you made a few comments to explain that.  Wo uld

15 you agree that one of the things that's change si nce

16 December 2008 is that the Commission has approved  the

17 HPwES Pilot Program?

18 A. That certainly has occurred, yes.

19 Q. And, in the first approval, the Commission foun d that

20 the program was not precluded by law.  Does that -- do

21 you recall that?

22 A. Yes.  That statement certainly rings a bell.  I  believe

23 a number of parties have referenced that statemen t by

24 the Commission, yes.
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 1 Q. And, the Commission has approved the Pilot Prog ram a

 2 couple of other times, is that correct?

 3 A. Yes.  The Commission -- yes, it occurred, I thi nk, in

 4 that original docket, 08-120, and then in 09-170,  and

 5 then in 10-188.

 6 Q. And, also, you referenced this in response to q uestions

 7 from the Staff, but just to be clear.  That progr am is

 8 among the only CORE Programs that actually has be en

 9 evaluated, and was -- there was a positive evalua tion,

10 is that correct?

11 A. Yes.  This program has been evaluated very exte nsively.

12 And, I would characterize those evaluations as

13 "positive", yes.  There were some recommendations  for

14 adjustments.  But, to my understanding, the Compa nies

15 are embracing those suggestions, so.

16 Q. And, it was positive in the respect that there was a

17 recommendation that the program continue and perh aps

18 not be a Pilot Program?

19 A. Yes.

20 Q. Okay.  And, so, since the OCA's letter in Decem ber, we

21 have several Commission approvals of the Pilot, w e also

22 have a positive evaluation of the Pilot Program.  And,

23 you mentioned also the GDS Study was something th at has

24 occurred since that time?
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 1 A. Yes.  Those things have all occurred and influe nced our

 2 decision on this, yes.

 3 Q. Thank you.  And, just one other question.  You were

 4 asked some questions about possible other use of the

 5 SBC money to capture electric savings.  And, I ju st

 6 wondered if you could comment on the status of th e CORE

 7 Lighting Program?

 8 A. The CORE Lighting Program?

 9 Q. In terms of its future, and whether or not that  would

10 be a possible program that could be used to captu re

11 additional electric savings?

12 A. Well, the ENERGY STAR Lighting Program is also a

13 program that's certainly subject to some change a t the

14 moment.  There is pending legislation -- well, th e

15 legislation has been passed at the federal level.   And,

16 I believe that there are potential changes to lig hting

17 requirements that may be forthcoming.  I believe they

18 were supposed to be implemented on January 1st, b ut

19 there is some federal pause or stay in the

20 implementation of those changes.  And, so, I thin k that

21 those -- those are the changes I think maybe peop le

22 have heard about in the news where, you know,

23 "incandescent bulbs would be outlawed", that sort  of a

24 thing, and that the compact fluorescent lamp woul d
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 1 become the new standard type of lighting.  And, I 'm not

 2 commenting on the, you know, politics or anything  of

 3 that.  But such a change would impact the ENERGY STAR

 4 Lighting Program, because it would change what is

 5 considered to be the existing "standard", and the n what

 6 the program would support.

 7 So, I think that's a program -- I'm not

 8 sure that I would say it could be greatly expande d or

 9 that there would be additional savings opportunit ies

10 there.  I'd certainly want to defer to the progra m

11 administrators, the people who know a lot more ab out

12 the lighting than I do.  But I just know and I wo uld

13 say that's -- there's a lot of balls up in the ai r on

14 that one.

15 Q. And, is it possible that the electric savings w ould

16 actually be -- there would be less opportunity to

17 achieve electric savings with the changes that ar e on

18 the horizon?

19 A. I think that what I'm trying to convey is that' s one

20 possibility.  There may be less, there may be mor e.

21 I'm not sure.

22 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.  I don't

23 have any other questions.  Thank you.

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  All
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 1 right.  I think, then, Mr. Eckberg, you're excuse d.  Thank

 2 you.  Let's go off the record.

 3 (Brief off-the-record discussion 

 4 ensued.) 

 5 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Let's go

 6 back on the record.  We're going to see how far w e get

 7 this afternoon going until -- possibly until 5:00 .  We're

 8 going to try not to go later than that.  And, if we're

 9 able to finish with witnesses, then we will take up the

10 question of whether to have written closings or n ot.  It

11 would depend a little bit on the clock.  But I th ink we

12 may be able to conclude witnesses today, and I th ink that

13 would be good, given canvassing people on their s chedules,

14 we'd have to be moved out pretty far, it appears,  to get

15 everybody here.  

16 And, so, let's go ahead with Staff

17 witnesses.  And, we'll reassess where we are at 4 :30,

18 4:45, as to whether or not we need additional tim e.

19 MS. THUNBERG:  Staff calls Jim

20 Cunningham and Iqbal Al-Azad.

21 (Whereupon James J. Cunningham, Jr., and 

22 Al-Azad Iqbal were was duly sworn by the 

23 Court Reporter.) 

24 JAMES J. CUNNINGHAM, JR., SWORN 
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 1 AL-AZAD IQBAL, SWORN 

 2  DIRECT EXAMINATION 

 3 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

 4 Q. Mr. Cunningham, can you please state your name and

 5 position for the record please?

 6 A. (Cunningham) My name is James J. Cunningham.  I 'm a

 7 Utility Analyst for the Public Utilities Commissi on.

 8 Q. And, Iqbal Al-Azad, if you could please state y our name

 9 and position for the record.

10 A. (Iqbal) My name is Al-Azad Iqbal.  And, I'm a U tility

11 Analyst in the Electric Division of the PUC.

12 Q. And, if you could each describe your area of ex pertise

13 here at the Commission?

14 A. (Cunningham) I joined the Commission in 1988, h ave been

15 providing expert testimony in depreciation studie s,

16 pension, retirement benefits, and other topics re lated

17 to regulated electric and natural gas, water and steam

18 divisions here at the Commission.  In 2002, I wor ked on

19 the Staff team that recommended the restart of th e

20 energy efficiency programs for the gas companies.   In

21 2008, I began my current assignment and have been

22 working on a variety of topics pertaining to Elec tric

23 CORE Energy Efficiency Programs.

24 A. (Iqbal) I joined the Public Utility Commission in 2007.
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 1 And, I was involved mostly in CORE Programs, CORE

 2 dockets, and some other dockets as well.  And, be fore

 3 that, I was mostly --

 4 (Court reporter interruption.) 

 5 BY THE WITNESS: 

 6 A. (Iqbal) And, before that, I was mostly involved  in

 7 research and teaching.  So, that's my experience.   And,

 8 my expertise on research and teaching was

 9 sustainability and environmental management and s o

10 forth.

11 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

12 Q. And, did you both file joint testimonies in thi s

13 proceeding?

14 A. (Cunningham) Yes, we did.

15 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

16 Q. And, do you have a copy of your direct testimon y, which

17 has been premarked as "Exhibit 35" in front of yo u?

18 A. (Cunningham) Yes, we do.

19 A. (Iqbal) Yes, we do.

20 Q. And, was this testimony within your area of exp ertise?

21 A. (Cunningham) Yes.  

22 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

23 Q. And, was this testimony created by you or under  your

24 direct supervision?
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 1 A. (Cunningham) Yes, it was.  

 2 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

 3 Q. And, if I asked these questions of you today, w ould

 4 your answers be the same?

 5 A. (Cunningham) Yes.

 6 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

 7 Q. And, do you have any corrections to make?

 8 A. (Cunningham) We have just two questions -- corr ections.

 9 Q. If you could please explain.

10 A. (Cunningham) On Page 5 of our direct testimony,  there

11 was a footnote that ran on.  We'd just ask that t he

12 first sentence be retained in Footnote 4, on Page  5,

13 and ending in the word "estimate", after that can cel

14 the rest of that footnote.  And, second correctio n, on

15 Page 19, Line 11, the number of "132,633,140" sho uld

16 have been "13,263,314".

17 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Can you give the new

18 number again please?  

19 WITNESS CUNNINGHAM:  Yes.

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  This is Page 19,

21 Line 11?

22 WITNESS CUNNINGHAM:  Yes.  The number

23 that's there is "132,633,140".  That number was i ncorrect.

24 It should have been "13,263,314".
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 1 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 2 CMSR. SCOTT:  Does that change also

 3 apply to the Footnote 33?

 4 WITNESS CUNNINGHAM:  Yes, it does.  The

 5 amount in Footnote 33 should be taken over ten ye ars.  So,

 6 I would say, after the number, the incorrect numb er, at

 7 the end of the second line of Footnote 33, add a comma or

 8 -- and then add the words "or 13,263,314 kilowatt -hours

 9 over ten years."  And, that would complete the co rrection.

10 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Is that per year or

11 total for ten years?

12 WITNESS CUNNINGHAM:  Per year.  

13 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Okay.

14 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

15 Q. Next, gentlemen, I'd like to show you a copy of  your

16 rebuttal testimony.  

17 (Atty. Thunberg distributing documents.) 

18 MS. THUNBERG:  That I'd like to mark as

19 an exhibit.  It has not been previously marked.

20 BY MS. THUNBERG: 

21 Q. Now, with respect to -- oh, did you answer my q uestion,

22 I'm sorry?

23 A. (Cunningham) Yes.  All finished with the correc tions.

24 Thank you.
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 1 Q. With respect to rebuttal testimony, do you have  any

 2 corrections to make to this document?

 3 A. (Cunningham) No, we have none.

 4 Q. And, was this rebuttal testimony created under your

 5 direction, by you or under your direction?

 6 A. (Cunningham) Yes, it was.

 7 Q. And, if I asked you the questions in rebuttal t oday,

 8 would your answers be the same?

 9 A. (Cunningham) Yes, they would.

10 MS. THUNBERG:  Can I have -- I don't

11 remember what number would be next for this rebut tal

12 testimony?

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Fifty-five.  That

14 we'll mark for identification "55", is the rebutt al

15 testimony.

16 (The document, as described, was 

17 herewith marked as Exhibit 55 for 

18 identification.) 

19 MS. THUNBERG:  Thank you.  I think

20 they've authenticated both.  No corrections furth er.  So,

21 I think the witnesses are available for cross.

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Mr.

23 Eaton.

24 MR. EATON:  Thank you.
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 1 CROSS-EXAMINATION 

 2 BY MR. EATON: 

 3 Q. Mr. Cunningham and Mr. Iqbal, what entities are

 4 proposing this Home Performance with ENERGY STAR

 5 Program?

 6 A. (Iqbal) Can you repeat the question please?

 7 Q. Who are the parties to this proceeding who are

 8 proposing a permanent fuel blind Home Performance  with

 9 ENERGY STAR Program?

10 A. (Iqbal) We understand it is PSNH and UES.

11 Q. And, they did this through a number of filings over the

12 course of the last few years?

13 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

14 Q. And, those filings included what's commonly ref erred to

15 as the "CORE Program filings" that are filed in l ate

16 summer/early fall, correct?

17 A. (Cunningham) Yes. 

18 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

19 Q. And, the Companies also propose to earn a perfo rmance

20 incentive on the Home Performance with ENERGY STA R

21 Program, correct?

22 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

23 Q. And, in order to get a performance incentive on  the

24 savings, and let's just talk about electric savin gs,
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 1 can the Companies merely propose what they think

 2 they're going to save or does there have to be so me

 3 sort of backup to that proposal that is a really

 4 concrete number?

 5 A. (Iqbal) I'm not sure I understand your question .

 6 Q. I'm saying, do they have to have a pretty good estimate

 7 of the electric savings that they expect to accom plish

 8 through their programs when they file looking for  a

 9 performance incentive on the savings?

10 MS. THUNBERG:  Can I just clarify?

11 You're asking just for PSNH and UES?

12 MR. EATON:  They're the only ones that

13 are proposing that -- this program.  So, yes.

14 MS. THUNBERG:  Okay.

15 BY THE WITNESS: 

16 A. (Iqbal) If the question is about performance in centive

17 and whether they have to be -- estimate electric

18 savings, I think, yes, do their best estimate the y have

19 to provide in their budget, and which would be us ed as

20 a basis for their performance incentive.

21 BY MR. EATON: 

22 Q. And, you state in your testimony that, if you l ook to

23 Page 10, --

24 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Eaton, are you
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 1 in the direct or the rebuttal?

 2 MR. EATON:  In the direct.  That's

 3 Exhibit 30.

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thirty-five.

 5 MR. EATON:  Thirty-five.  I'm sorry.

 6 BY MR. EATON: 

 7 Q. In your direct testimony, at Page 10, and I'm l ooking

 8 at Lines 2 through 5.  "We note" -- "Further, we note

 9 that the companies advised in discovery that othe r

10 ancillary savings are not reported, tracked nor

11 included in the proposed electric savings, suppor ting

12 our conclusion that ancillary savings are minor."

13 Correct?

14 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

15 Q. Now, even if everyone agreed with the Commissio n's

16 rulings that ancillary savings are significant, j ust --

17 just by the fact that we should expect the boiler  to

18 run less, we should expect that the fan should ru n

19 less, we should expect that there should be less air

20 conditioning in the summertime, if you weatherize  the

21 house, if we could all just, as non-experts, agre e

22 that's going to happen, can the utilities include  those

23 savings in their proposal, unless they have some real

24 good estimates of what those savings are?
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 1 A. (Iqbal) I think you started with that the Commi ssion --

 2 referred to Commission that they said this, that' s

 3 ancillary service.  But my reading of Commission order

 4 is they expect those savings.  I think -- I don't  have

 5 the order in front of me, that there "might be

 6 significant savings".  So, they didn't conclude t hat

 7 there "is significant savings", they expected the re

 8 "might be significant savings".  So, there is a

 9 difference between concluding that significant sa vings

10 is there, and expecting a significant savings cou ld be

11 there.

12 And, I understand the second part of

13 your question that, yes, if you don't know someth ing,

14 then you cannot include that.  But, when your bud geting

15 something -- budgeting, you have to use some assu mption

16 and estimation, and all your budget numbers inclu de

17 those things.

18 So, my -- my opinion would be that, yes,

19 when you don't have any data on something, then y ou

20 have to assume something, or which is reasonable.   So,

21 I understand that, because there is no data, then  we

22 don't include something, might not be the same

23 conclusion we would agree with.

24 Q. I think, in the first day of hearings, when
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 1 Mr. Gelineau and Mr. Palma were on the stand, we heard

 2 three different estimates of the savings for what  could

 3 be realized in circulating pumps and circulating fans

 4 from the heating source of a non-electric install ation,

 5 correct?

 6 A. (Iqbal) Yes, I remember that.

 7 Q. So, we have a Cadmus Study at 42, correct me if  my

 8 numbers aren't right, a Mass. Technical Manual th at's

 9 in the 70 range of kilowatt-hour savings, and a G DS

10 Study that go over a thousand, correct?

11 A. (Iqbal) I think Mr. Gelineau pointed out 1,400 that GDS

12 come up with.  That's what you said.

13 Q. So, you concluded, because we didn't propose an y in our

14 budget, that ancillary savings are minor, correct ?

15 That's what your testimony says?

16 A. (Iqbal) Yes.  And, we have some assumption behi nd that.

17 Because when we are talking about all this saving s,

18 ancillary savings, we have to look into the coinc idence

19 factor as well.  That's how many times those anci llary

20 savings in a year will be occurring.  Like 365 da ys,

21 how many days we use air conditioning?  Or, when do we

22 use those?  Or, all these other factors has to --  but,

23 just because there is a possibility that you can save a

24 thousand kilowatt-hour, doesn't mean that that sa vings
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 1 would be occurring every year or -- or that is a

 2 perfect number to use.

 3 Q. So, Cadmus and the Mass. Technical Manual and G DS were

 4 looking at the heating season, correct?

 5 A. (Iqbal) Yes.  But how they're looking at it is -- might

 6 be different.  These are three different study.  We

 7 have to look at their methodology, whether their

 8 methodology is comparable or not.  And, particula rly

 9 when you're talking about GDS Study, which is tal king

10 about 1,400 kilowatt-hour per year, it might be r elated

11 to a particular measures.  It is not overall anci llary

12 savings.  

13 On the other hand, Cadmus and the other

14 source you said, they might be looking at overall

15 ancillary savings.  So, we might be talking total ly

16 different -- different numbers from the perspecti ve of

17 methodology.

18 Q. If you had the results of these three studies w hen you

19 prepared your testimony, would you still say that

20 "ancillary savings are minor"?  Or, would it be b etter

21 to say that "we don't know what ancillary savings  are"?

22 A. (Iqbal) I would not.  Because then I have to lo ok at

23 other studies, that what this is.  Like this morn ing,

24 we talked about the potential, the pie chart I'm talk
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 1 about.  The pie chart says that weatherization me asures

 2 for single family or multifamily says 10 percent

 3 potential.  And, when you look at that, and we lo ok at

 4 this program, we might say that, "yes, those 10 p ercent

 5 includes electric heat, non-electric heat, and ev ery

 6 other possible ancillary service coming from

 7 weatherization."  Whether that 10 percent is

 8 significant or not, it is a difference of opinion .  So,

 9 I might still say that figure is insignificant, b ut you

10 might say that is significant.

11 Q. And, your conclusion and recommendation to the

12 Commission stands on your testimony, they're mino r?

13 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

14 Q. Could you please look at Schedule 1 attached to  your

15 testimony.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Again, is this

17 rebuttal or direct?

18 MR. EATON:  I'm sorry.  Exhibit 35.

19 BY MR. EATON: 

20 Q. You're direct testimony.

21 A. (Iqbal) Yes, I'm there.

22 Q. And, Group 1 includes electric customers who he at with

23 electricity, correct?

24 A. (Iqbal) Yes.
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 1 Q. That's the -- that's the column, "Electric Cust omers

 2 Group 1", "8 percent", and read down that way, co rrect?

 3 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

 4 Q. Now, you have a line "Estimated Annual Kilowatt -Hour

 5 Usage per Household", and that is "7,200

 6 kilowatt-hours" for each group, correct?

 7 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

 8 Q. And, can we call that "power and light"?

 9 A. (Iqbal) Yes, that would be right.  Correct.

10 Q. Okay.  And, you estimated the number of electri c space

11 heating customers, based upon a 2009 census estim ate

12 for this number, right?

13 A. (Iqbal) Our note says Census estimate is coming  from

14 "DOE Energy Efficiency & Renewable, energy consum ption

15 in New Hampshire homes".  And, if you refer to --  the

16 source is written there in the bottom of this doc ument,

17 number (2).

18 Q. Well, you list two sources in that schedule.  O ne is

19 the "U.S Census Bureau, 2009 New Hampshire housin g

20 units", correct?  Did you use that at all?

21 A. (Iqbal) I think there is one point here.  That Census

22 Bureau update their data, as DOE, because, in 200 9,

23 there was no census.  The census was done in 2000 .  So,

24 I would say that those numbers matches.  That's w hy we
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 1 use them both as a reference.  But I would be mor e

 2 comfortable to using the second reference, which is, by

 3 definition, focused on energy efficiency and ener gy

 4 consumption in New Hampshire.  And, if --

 5 A. (Cunningham) I could just clarify maybe, Jerry.   The

 6 two sources are the New Hampshire Quickfacts from  the

 7 U.S. Census Bureau, on Line 2.  You see the "600, 090"

 8 in the "Total" column, total statewide households ,

 9 "600,090"?

10 Q. Yes.

11 A. (Cunningham) That came from the New Hampshire

12 Quickfacts, from the U.S. Census Bureau, and it w as

13 2009.  The percentages that are on Line 1 came fr om the

14 Department of Energy.  So, the percentages we use d to

15 apply to the U.S. Census Bureau, total New Hampsh ire

16 households, to get the splits that you see for el ectric

17 customers in Group 1, for the "48,007", which is

18 arrived at by taking the total, "600,090", multip lying

19 it by the DOE statistic of 8 percent for househol ds

20 heating with electric heat, multiplying those two

21 numbers, you get "48,007", and so forth, for each  of

22 the other two groups.

23 Q. Did you ask the utilities for their estimates o f

24 electric heat customers?
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 1 A. (Iqbal) We didn't.  But we relied on reliable,

 2 reputable, and available data to everybody.

 3 Q. And, there was already some evidence in the rec ord from

 4 the direct testimony of Mr. Gelineau and Mr. Palm a that

 5 that number was a lot lower?

 6 A. (Cunningham) Well, one of the things that conce rns me

 7 about the data that was introduced by Mr. Gelinea u and

 8 Mr. Palma is that it's not congruent with the dat a that

 9 we're using.  And, by that, I mean the data that we're

10 using is statewide data.  The data that Mr. Gelin eau

11 and Mr. Palma used is company-specific data, not

12 vetted, not shared, you know, with us, but yet

13 representing a discrete PSNH statistic, I think 1 .3 or

14 1.4.  Now, that doesn't disprove the 8 percent th at we

15 have in this schedule.  Because, you know, we hav en't

16 seen a similar study that Mr. Gelineau did for th e

17 Co-op, perhaps, and that could be a lot higher th an

18 1.4.  Or, perhaps, for National Grid, maybe that number

19 is 20 percent.  And, when you add them all togeth er,

20 you might come back with a number that's 8 percen t,

21 consistent with the statewide data that we got fr om the

22 Department of Energy and the Census Bureau.

23 Q. And, if both of you are right, if the statewide  average

24 is 8 percent, based upon almost every National Gr id
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 1 electric customer heating with electricity, and m ost of

 2 the Co-op heating with electricity, because they' re

 3 much smaller than Public Service, you would use y our

 4 numbers on the 1.3 percent that Mr. Gelineau foun d by

 5 looking at actual consumption of their own reside ntial

 6 customers?

 7 A. (Iqbal) I think we are talking about two source  of

 8 data, that which one should we choose?  One is

 9 reputable, which has been used for hundreds and

10 hundreds of analyzes statewide, nationally, even

11 internationally.  And, one, which is coming from the

12 utilities, which is not verified by a third party  or

13 done by a third party, or verified by the parties

14 involved in this docket.  So, we have very simple

15 choice.  Which one should we use?  Well, we made the

16 choice to go with the DOE data, instead of PSNH d ata.

17 Q. So, Mr. -- So PSNH's -- or, Mr. Gelineau is not

18 reputable and neither is Mr. Palma?

19 A. (Iqbal) We are not saying "they're not reputabl e", but

20 we are saying that the other sources are tested a nd

21 verified and reputable.  We are not saying that

22 somebody else is not reputable.  But, if the choi ce is

23 between these two, I think, just like anybody els e, we

24 choose DOE number.  But, if Mr. Gelineau's number  is
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 1 verified and tested by everybody or that raise to  the

 2 same level of reputation that the DOE data does, we

 3 have no problem with using that data.

 4 Q. Mr. Gelineau and Mr. Palma testified under oath ,

 5 correct?

 6 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

 7 Q. Thank you.  Why are natural gas customers inclu ded in

 8 Schedule 1?

 9 A. (Iqbal) That's simple.  Simple in the sense, I

10 understand what utilities are trying to say.  Tha t "we

11 are electric utilities, why should we look at oth er

12 fuel, like natural gas or fuel oil?"  I understan d.

13 From their perspective, it makes sense.  But, whe n

14 Commission consider that, they don't have the opt ion to

15 look very -- look over the other aspects which

16 utilities are just focusing on.  Because here we are

17 talking about different heating energy sources.  From

18 utility perspective, it makes sense to focus on

19 electricity only.  But, when Commission consider that,

20 they have to take a holistic view.  Here is the p roblem

21 with that focused view the utilities are providin g.

22 The utilities are saying that "Commission, you do n't

23 have to look at other fuel, because we are not ta lking

24 about that."  But Commission has the responsibili ty to
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 1 do the holistic measures, because Commission also

 2 eliminating another energy efficiency program for  gas

 3 customers.  So, they don't have this freedom to c hoose

 4 only to focus on electricity, and ignore everythi ng.  

 5 When the proposal is serving fuel oil,

 6 they have to look at the fuel oil, too.  They hav e to

 7 look at the other people who were paying into the

 8 energy efficiency funds, and to get the overall i dea of

 9 fairness issue we are raising.  It has to be holi stic,

10 just like you were talking about that all this, w e have

11 to look at holistic view of the house, whether --  from

12 energy efficiency perspective, from fairness

13 perspective.  The Commission needs to look at thi s at

14 holistic way.  Not just a focus where, okay, "we have

15 to talk about electric-only now.  We should not b e

16 talking about fuel oil or gas."

17 A. (Cunningham) And, I would just add to that.  In  this

18 analysis, we're comparing usage and benefits.  An d, the

19 usage is what's used to develop the charges for t he SBC

20 and the LDAC.  The LDAC pertains to gas; the SBC

21 pertains to electric.  So, to collect all of the data

22 that we need to do the analysis correctly, we thi nk, we

23 need to collect all the surcharge data.  And, tha t

24 would include gas, as well as electric.  So, that 's
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 1 another reason why gas is in here.

 2 Furthermore, the benefits that we're

 3 trying to measure against this surcharge are

 4 apples-to-apples.  We're trying to measure total

 5 holistic benefits against total collections.

 6 Therefore, we're trying to measure what's being

 7 collected, which is from two industries, electric  and

 8 natural gas, and comparing what's being collected

 9 against what's being provided in the form of bene fits.

10 And, so, when you do this on a collective, holist ic

11 basis, the conclusion that we reached was that

12 58 percent of the surcharge was coming from custo mers

13 heating with electricity and natural gas, but onl y

14 5 percent of the benefits were being achieved for  those

15 two group -- for Group 1, electric and natural ga s

16 heating customers.

17 Q. Does your Schedule 1 have any gas benefits?  As  long as

18 you're including gas programs and gas surcharges,

19 you're only comparing them to electric benefits.  Isn't

20 that a little bit one sided?  Is that holistic?

21 A. (Cunningham) I'm not sure I understand what you  mean.

22 Q. Well, I'm looking at the line "Summary of Savin gs based

23 on PSNH Filing", "5 percent" and "95 percent".  T hat's

24 the electric benefits, but you have no line in he re
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 1 that has gas benefits.  You have -- you lump toge ther

 2 all the surcharges, the electric surcharges and t he gas

 3 surcharges, and you compare them to the benefits in the

 4 electric program.

 5 A. (Cunningham) Uh-huh.  Well, you know, we got th is data

 6 from the Company's filing, Page 63.  And this dat a has

 7 been available for the Company and the parties to

 8 review for three months.  We haven't received thi s

 9 question for three months.  We're open to looking  at

10 what the source of this data is and whether it's

11 accurate.  But we would say -- refer you to Page 63 of

12 your own filing, which is the source of the data.

13 Q. And, in that same filing, are there gas benefit s?  Or,

14 at least in the CORE Program filings there are ga s

15 benefits, and we're doing gas programs with elect ric

16 programs, so you could get the same line from the  same

17 filing for gas benefits, too, correct?

18 A. (Cunningham) For the gas programs, we haven't r eceived

19 any particular question that the percentage of 5 and 95

20 would be any different.  So, we're using what the

21 Company provided, and it's traceable to Page 63 o f your

22 own filing.

23 Q. But you'll agree --

24 A. (Cunningham) If you think that's not correct --
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 1 Q. We can -- for the holistic approach, you have t o look

 2 at the charges for both electric programs and gas

 3 programs?

 4 A. (Cunningham) That's correct.

 5 Q. And, you brought the gas programs in.  PSNH and  Unitil

 6 did not propose gas programs.  And, you're compar ing

 7 that to the benefits only with the electric progr ams?

 8 A. (Cunningham) PSNH has provided the details of t heir gas

 9 customers that they're serving, on Page 63 of the ir

10 filing, and they are serving gas customers.  So, we're

11 using the information that they provided as it pe rtains

12 to gas customers in developing this percentage.

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Could I ask a

14 clarifying question, because I misread the -- I r ead this

15 chart differently.  

16 BY CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS: 

17 Q. Looking at Schedule 1, on "Percentage Surcharge  Share",

18 I had thought that the "100 percent" on the far r ight

19 was made up of, we see the "18 percent", "40 perc ent",

20 and "42 percent", but those are all 100 percent o f the

21 SBC charges.  Is that incorrect?  They're a combi nation

22 of SBC and LDAC charges?

23 A. (Cunningham) It's a combination of SBC and LDAC .

24 Q. So, it's 100 percent of both charges assigned t o
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 1 residential customers?  Is that what the "100 per cent"

 2 is?

 3 A. (Cunningham) "100 percent" is the distribution of the

 4 population by heating fuel.

 5 Q. Well, wait a minute.  It's the total of LDAC ch arges to

 6 residential customers, plus the total of SBC char ges to

 7 residential customers or only the total of SBC ch arges

 8 to residential customers who heat with electricit y?

 9 A. (Iqbal) I think it is the first option is there .  The

10 total residential LDAC and SBC charges are in the re.

11 Q. All right.  And, if -- then, what's the "42 per cent",

12 if there is no such thing as an LDAC or an SBC fo r

13 non-gas and electric heating customers?  Then, wh at is

14 "42 percent"?  That's where I totally lose you.  That's

15 why I thought it only had to be the SBC amounts.

16 A. (Cunningham) There's a calculation of what the weighted

17 value of usage for the various categories represe nts.

18 Q. I'm sorry, I don't understand that.  

19 A. (Cunningham) It's a weighed value.

20 Q. Explain that.

21 A. (Cunningham) I'll explain the weighted value, t hen I'll

22 turn it back to my colleague.  The percentages on  the

23 first line are used to derive the household split  of

24 the 100 percent population.
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 1 Q. 100 percent of?

 2 A. (Cunningham) 100 percent of households in New

 3 Hampshire.

 4 Q. Not -- okay.  Independent of what they heat wit h?

 5 A. (Iqbal) I think the answer to your question is that the

 6 42 percent reaches two savings, you are questioni ng

 7 about that?  Those are the savings, electric savi ngs

 8 coming out of their lighting and appliances usage .

 9 That is 25 percent --

10 Q. Well, I'm not talking about savings.  I'm looki ng at

11 "Percentage Surcharge Share".

12 A. (Iqbal) Those are the surcharge they are paying  for

13 their lighting and appliance uses on their electr ic --

14 on their electric uses.  

15 Q. So, it's an SBC charge --

16 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

17 Q. -- of 42 percent of the total comes from the SB C for

18 non-gas and electric heating customers?

19 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

20 Q. And, yet, you're saying the "Natural Gas" line of

21 "40 percent" isn't an SBC charge, it's an LDAC, p lus

22 SBC charge?

23 A. (Cunningham) And, you can see it in the details .  If

24 you look at line -- if you look above, we've got this
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 1 split between non-heating and heating.  And, unde r the

 2 "Natural Gas" column, the natural gas customers a re

 3 using 7,200 kilowatt-hours per year, and there's

 4 108,000 of them.  And, this is the weighting that  I

 5 mentioned to you a minute ago.  So, 777,716,640

 6 kilowatt-hours represent SBC charges.  SBC charge s,

 7 because a heating customer that heats by gas has light

 8 and power.  And, that's the light and power that' s

 9 being collected in the surcharge for the SBC.

10 Q. All right.  I follow you so far.

11 A. (Cunningham) Continuing down for the heating es timate,

12 the same 108,016 customers are heating their home s with

13 natural gas.  And, the estimate that we are using ,

14 based on annual filings of the natural gas compan ies

15 for usage, is 21,155 kilowatt-hours per year to h eat

16 their homes.  So, they're heating their homes wit h gas,

17 and they're paying an LDAC.  And, they're powerin g

18 their homes 7,200 kilowatt-hours a year, and payi ng the

19 surcharge for the SBC.  So, in total, that series  of

20 natural gas customers, on a weighted basis, are p aying

21 lighting, power, and heating, for a total of

22 3,062,799,351 kilowatt-hours of energy usage.  

23 And, if you look to the column to the

24 right, which is the "74 percent" column, and you go
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 1 through the same gymnastic, you're going to find the

 2 unfairness.  Commissioner Harrington was talking about

 3 this earlier today.  If you go down that same

 4 gymnastic, and you look at the 7,200 hours for li ght

 5 and power, and the 9 billion hour -- kilowatt-hou rs for

 6 heat, you see that number, the heating number, 9

 7 billion?

 8 Q. Yes.

 9 A. (Cunningham) You add those two up and you get c lose to

10 13 billion kilowatt-hours.  But, wait.  That's no t

11 what's in the surcharge.  Only 3 billion is in th e

12 surcharge.  Why is that?  Because the oil custome rs,

13 liquid propane customers, the wood, and the keros ene

14 customers, heating customers, don't have a surcha rge.

15 That's the unfairness that we are concerned about  in

16 this case.  The 12 billion kilowatt-hours is not

17 represented in the surcharge; only 3 billion is

18 represented in the surcharge.  So, when you sum u p the

19 line that's titled "Total Usage Subject to EE Cha rge",

20 that line totals 7,600,000,000 kilowatt-hours.  A nd,

21 the percentage for each column is the next line.  So,

22 it takes a little bit of differentiation to get t o how

23 the weighting is done.  But, in response to your

24 question, it started off with "what is that
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 1 42 percent?"  That 42 percent is a weighted perce ntage

 2 of the kilowatt-hours that are subject to surchar ge.

 3 And, our intent was to, in answer to Attorney Eat on's

 4 question, to match those surcharge dollars, usage

 5 figures, with the benefits that the customers are

 6 getting.

 7 Q. Well, can I just ask, is it correct that that

 8 "Percentage Surcharge Share" line, for the first two

 9 numbers is what people are actually paying, and t he

10 third, "42 percent", is what they should be payin g?

11 A. (Cunningham) No.  It's what they are paying.

12 Q. Well, -- okay.  If they're not being surcharged  for

13 anything other than electricity, then how do you get to

14 "42 percent"?

15 A. (Cunningham) If you look at the 42 percent deri vation,

16 it's 3,197,279,520 kilowatt-hours, right above it .

17 Where is that coming from?  Non-heating, up above ,

18 first block.

19 Q. So, that 3 billion is 42 percent of the 7.6 bil lion?

20 A. (Cunningham) Yes.

21 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Thank

22 you.  I now understand.  

23 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  And, just one more

24 follow-up question on this chart.
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 1 BY CMSR. HARRINGTON: 

 2 Q. Going down to the one that says "Summary of Sur charge

 3 Share by Group", and under "Electric Customer (Gr oup

 4 1)", there's no number.  Why is that?

 5 A. (Cunningham) That was -- the line above that is  "18"

 6 and "40".

 7 Q. Yes.  

 8 A. (Cunningham) That was the "Percent Surcharge Sh are"

 9 line.  The line below it, the one you're referrin g to,

10 "58", --

11 Q. Uh-huh.  

12 A. (Cunningham) -- is a summary of Group 1.  And, in our

13 analysis, what we did was we summarized Group 1 a nd

14 Group 2 to simplify the comparison.  So, Group 1,  the

15 summary of Group 1 represents electric and natura l gas

16 heating customers.  So, 18 percent --

17 Q. So, the "58 percent" listed under "Natural Gas (Group

18 1)" is actually the cumulative percentage for "El ectric

19 Customer (Group 1)" and "Natural Gas Customer (Gr oup

20 1)"?

21 A. (Cunningham) Yes.  Correct.

22 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Okay.

23 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I'm sorry, Mr.

24 Eaton.  That was a long break from your questioni ng.  I
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 1 think it's not over yet.  Commissioner Scott.

 2 BY CMSR. SCOTT: 

 3 Q. Well, you've gone this fair.  So, take us throu gh the

 4 very last, the last part of the 5 percent/95.

 5 A. (Cunningham) So, then, we went to the Company's  filing,

 6 Page 63, where there are details about the custom ers

 7 being served by the HPwES Program.  And, we talli ed

 8 those numbers.  There's quite a few there.  But, if you

 9 tally them up, you'll get 5 percent related to el ectric

10 customers and natural gas customers, and 95 perce nt

11 related to all other customers, i.e. oil, liquid

12 propane, kerosene, and wood.  I think, in our

13 testimony, I could find the reference, but, in ou r

14 testimony, we made that calculation.

15 Q. So, again, for purposes of comparison, why woul dn't you

16 be just looking at just the electric usage in tha t

17 percentage?

18 A. (Cunningham) Excuse me?  

19 Q. So, for purposes of comparison here, why would not you

20 be looking at just the electric side?  Why would you be

21 including natural gas in that?

22 A. (Cunningham) We wanted to combine the folks tha t were

23 paying a surcharge and get that group delineated,  so

24 that we could compare the numbers to it.
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 1 BY CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS: 

 2 Q. But you just said a moment ago, the third group , "Other

 3 Fuel Customers", is also paying a surcharge for t heir

 4 SBC charge.  So, I'm sorry if I'm being dense, bu t it

 5 seems like we've just gone full circle.

 6 A. (Cunningham) Okay.  I can explain that for you.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Well, why don't we

 8 -- why don't we move on.

 9 BY THE WITNESS: 

10 A. (Cunningham) The first two columns --

11 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's all right.  

12 WITNESS CUNNINGHAM:  Okay.

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Why don't we --

14 let's move on and see it becomes clear as we go o n.  Mr.

15 Eaton.

16 BY MR. EATON: 

17 Q. Mr. Cunningham, I'd like to just show you a res ponse to

18 a data request, and Mr. Iqbal.

19 (Atty. Eaton distributing documents.). 

20 BY MR. EATON: 

21 Q. This is Data Request Number PSNH 5-2.  Did you answer

22 that data request?

23 A. (Cunningham) Yes, we did.

24 Q. And, I think the question was "Provide [any] re ference
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 1 that allows the natural gas companies to fund oil ,

 2 propane, or wood heat weatherization projects."  And,

 3 your response was "Our testimony is based on an

 4 illustration that reflects natural gas ratepayers  in

 5 Group 1 because it's our understanding that natur al gas

 6 utilities intend to implement Home Performance wi th

 7 ENERGY STAR Program in the future."  And, you ref erence

 8 "Staff Testimony, Page 3, Footnote 1", correct?

 9 A. (Cunningham) That's the response.

10 MR. EATON:  Could we have this marked as

11 "Exhibit 56" for identification?

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  So marked.

13 (The document, as described, was 

14 herewith marked as Exhibit 56 for 

15 identification.) 

16 BY MR. EATON: 

17 Q. And, if we look at your Footnote Number 3 in yo ur

18 testimony, Exhibit 35 -- I'm sorry, it's Page --

19 A. (Cunningham) That's okay.  We're following you.

20 Q. Page 3, Footnote Number 1.  

21 A. (Cunningham) Right.  Yes.

22 Q. Your reference is, "our understanding that all

23 utilities plan to offer this fuel-neutral program  in

24 future years."  Now, we asked you for a reference  to
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 1 where the gas companies said that they were going  to

 2 offer a Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program  that

 3 was "fuel neutral".  And, you referred back to yo ur

 4 Footnote Number 1, on Page 3, which says the same  thing

 5 as Exhibit 56.  Is there any place in the record in

 6 this proceeding where the gas utilities have said  that

 7 they're going to "offer a fuel blind Home Perform ance

 8 with ENERGY STAR Program in the future"?

 9 A. (Iqbal) I think your question is, "is there any

10 documentation which said -- which shows that gas

11 utilities says something like that?  I don't reme mber

12 right now, I don't have a reference right now.  B ut,

13 with all our quarterly meetings, and other meetin gs,

14 with all the utilities, during the whole process,  that

15 was our understanding.  That everybody will be go ing to

16 implement a fuel blind HPwES Program, depending o n

17 their situation.

18 So, we are concluding here, from our

19 understanding through the communication during th is

20 whole process, that this is the path they are try ing to

21 go.  And, that's our -- our answer to that.

22 Q. And, the gas utilities are parties to this Dock et

23 Number DE 10-188, correct?

24 A. (Iqbal) Yes.
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 1 Q. Did you ask them specifically if they intend to  offer a

 2 fuel blind Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Prog ram in

 3 the future?

 4 A. (Iqbal) We didn't ask that directly.  But our

 5 understanding, as I said, that from all these mee tings

 6 we have, quarterly meanings, and all these techni cal

 7 sessions, that that was our impression we got fro m the

 8 gas utilities, and other utilities as well.

 9 Q. Well, it's my understanding that only the Co-op  and

10 Granite State Electric of National Grid, that onl y the

11 other electric companies have the intention of of fering

12 a fuel blind program.  That's my understanding of  the

13 same meetings that you've been to.  So, am I righ t or

14 are you right?

15 A. (Iqbal) Maybe both of us right.  Because how we  are

16 listening to that, and what we conclude from that  of

17 that discussion.  So, your conclusion is only the

18 electric utilities is talking about going fuel bl ind.

19 And, our conclusion was that all these utilities are

20 going for fuel blind.  So, it's a different take on the

21 same information.

22 Q. And, if you were to look at Exhibit 36, which i s --

23 which is Staff response -- I'm sorry, it's the re sponse

24 of Mr. Palma and Mr. Gelineau to Staff Set 5, Num ber 9,
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 1 which has already been marked "Exhibit 36", I'll read a

 2 sentence there.  In the third paragraph, it says:   "The

 3 gas Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program is not a

 4 fuel-neutral program, so 100 percent of the

 5 participants in that program heat their homes wit h

 6 natural gas as their main fuel for space heating. "

 7 A. (Iqbal) That is true for current program, but w e are

 8 talking about future.

 9 Q. But there's no proposal in front of the Commiss ion now

10 to change the gas programs into a fuel blind prog ram?

11 A. (Iqbal) That is true for the other two electric

12 utilities, too.  There is no proposal that they w ill be

13 going fuel blind as well.

14 Q. Wasn't there something in the results, I believ e, in

15 the record request, that there were savings from Home

16 Performance with ENERGY STAR from the Co-op.  I b elieve

17 this is -- I don't remember which.  But doesn't t he

18 Co-op claim some savings from Home Performance wi th

19 ENERGY STAR?

20 A. (Iqbal) Not only Co-op.  When the HES Program w as

21 there, PSNH also -- also reported some savings, w hich

22 is not electric.  So, it is true that, when you

23 weatherize a house, there are some other savings.

24 Q. Is the Co-op conducting their own Home Performa nce with
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 1 ENERGY STAR Program using Co-op funds?

 2 A. (Iqbal) As long as we know that there is an SBC , but

 3 I'm not sure if they have another program which t hey

 4 are using their own funds.

 5 MR. EATON:  Thank you, your Honor.

 6 That's all I have.  

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  Ms.

 8 Goldwasser.

 9 MS. GOLDWASSER:  You'd like me to start?

10 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I think so.  It's --

11 I know.  One moment.

12 (Brief off-the-record ensued.) 

13 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

14 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  It's

15 4:45.  And, we appreciate everyone's willingness to keep

16 at it.  We're going to see if we can conclude tes timony by

17 5:15 today.  If we do not, and I'm not asking peo ple to

18 shortcut what they're doing, but, if that should work out,

19 then we'll be done with the evidentiary portion o f this

20 proceeding, and we'll have written submissions in  lieu of

21 closing statements.  

22 If we're not able to conclude the

23 evidentiary portion, then we will turn to Friday,

24 June 22nd.  
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 1 So, let's first see -- let's see where

 2 we go right now.  Ms. Goldwasser, --

 3 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Okay.  

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  -- proceed.  And, I

 5 truly am not trying to rush you.  But, at the sam e time,

 6 if we get it finished by 5:15, you, OCA, anyone e lse,

 7 that's not a bad result.

 8 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 9 Q. Good afternoon.  In your testimony, both your d irect

10 and your rebuttal, the Staff did not mention the GDS

11 Study, which found that less than 4 percent of el ectric

12 customers statewide heat with electricity.  Is th at a

13 reputable source for information regarding statew ide

14 electric heat?

15 A. (Iqbal) That is a reputable source.  But, on th e

16 4 percent, there is a methodological problem ther e.  If

17 you remember, that how the sampling was done for GDS,

18 it was focused on getting an amount, the number o f

19 respondent from each group, from gas customers, f rom

20 electric customers, from low income customers.  S o,

21 that is called a "stratified sampling".  That you  set

22 up a number of participant in that survey, based on how

23 many participant you want from each group.  So, i t is

24 not a "random sampling" in that sense.  It is a
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 1 stratified sampling.  And, under the strata, each  group

 2 is done by random sampling.  So, the overall conc lusion

 3 from that type of sampling might not be correct,

 4 because that is a stratified sampling.  That is n ot --

 5 Q. Okay.  I apologize.  Go ahead.

 6 A. (Iqbal) No.  Go ahead.  I'm done.

 7 Q. So, the underlying assumption of the GDS -- of the GDS

 8 Study, which was prepared for the Commission on e nergy

 9 efficiency, may have underlying problems with it?

10 A. (Iqbal) No.  I'm talking about only that for fo ur

11 percent.  

12 Q. Only that --

13 A. (Iqbal) That overall conclusion.  Overall concl usion,

14 if you do, like that, okay, we are creating, let' s say,

15 a committee.  We want three people from utilities , two

16 person from the Staff, and some other.  So, we

17 determine that first.  And, the Staff would be an y of

18 the five of us.  So, within the Staff, that could  be a

19 random sampling --

20 (Court reporter interruption.) 

21 BY THE WITNESS: 

22 A. (Iqbal) Yes.  That could be a random sampling w ithin

23 that, those particular groups.  But, overall, it is not

24 random sampling.  To get a exact number or good
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 1 conclusion on overall basis, we need a sampling w hich

 2 is done randomly on overall universe, the number of

 3 potential participants.  That's what I'm saying.

 4 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 5 Q. Okay.  Thank you.  With respect to the utilitie s'

 6 analysis, you did have an opportunity to request the

 7 underlying data from the utilities, correct?

 8 A. (Iqbal) Well, what do you mean by "underlying d ata"?

 9 Q. Well, the utilities opined in their rebuttal te stimony

10 about the 1.4, 1.5 percent.  And, there were data

11 requests after that testimony was submitted.  And , I'm

12 just asking if you had the opportunity to ask for  the

13 underlying analysis that the utilities performed?

14 A. (Iqbal) I think the utilities provided an overa ll --

15 overall methodology of how they did it.  Yes.

16 Q. Okay.  So, you had the ability to check the num bers via

17 the data request process, correct?  

18 A. (Iqbal) I think we asked some data on that, but  the

19 conclusion was the same, the same level of detail s we

20 got.  But we didn't specifically ask them "give u s this

21 data" or "that data".  We didn't.

22 Q. You didn't.  That's what I'm asking.  Because y our

23 testimony has been so far that "nobody double-che cked

24 the utilities' analysis."  And, so, I'm asking wh ether
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 1 you sought to double-check the utilities' analysi s?

 2 And, I think the answer is "you asked some questi ons,

 3 but you didn't ask that particular question."  Yo u

 4 didn't ask for the underlying data?  

 5 A. (Iqbal) Yes.  You're right on that.  

 6 Q. Okay.  Thank you.

 7 A. (Iqbal) That we didn't ask any particular data.

 8 Q. Thank you.

 9 A. (Iqbal) But we asked for how they come up with that

10 conclusion, and we tally those numbers.

11 Q. Okay.

12 A. (Iqbal) And, maybe, if utilities wanted, they c an

13 provide those data and say that "these are the da ta we

14 used, and these are the conclusion we got."  But when

15 we asked the question, we only got the conclusion

16 several time.

17 Q. Okay.  You were asked several questions about

18 Schedule 1, and the last line in Schedule 1 regar ding

19 "percentage savings".  And, this is a simple ques tion

20 I'm asking.  I'm only asking whether you had the gas

21 savings available to you from the gas programs?

22 A. (Cunningham) We used -- we had the filing.

23 Q. Right.  And, in the filing, the filing includes  gas

24 savings, as well as kilowatt-hour savings, correc t?
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 1 A. (Cunningham) I'd have to go back and check.  Th e gas

 2 companies did not provide the same detailed break -outs

 3 that the electric companies provided.  So, I thin k I

 4 couldn't do an apples-to-apples comparison to the  two

 5 for you.

 6 Q. So, rather than look to the gas filing, which i s

 7 attached to the Settlement Agreement, to the most

 8 recent Settlement Agreement in 10-188, to determi ne

 9 what the gas savings were, we only see, in that

10 5 percent versus 95 percent, we only see kilowatt -hour

11 savings, even though we include the costs for the

12 Energy Efficiency Charge in the LDAC?

13 A. (Cunningham) Again, we found that the data in t he PSNH

14 details reflected gas participation.  And, we use d that

15 participation for the gas company customers in th e

16 derivation of the 5 and the 95.  And, we thought that

17 was a reasonable comparison to make to the surcha rges

18 you just mentioned.

19 Q. I only have my copy here.  I believe this is Pa ge 63 of

20 the filing -- of the attachment to the Settlement

21 Agreement from December 2011.  There are many

22 iterations of the 2011-2012 efficiency programs.  Is

23 that the page that you used?  I had it open to Pa ge 63.

24 A. (Cunningham) Yes.
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 1 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I'm sorry, Chairman.  I

 2 just need a moment?

 3 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  That's all right.

 4 (Short pause.) 

 5 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

 6 Q. So, Mr. Cunningham, you've indicated that -- I' ll come

 7 back over so you can look at it with me.  So, we' re

 8 looking at Page 63 of the attachment to the Settl ement

 9 Agreement.  And, we're looking at the third colum n from

10 the left, which, at the bottom, has several highl ighted

11 lines.  Is that collect?

12 A. (Cunningham) Yes.  That's correct.

13 Q. Now, would you agree that, typically, the elect ric

14 companies have stated that they will not provide a fuel

15 neutral HPwES Program to gas customers unless the  gas

16 companies have run out of funding for that year?

17 A. (Cunningham) I believe that's correct, yes.

18 Q. So, would it surprise you, subject to check som e other

19 location in the filing, that these savings are fr om a

20 very small number of homes, which were provided - -

21 which were estimated to be provided with HPwES Pr ogram

22 savings for gas customers who would not be served  by

23 the gas companies because the gas companies had r un out

24 of funding?
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 1 A. (Cunningham) Well, the gas companies had not ru n out of

 2 funding, so the question is problematic.  The gas

 3 companies had plenty of funding.  So, the fact th at the

 4 proposal that's here reflects the electric compan ies

 5 doing work to serve gas customers, in advance of

 6 actually knowing they're not going to have the mo ney on

 7 the gas side to do these customers, it seems a li ttle

 8 bit problematic.

 9 Q. Okay.  So, let's run on the assumption for a se cond

10 that the highlighted savings that we're looking a t are

11 some portion of gas customers who are going to be

12 served by the electric HPwES Program, for whateve r

13 reason.  If we turn then to Page 91, of the same

14 filing, which is the attachment to the Settlement

15 Agreement from last year, we see a number of savi ngs in

16 MMBtus just for Unitil, so not including what was  then

17 National Grid, for their HPwES Program.  Would yo u

18 agree that these savings are savings that would b e

19 attributable to a Home Performance with ENERGY ST AR Gas

20 Program?

21 A. (Cunningham) These are savings that are related  to the

22 Home Performance with ENERGY STAR Program by Unit il.

23 Q. And, these savings were available via the Settl ement

24 Agreement in this docket, but were not included i n the
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 1 savings attributable to the combination HPwES ele ctric

 2 and HPwES gas programs, on Schedule 1?

 3 A. (Cunningham) I'd have to go back again to say t hat the

 4 5 that we used and the 95 was based on 63, not on  this

 5 page.

 6 Q. So, you didn't include the gas savings in your

 7 analysis?

 8 A. (Cunningham) Well, we estimated, we thought the

 9 estimate would hang, was 5 and 95.  We'd be willi ng to

10 revisit that.  If you think we've missed somethin g,

11 we'd be happy to look at it.  But we applied the same

12 percentage that PSNH had in its Page 63 across th e

13 board.

14 Q. You had a conversation with Attorney Eaton abou t the

15 likelihood of having a fuel neutral gas program.  Would

16 you agree we me that about 98 percent of the gas

17 customers heat with natural gas?

18 A. (Iqbal) Subject to check, yes.

19 Q. Yes.  Something like that.  And, there's a data

20 response, but I don't think we need to go there.  Does

21 that make it seem likely to you that there would be a

22 necessity to have a fuel neutral natural gas prog ram

23 for that other two percent?

24 A. (Iqbal) Can you repeat the question please?
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 1 Q. Would the natural gas companies need to seek to  do a

 2 fuel neutral program, if 98 percent of their cust omers

 3 heat with natural gas?

 4 A. (Iqbal) I don't know.  It's up to natural gas

 5 utilities, whether they feel like or not, because  the

 6 budgeting and program design is part of their

 7 responsibility.

 8 Q. Okay.  But you agree with me that approximately

 9 98 percent heat with natural gas, and potentially  --

10 and one of the reasons that the electric utilitie s are

11 seeking this is that they say, I'm not asking you  to

12 agree with the statement, but they say that a ver y

13 small percentage of their customers heat with

14 electricity, and, therefore, they need to seek ot her

15 means of getting into people's homes to perform t hese

16 measures?  They say.  I'm not suggesting that you  --

17 I'm not trying to trap you into agreeing with me.

18 A. (Iqbal) I think that's a good characterization of their

19 position.

20 Q. Okay.  When did each of you begin participating  in the

21 CORE proceedings?

22 A. (Cunningham) Excuse me, I didn't --

23 Q. When did each of you begin participating in the  CORE

24 proceedings?
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 1 A. (Iqbal) I think I started when I joined the PUC , in

 2 2007 December.

 3 Q. Okay.  And, Mr. Cunningham, I think we heard --

 4 A. (Cunningham) 2008. 

 5 Q. Yes.

 6 A. (Cunningham) Yes, 2008.  

 7 Q. Okay.

 8 A. (Cunningham) August.

 9 Q. Did you participate on behalf of Staff in the

10 December 2008 hearing at which the fuel neutral H ome

11 Energy Efficiency Program was discussed?

12 A. (Cunningham) Yes.

13 A. (Iqbal) Yes.

14 Q. And, as a result of that hearing, the parties w ere

15 asked to brief the question of whether a fuel neu tral

16 program should go forward, is that correct?

17 A. (Cunningham) That is correct, yes.

18 A. (Iqbal) Are you talking about 2008, which --

19 Q. Yes.  After the December 2008 hearing, the part ies were

20 asked to brief the question about whether a fuel

21 neutral program should go forward.

22 A. (Iqbal) I think the question was "whether that is legal

23 or not?"

24 Q. Okay.
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 1 A. (Iqbal) So, "going forward", no.  I would not a gree

 2 with that.  Because the Commission approved the P ilot

 3 Program to --

 4 (Court reporter interruption.) 

 5 BY THE WITNESS: 

 6 A. (Iqbal) To evaluate this whole approach.  That whether

 7 fuel blind program is a good idea.  And, we shoul d also

 8 mention that Commission also talked about that wh at

 9 could be different source of funding if it is fou nd

10 that the program is a good program.  And, one of the

11 option Commission, in their order, I think mentio ned

12 about RGGI funding or other funding, other fundin g

13 sources.  So, it is not that Commission approved a fuel

14 blind program at that time.  Commission wanted to  look

15 into the possibility.

16 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

17 Q. Okay.

18 A. (Iqbal) And, I think, right now, we are address ing that

19 issue.  Whether it is a good idea to go forward w ith

20 this testimony or not.

21 Q. And, in response to the Commission's request af ter the

22 hearing in 2008, Staff filed a brief, is that cor rect,

23 on the legal issues?

24 A. (Iqbal) I think all the parties or most of the parties
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 1 filed legal brief, yes.

 2 Q. And, in that brief, Staff concluded that a fuel  neutral

 3 home weatherization program would unfairly shift costs

 4 from non-electric heat customers to electric heat

 5 customers, is that correct?

 6 A. (Iqbal) Yes, that is our position from the begi nning.

 7 Q. Okay.  So, Staff raised that issue in their bri ef in

 8 2008.  And, then, again, as part of their

 9 recommendation to the Commission, in April 2009, on a

10 more specific proposal, Staff again asserted that  the

11 system benefits were not adequately captured by t he

12 proposed fuel neutral program, is that correct?

13 A. (Iqbal) As I said, that is our position from th e

14 beginning.  Yes.  And, as a Commission, we -- our

15 position didn't change.

16 Q. And, in orders responding to the briefing and i n orders

17 responding to the recommendation, the Commission

18 determined that the pilot fuel neutral program sh ould

19 go forward, is that correct?

20 A. (Iqbal) As I said, yes.  Commission wanted to l ook into

21 the possibility of that, whether this program is a good

22 idea or not.  And, that's why they included the P ilot

23 Program.  And, that's why they also limited the n umber

24 of participants, fuel blind participants in the f irst
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 1 couple of years.  I think it was 200 fuel blind

 2 customers for PSNH and 100 for UES.

 3 Q. And, then, again, in later dockets, in Docket 0 9-170,

 4 and then twice in -- or, excuse me.  In Order 09 -- in

 5 Docket 09-170 and in Docket 10-188, Staff settled  with

 6 the parties to permit a pilot Home Performance Pr ogram

 7 to go forward pending final Commission review, is  that

 8 correct?

 9 A. (Iqbal) That is correct.

10 Q. And, during all this time, from 2008 to the pre sent,

11 the Companies worked with the stakeholders, inclu ding

12 Staff, on the studies that have been discussed

13 throughout this proceeding, is that correct?

14 A. (Iqbal) Yes.  We were involved in this very int imately,

15 yes.

16 Q. And, Staff doesn't raise any concerns about tho se

17 studies in its testimony?

18 A. (Iqbal) No.  Because our position is not whethe r this

19 program is good or bad.  That was not our positio n.  As

20 the studies found that this program is a very goo d

21 program.  But our issue is not about whether this

22 program is very good or not.  Whether it makes se nse,

23 our position is whether it makes sense that SBC m oney

24 should be used for that program or not.  So, we d idn't,
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 1 in our direct testimony or rebuttal, we didn't ad dress

 2 any of the issue which goes to the merits of this

 3 program.  Our only objection is, this is a good

 4 program, but why should electric customers has to  pay

 5 for it.

 6 Q. Okay.  In your cross-examination with Attorney Eaton

 7 you referenced Exhibit 45, which is the pie chart ?

 8 A. (Iqbal) Yes, I remember that, but I don't have that in

 9 front of me.

10 (Atty Eaton handing document to Witness 

11 Iqbal.) 

12 WITNESS IQBAL:  I have it right now.

13 BY MS. GOLDWASSER: 

14 Q. Approximately 50 percent of the opportunity on that pie

15 chart is lighting, is that correct?

16 A. (Iqbal) To be exact, it is "52 percent".

17 Q. Math strikes again.  In Footnote 9 in that exhi bit

18 indicates that the savings for lighting may very well

19 be overstated, because "only time will tell how t hese

20 changes will impact the Lighting Program going

21 forward."  Is that correct?

22 A. (Iqbal) That is correct.  I want to add one mor e thing

23 on that, on that perspective.  That we understand  there

24 is some changes on the standards, and that might reduce
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 1 the lighting -- lighting savings.  And, we also t alked

 2 about the least cost planning from PSNH, and they  did

 3 analyze this, on these lighting savings, that how  much

 4 that would be reduced.  And, if my recollection i s

 5 correct, they use 40 percent reduction on that.  Even

 6 if you use that 40 percent reduction for this pie

 7 chart, the multifamily weatherization, single fam ily

 8 weatherization, and new construction, which is ri ght

 9 now 14 percent of total savings, will not go beyo nd

10 20 percent, with 40 percent adjustment for lighti ng.

11 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Chairman Ignatius, I

12 have nothing further.

13 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Do we

14 have questioning from Ms. Holahan?

15 MS. HOLAHAN:  No.

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Linder?

17 MR. LINDER:  No questions.  Thank you.

18 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Mr. Nute?

19 MR. NUTE:  No questions.  

20 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  And, looks like

21 Mr. Steltzer, as he had said he would have to, ha d to go,

22 but he had no questions.  Ms. Hollenberg.

23 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Yes.  Thank you.

24 BY MS. HOLLENBERG: 
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 1 Q. I think I only have one question.  Is it true t hat, in

 2 May of 2012, the Staff recommended to the Commiss ion

 3 that the HPwES Program be approved for purposes o f a

 4 collaboration with the BetterBuildings Program?

 5 A. (Iqbal) yes.

 6 MS. HOLLENBERG:  Thank you.  No other

 7 questions.

 8 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.

 9 Commissioner Harrington, any questions?

10 CMSR. HARRINGTON:  Yes, I have a few,

11 actually.

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Should we have

13 another one of these off-the-record moments?

14 (Chairman and Commissioners conferring.) 

15 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  All right.  Back on

16 the record.  I think, although we are awfully clo se, we

17 have some parties who have held over as long as t hey can

18 and have got to leave by 5:15, which is already 4 5 minutes

19 past when we should have left, so I'm not going t o push it

20 any further.

21 We will resume Friday morning,

22 June 22nd, at 10 clock, to conclude the Staff pan el,

23 questioning from Commissioners, redirect.  And, i t would

24 have been nice to do oral closings at that point.   I think
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 1 we told Mr. Steltzer we would do it in writing.  So, maybe

 2 I'll leave it to the parties to discuss amongst y ourselves

 3 on which way you would rather go.  We'll do eithe r.  And,

 4 if even the possibility that we do it orally, and  let

 5 Mr. Steltzer submit something in writing, would b e okay,

 6 if it's okay with all of you.  But I don't want t o push

 7 one solution or another.  And, if everyone in wri ting is

 8 better, we can do that.  But I'm afraid we really  do have

 9 to come back to finish this up.  We won't be able  to

10 finish in the next five minutes.  So, --

11 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Can I -- 

12 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Ms. Goldwasser, yes. 

13 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Just a quick question.

14 Are we -- we'll be on the record for the closings , if we

15 don't do written closings?

16 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  I'm sorry, can you

17 say that?

18 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Will we be on the

19 record for closings, if we don't do written closi ngs?

20 Attorney Thunberg had mentioned doing closings wi thout a

21 stenographer and --

22 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Oh, no.  I think she

23 meant "without a transcript", meaning without hav ing a

24 chance to read the transcript of the prior days.
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 1 MS. GOLDWASSER:  I'm sorry.  That's what

 2 I meant.  Will you have our closings in writing, if we

 3 don't provide them in writing?  That's my questio n.

 4 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Any closings, oral

 5 closings, will be transcribed.

 6 MS. GOLDWASSER:  Okay.

 7 CHAIRMAN IGNATIUS:  Thank you.  All

 8 right.  Thank you, everyone, for your patience.  And, we

 9 will see you Friday, at 10:00.

10 (Whereupon the hearing was adjourned at 

11 5:11 p.m., and the hearing to reconvene 

12 on Friday, June 22nd, 2012, commencing 

13 at 10:00 a.m.) 
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